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1. Executive Summary 
Techniques to use virtual simulati ons in the Distributed Interacti ve Simulation (DIS ) environment to evaluate new or 
proposed weapon sys tems were developed . As part o f the tas k, the Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) 
performed an experi mental evaluati on using the proposed techniques. The experimenta l evaluation examined two 
noti onal vari ants o f a proposed Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (the USMC's AAAVI ). 
The evaluati on pl an consists for fi ve components. First, the proposed weapon systems are added to an ex isting DIS 
compli ant Computer Generated Forces (CGF) system (ModSAF). Second , a seri es of scenari os are designed to exercise 
the weapo n systems in a variety of contexts . Third , Measures Of Effectiveness (MOEs) are des igned to quantify the 
performance of the weapon systems. Fourth , an automated data collection and analysis tool is implemented to all ow an 
au tomated evaluati on o f the entities based on DIS network traffi c. Fifth, statisti cal techniques are appli ed to determine 
the re lati ve merits of the proposed vehicle. 
The techniques deve loped have equal applicati on for the evaluation of new weapon system designs and weapon system 
modi fi cati ons and may be applicable as well to the evaluati on o f tac tics. The focus of this study was on evaluatin g new 
weapon system designs. 
By actually attempting to apply the method many concrete issues had to be faced and some noti on of the real diffi culti es 
involved was gained . In fact , the experiment found flO meaningful difference in the AAA V variants. This does not mean 
they are not significantly di ffe rent. The results focus attention on simplifi cati ons in 1ST's implementation of the 
techniques 1ST recommends. This is not to say that 1ST did not show due diligence, but rather it reflects how much time 
and effort is necessary to do this task sufficiently well with the tools available today. 
However, it is not unlikely that the results are correct. The addition of Javelin launchers to one third of a unit's AAA Vs 
may not, in fact, result in a significant improvement (or degradation) of the unit 's combat effectiveness. There is some 
evidence for this. In observing the scenarios, it was noticed that the minimum time between successive Javelin launches 
(12 seconds) due to the sensor activation limited the AAA V -1's parti cipation in the battles. The AAA V -Xs (no Javelins) 
constituting two thirds of the AAA V force fired many 25mm main gun rounds (to good effect) while the AAA V -Js fired 
their Javelins. Further, each AAA V -J fired at most two Javelins in each battle. Because the main gun is inoperative 
while the Javelin launcher is being reloaded (I minute), each AAA V-J switched to its main gun (became a AAA V-x in 
effect) after firing the two loaded Javelins to maintain an active weapon. It 's interesting to note that the Marine Javelin 
teams were quite effective due in part to the number of Javelins each team had available (6), the speed of reload , and the 
OPFOR's inability to detect and attack the Javelin teams. 
Key flaws and simplifications in the test experiment include: weaknesses in the CGF system used (ModSAF), using the 
same tac tics for both variants in the test scenarios, an insufficiently rich scenario list (onl y two scenarios were used), and 
insuffi cient differentiation between the vehicles (thi s, in part, further reflects difficulties with the CGF system used). 
Even with the various problems encountered , this is a powerful approach . It is believed that many important deci sions 
can be made by and insights obtained through using virtual simulation based evaluations throughout the design and 
acquisition process without endangering people, disturbing the environment, or making large expenditures. 
I For the purposes of article selection in this document, AAA V is read "triple-A V " and so the usage is "a AAA V " rather 
than "an AAA V." 
2. Goal 
Th is proj ect demonstrates an approach to evaluating new or proposed weapons systems using virtual simulati ons. T he 
idea is to all ow the new devices to be tested in a realtime, 3-dimens iona l. continuous time and space si mul ::lled 
ball ie fi e ld ; the desirab ility o f see ing how vehicles or weapons behave in comba t is obvious. 
The test case used is a comparison of two no ti onal vari ant s of a proposed Advanced Amphi bious Assa ult Vehicle 
(AAA V) runnin g under ModSAF", a computer generated forces prod uct developed by Lora lJ A complete ex periment 
de ign has been done and an ana lysis of the comparative value of the two variallls is one part of thi s report . The 
compari son results shoul d not be mi staken as the goals o f the project. T he goa l is to investigate the prob lem of using 
virtual simulat ions for such studies ; the goal is no t to produce results regard ing AAA V variants. 
T he methods descri bed he re can be used for both non-vehi c le weapon systems (e.g., mi ss il es) and vehi c les. Becau e thi s 
experiment was done using ve hic le vari ants, mos t of the rema ini ng d iscuss ion will re fer to vehi c le tests and the Vehicle 
U nder T est (VUT ) even though we could just as we ll app ly the methods to non-vehic le weapon systems. 
3. General Experimental Design 
T his is a summary of the Ins titute for Simulati on and T ra ining's (lST) recommendat ion for eva luating a vehi c le using a 
virtual si mulation. It is ass umed that the vehi cle will be compared with some baseline, e ither an existing vehi cle or a 
variant. For the purposes of d iscussion, thi s paper is couched in terms of "two vari ants" (which is appropriate for the 
experimenta l application done by 1ST ). The details o f our experiments and variations on these methods are di scussed in 
other secti ons. 
Many, perhaps most, virtual simul ati on packages that compl y with the Distributed Interac ti ve Simulati on (DIS) protoco l 
would be suitable for such work. Non-DIS systems could be used, but the d iscussion here is in terms of DIS traffi c . 
T he CGF system used will , at the least, require modifications to support the vehicle variants to be evaluated. W hether 
th i is done by adding a new veh icle type for each variant or by buildi ng a di ffe rent system for each variant is irre levalll 
for this di scussion. Other modifications may be req uired to support test scenari os. These malleI'S (and the d ifficulty of 
imp lementing them) are a function of the quality and completeness of the CGF system selected. 
The quality of the results are strongly influenced by the qua lity of the modeling done. A primiti ve CGF system or a 
vehicle implementation without accurate vehicle characteristics (speed, correct weapons modeling, valid damage 
in formati on and modeling , etc .) may yield meanin gless results . 
2 All unqualified references to M odSAF are to version 1.5. 1. Version 1.5.1 became avai lab le part way into the 
experiment and 1ST upgraded to 1.5. 1 as it contai ned changes useful to thi s project. 
3 ModSAF is being used fo r a varie ty of applicati ons. It is used for experiments by BDS-D, A2ATD, and LOSA T. T he 
Nati onal G uard uses M odSAF to support training exercises with manned simula tors. It is also u ed as an archi tectural 
proto type for the design for the Close Combat T actical Trainer (CCTT) SAF system [Vrablik, R . and Richardson, W . 
1994] . 
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A series o f scenarios should be developed which exerc ise the VUT in a manner consistent with its expected usc . Many 
scenari os may be required to represent a sufficiently rich test environment. T he scenari os se lecti on is a substanti al 
determinant of the quality of the outcome. 
Each scenari o should bc spec iali zed for each vehi cle vari ant to be eva luated since vehi cles with di fferent capabiliti es 
wi ll a lmost certainly use d iffe rent tac tics. It is unfair to lise "gencric" tac ti cs if the VUTs should lise different tact ics. 
A set of Measures Of Effecti veness (MOEs) shoul d be established be fore the scenarios are run . It is probably necessary 
for the M OEs to be scenari o dependent, although thi s makes the evaluati on phase more complex. In orde r to automate 
the evaluation process the MOEs need to be in terms of quantities that arc visible through the DIS protoco l. Many entity 
properti es ("entiti es" includes both vehi cles and perso nnel) can be seen or deduced from the DIS traffi c; among the 
properties are the entity's health , locati on, veloc ity. and head ing. 
Although it woul d seem that all that is left is to run each variant through (its version of) each scenario and to compare 
the results, the situati on is a bit more complex. For one thing, a scenario will not play-out the same from run to run ; 
there arc several reasons for thi s. 
• CGF dec isions are o ft en based on random num ber generati on. Consequently, a missil e may hit or miss a vehicle in 
a non-deterministic manner. Because a vehi cle may be ki ll ed in one run that survives in another, the battl e may 
play-out quite di fferently. 
• Even if the elements of the simulati on whi ch are intentionally stochas tic are made determini stic, there would still be 
a great deal of run to run vari ati on (with the variati on increasing with time). T his comes about because vehicl e 
behavior modeling is ill-conditi oned; small changes early in the simulati on can have dras tic changes later on. 
For example, an entity's support software may run a fraction of a second later on one scenario run than another. 
This can come about because of network latency or because the underlying event di spatching is slightly delayed (i t 
is effected by other processes on the system and ultimately by the system clock and its granularity). This sli ght 
delay may cause an enti ty to turn at a waypoint a bit later leading to a slightl y perturbed path and a slightly longer 
travel time. Such rrunute changes can acc umulate across the entity set until some significant event changes (a line 
of sight is delayed or missed leading to a failure to fire or fir ing at a di ffe rent target). Real time simulati ons, even 
without random numbers, can easily show dramatic variati ons after 5 or 10 minutes o f execution. With random 
numbers in use diversity occurs much faster once vehicle contact is a factor. 
Such vari ati on is not actuall y a bad thing. If the runs were completely determini stic the battl e played out would be the 
same again and again , but it is still just one battl e in a family o f possible battles for a fixed scenario. There is no way to 
be sure that a given battle play-out is representati ve of the fami ly. Instead, many play-outs must be done and the MOEs 
applied to each in the hope of finding the mean MOE for a scenario-variant pair. It may be desi rable to have some 
automated perturbation of scenari os, but thi s is probabl y unnecessary. 
For each scenari o, a number of trials are carried out for each variant. Statisti cal techniques are applied to the resulting 
MOEs to determine which variant is superi or fo r the given scenario. 
Ideall y, a single MOE should be selected for each scenario (poss ibly a we ighted average of more granular MOEs) . Then 
stati sti cal techniques (analysis of variance to compare two means of independent samples) can be applied to find the 
"superior" vehicle on a per-scenario basis. 
Because results are likely to be mi xed (some MOEs in some scenari os indicate vari ant-l is superi or but other 
combinati ons indicate vari ant-2 is superior) dec isions will have to be made as to which scenarios and which MOEs are 
more important. W eights for each scenario and each MOE need to be determined before experimentation is begun, and 
then a "dec ision" will be made by building a weighted average based on all the MOE results. 
Whether such a mechanistic determinati on is acceptable is up to the experimenters. If many MOEs are used with many 
scenari os and a mi xed result appears, endless debates are possible as to which VUT is superi or. In any case, the 
3 
-techniques are suitab le to ge nerate one or a ra ft o f MOE results. 1ST's ex periments are desig ned to give "an answe.: r" and 
so scenarios and indi vid ual MOEs arc combined. 
4. AAA V Variants 
1ST's experiments arc based on a mock evaluati on o r two proposed vari ants o f a USMC Advanced Amph ibious Assau lt 
Vehicl e (AAA V). Descri pti ons of the bas ic vehic le are beyo nd the scope.: of thi s document ; for 1ST's ex periment s there 
is onl y one d iffe rence between the variants. Vari ant I (AAAV-X) has no Jave lin mounted, the second vari ant (AAA V-
J) has a Javelin mounted on 1/3 o f the vehicles . 
There are various other characteristi cs that differ in the two variants, but onl y the Jave lin vari ati on was mode led. For 
example, the Jave lin variant should be more li ght ly armored in certa in reg ions. The effort to understand and su pport 
non-uniform armor in the virtual simul ati on used (ModSAF) was deemed re lati vely unimportant (considerin g the 
expected effort ) as it would add nothin g to the main goal of the proj ect: findin g techniques to do an analy is. The 
Jave lin is by far the most important di stin guishing charac teri stic. 
5. Scenarios 
The scenario is the und erlying s imulation framework supporting thi s project. The scenari os deve loped were des igned to 
prov ide suffic iently reali tic and doctrinall y correc t interac ti on between the modeled players to prov ide a basis for 
analysis of the influence of the design differences in the modeled vari ams. For our purposes, "scenari o" is the set, 
selling, players, and script used in a di stributed interacti vc simulation written to exercise the MOEs to support the 
analysis of the VUT. 
5.1 Terrain Data Base Selection 
As the initial step in scenario development, a survey of available Terrain Data Bases (TDBs) was conducted. Based on 
past experience at 1ST (which includes the Interservice Industry Trai ning Systems and Ed ucati on Conferences, 
IJITSEC) , the Hunter-Liggett TDB was selected for the first scenario. It is a read ily avail able, widel y di stributed , and 
accessible TDB . 
The Hunter-Li ggett TDB models a coastline (Californi a) with suffi ciem sea and land area to provide an appropriate 
setting for a USMC Amphibious landing using AM Vs. It is avail able in S I 000 format, usable for 1ST's Stealth for Out-
The-Window (OTW) displays, and in a Compact Terrain Data Base (CTDB ) format usable for ModSAFs 2-D Plan 
View Display (PVD). Havi ng a Stealth TDB all owed 1ST to plan approach routes and to select defensive positions . In 
addition , I :50,000 Military maps are avai lable from both DMA and the U. S. Army 's topographi c Engi neering Center 
previously developed for use at IJITSEC DIS Interoperabi lity Demonstrati ons . 
The Korean TDB (KTDB ) was e lected for the second scenario. The KTDB had extensive coastline and was selected to 
provide terrai n more likely than California to be the site of amphibious operati ons. The KTDB was obtained from 
SAle. M aps were procured and prov ided by the AAA V DRPM . The KTDB was avai lable only in CTDB forma t; the 
lack of a S 1000 version prevemed examining the Korean TDB and the scenari o with the Stealth . 
5.2 Scenario Mission Selection 
A re view o f previously conducted AM V development analyses used during the Operational M ode Summary / M ission 
Profi le was made to identi fy sui table missions for the terrain and ModSAF; these included scenarios set in Korea, iraq, 
and the Philippines. 
After consultation with the DRPM AM V a Raid mi ss ion set III the Hunter-Li2:2:ett TDB was chosen for the first 
scenario . A Non-Combatant Evac uati on Operati on (NEO) mission set in the Korean TDB was devel oped for the second 
scenario. 
A day li ght selling was specified for each mI ss Ion with no clock time specified. This all owed the use o f exis ting 
ModSAF behav iors . No weather or environmental conditi ons were created or supported . The scenarios were designed 
to avo id firin g weapons o ver the urf zone since the surf zone is not a recognized ModSAF terrain type. 
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The Raid and NEO missions were sized for a reinforced USMC Rifle Company. The miss ions were designed to limit 
ac ti on to direct fire . Neither mission called for supporting artillery, mortar, or NFS . Fixed Wing and Assault Helicopter 
Support were not used. The restri cti ons on combined arms use precluded the introducti on of other weapons' effects into 
the analysis which could obscure the capabilities of the VUT. 
ModSAF uses Line-of-Sight (LOS) triggering as a fundamental mechani sm; the system constantl y checks LOS to 
determine if it has the ability to engage, report, etc. The scenarios were laid out to avo id immediate LOS between 
opposing forces. Scenario pl ay all owed forward movement (Movement to Contact) and LOS acquisition (Enemy 
Contact); after that the ModSAF modeled behavior determined the sequence of interac ti on. 
Terrain irregul arities , road curves, and defilade terrain allow modeled entities to move to contact wi thout encountering 
hostile fire. The terrain selected , California and Korea, offered the best ava il ab le terrain for the purposes of thi s 
experiment. Landing sites and routes of trave l were selected from both a detailed map and TDB reconnaissance. 
5.3 Raid Scenario Design Plan 
The raid mission, in brie f: 
The AAA Vs are to destroy a SCUD launcher. Reconnaissance indicates an OPFOR force to the North 
and South of the expected SCUD location. The AAA Vs leave a Mortar team on the beach whil e the 
remaining forces split North , East, and South (the Nand S forces intending to set up blocks to protect 
the Eastern forces) . OPFOR forces are encountered in the North and South and battles ensue. The 
Eastern force climbs through switch-backs, encounters OPFOR forces, lights, and destroys the SCUD. 
Because of the dominant terrain features found in the Raid terrain , the OPFOR units were positioned so they did not 
have an initial LOS with the sea. The rationale was to have the OPFOR units face the more threatening road approaches 
from the North and South rather than occupy the commanding heights overlooking the sea. Only after the USMC Raid 
force landing and a "Movement to Contact" is made is a LOS achieved and the interaction developed between the two 
forces . 
The Raid scenario was constructed to allow one USMC Platoon transported in 3 AAA Vs (Northern Security Element) to 
be ambushed by OPFOR uni ts occupying defilade positions atop a hill. The USMC Platoon is brought under heavy 
BMP-2 lire (30mm) and Dismounted Infantry lire. 
The Southern Security Element is a USMC Platoon transported in 3 AAA Vs which reaches its assigned bl ocking 
position and is able to ambush a BMP Platoon moving North to support the other elements of the SCUD missile escort. 
The SCUD Assault Element in the Raid is a reinforced USMC Rifle Platoon carried in 5 AAAVs which lands and 
moves to secure and destroy the SCUD missile using both direc t fire and an embarked Engineer team, if required . 
The Weapons Platoon Commander, reinforced with a mortar squad in one AAA V, lands and acts as the Beach Security 
Element in the Raid establi shing security at the rendezvous point near the initial landing site. 
5.4 Raid Scenario Design Results 
Once the Raid mission, scenario, and TDB were selected a simplified five paragraph Operations Order was written 
(Appendix Error! Reference source not found. ). A noti onal Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) was created along 
with an Amphibious Readiness Group (ARG) to support the operations order. To simpli fy the Operations Orders 
developed to support the scenari os, a shared Landing Craft and Vehicle Assignment Table was created to account for 
the personnel and equipment embarked. Initially the OPORD used only 10 AAA Vs to transport the assault elements 
ashore. On the advice of the DRPM Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) thi s was increased to 12 AAA Vs. A Landing Craft 
and Vehicle Assignment Table was created to account for the personnel and equipment embarked. 
In the Raid scenario the transition from the plan to the simulation in ModSAF required some manipulati on to replicate 
the human control measures found in a "LIVE" exercise. 
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The 12 AAA Vs start by trave ling in a "COLUMN" format ion with a 50m separati on and a 100m distance interval until 
they arri ved at a pos ition ahout 200m from the shore. At that time they transition to an "ON LINE" formati on with a 
50m interval between vehicles to ex it the water. In ModSAF, each AAA V was given a scparate starling pos ition, route, 
and stopping pos ition to hand le thi s movement ashore. 
The AAA Vs, once ashore, fo llowed routes to reach targe t )1os iti ons or to move to contact. Init ia ll y movements were 
controlled based on time. Thi s proved troublesome as changes in route caused changes in timing. A modifi cati on was 
made to allow the use of mili tary ''Tacti ca l Control Measures" similar to those used on operations overl ays . This 
caused problems because the control measures had to be in LOS of the unit s for them to effect their control. A ModSAF 
mod ificati on was made to all ow the control measures to be non-LOS based . 
Cooperati ve behaviors embedded in ModSAF sometimes performed erraticall y. Vehicles would app ly a higher priority 
to mai ntaining vehicle intervals rather than to returning fire . Modificati ons were made to the scenari o, the ModSAF 
priorities, or the control measures to assure th at the planned behav ior was exhibi ted . Further detail s of problems 
encoun tered, and correcti ons or work-aI'ounds, can be found in Sect ions 8.2 and 10.1 . 
5.5 Detailed Scenario-1 Outline 
These tables show the timing, vehicles in vo lved, and events modeled in the ModSAF scenari o developed for the AAA V 
Raid mission . The scenario recorded for analysis omits the ocean run-in and initial maneuvers . Adding the e elements 
would offset these times but has no significant impact on the experiment proper. 
East Bailie at the SCUD Position 
Time Vehicle 
-2 :15 All 
0:00 East AAA V Platoon 
0:07 East AAA V Platoon 
0:20 
0:26 
1:05 
1:35 
6:45 
SCUD BMP2 Platoon 
SCUD BMP2 Platoon 
AAA V's or BMP2s 
East AAA V Platoon 
East AAA V Platoon 
All 
Resume ModSAF 
Start moving in column formation along the E. road at a maximum speed of 40 kph 
See OPFOR vehicles at the SCUD site and begin Hasty Occupy Position 
See East AAA Vs and begin to move to line formation for Attack by Fi re 
In line formation along their battle line 
First shot of this battle fired (exact time and vehicle varies) 
In line formation along their battle line 
Destroy the SCUD (exact time varies) 
End 
North Battle at the OPFOR Road Block 
Time Vehicle 
-2:15 All 
0:00 North AAA V Platoon 
0:45 
I: 18 
1:30 
1:40 
1:42 
6:45 
2:17 
2:30 
3:00 
6:45 
North OpForce Lookout 
North BMP2 Platoon 
North BMP2 Platoon 
North AAA V Platoon 
AAA Vs or BMP2s 
North AAA V Platoon 
All 
South BMP2 Platoon 
South BMP2 Pl atoon 
AAA Vs or BMP2s 
South AAA V Platoon 
All 
Start moving in column formation along the N. road at a maximum speed of 15 kph 
Spots North AAA Vs and warns other OPFOR vehicles 
Move to new Hasty Occupy Position to ambush the AAA Vs 
In line formation along their battle line 
See North BMP2s and begin Hasty Occupy Position 
First shot of thi s battle fired (exact time and vehicle varies) 
In line formati on along their battle line (exact time varies) 
End 
Event 
Resume ModSAF 
Start moving in column formati on along the S. road at maximum speed 
Enter South AAA V Platoon Engagement Area 
First shot of this battle fired (exact time and vehicle varies) 
Have destroyed all South BMP2 Platoon (exact time varies) 
End 
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5.6 NEO Scenario Design Plan 
The NEO miss ion, in brie f: 
The AAA Vs start near an o ffshore island, 22 Kil ometers ofT the coast o f Korea, just below the current 
DMZ. The USMC Rine Company lands, links up wi th a platoon of four tanks already ashore. moves to 
secure a hostage holding si te wi th the tank platoon. Two Platoons of marines in seven AAA Vs foll ow a 
retreating OPFOR force o f t\ 0 BMPs and establish a hasty defensive position coverin g the hostage 
holding area. At the defensive position the Marine AT teams are dismounted . T he Marines and the 
AAA Vs repel a coordinated tank and BMP attack. 
When the hostage holdi ng area is uncovered and secured by the remaining reinforced M arine platoon 
under the control of the Company XO operating from five AAA Vs. the second wave of six AAA Vs is 
called in to land , recover the hostages, and return to the ARG covered by the reinforced Marine platoon 
and the tank platoon to the ori ginal landing beach. When the hostages are embarked, the NEO coverin g 
force , breaks contact and withdraws over the original landing beach covered by the tanks, and returns to 
the ARG . 
No reconnaissance of the Korean TDB using the Stealth OTW perspective was possible as a visual model of the terrain 
does not ex ist. A thorough map and CTDB terrain reconnaissance was made of the planned operating area. This was 
coupled with extensive use of the ModSAF graphic "Map Features" which allows the user to create a visibility overlay 
from any point to determine defilade ten·ain. 
Details for the Landing Beach site, Link up points, the route to the NEO Hostage Holding position , roadblock positions 
were all selected first fro m the I :50,000 maps available and then from the M odSAF CTDB . 
5.7 NEO Scenario Design Results 
Once the NEO mission, scenario, and TDB were selected a simplified five paragraph Operations Order was written 
(Appendix 10.3.2). A notional Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) was created along with an Amphibious Readiness 
Group (ARG) to support the operations order. An additional force of six AAA Vs was added to the NEO Scenario ' s 
Landing Craft and Vehicle Assignment Table to allow for the transport of the hostages to safety with the MEU at sea. 
A scenario plan was created using M odSAF to control the movement of the USMC rifl e company. The company moves 
ashore in a "COLUMN" formation , links up with the tank platoon ashore, and moves to the hostage holding si te. 
The second wave of six AAA Vs moves in the trace of the USMC rifle company and remains afl oat until called ashore to 
the hostage holding site where they would load the 66 hostages and return to the ARG escorted to the landing beach by 
the tank platoon and the reinforced Marine platoon. 
This table shows the timing, vehicles involved, and events modeled in the ModSAF scenario developed for the AAA V 
NEO mission. 
Time 
0:00:00 
0:45 :00 
0:46:00 
0:47 :00 
0:47: 10 
0:48:00 
0:48: 10 
0:49:00 
0:49:10 
Vehicle ~~~____ ~~E~v~en~t ______ -n ____ ~ ________ ~~ ____ .. __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ __ ~~~~~~ 
All 
AAAVs 
I st Platoon 
2nd Platoon 
3rd Platoon 
1st Platoon 
MIAls 
4th Platoon 
2nd Platoon 
5th Platoon 
3rd Platoon 
Resume M odSAF 
Start moving toward beach at a maximum speed of 40 kph 
Arrive at Red Beach 
Arrive at Red Beach 
Arrive at Red Beach 
Link up with the MIAl s and move along the road in column formation at a maximum 
speed of 40 kph 
Move North along the road ahead of the AAAs 
Arri ve at Red Beach 
Move North along the road in column formation at a maximum speed of 40 kph 
Arrive at Red Beach 
Move North along the road in column formation at a maximum speed of 40 kph 
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0:5 1:10 4 th Platoon 
0 :52:10 5th Platoon 
0 :55:00 BMP2s 
0:57 :40 MIAl s and 1st 
Platoon 
0 :58:00 4th and 5th 
Platoons 
0 :58:40 2nd Platoon 
I st Platoon 
0:59:40 3rd Platoon 
2nd Platoon 
1:07 :00 1st Platoon 
1 :08:00 2nd Platoon 
1:08 :30 4 th and 5th 
Platoons 
1:10:30 4th and 5th 
Platoons 
I: 12:00 BMP2s. 
ZSU234s, and 
D2Ms 
1:1 3:00 1st and 2nd 
Platoons 
1:16:00 1st and 2nd 
Platoons 
1:20:10 4th and 5th 
Platoons 
1:23 :00 1st and 2nd 
Platoons 
1:23:30 I st, 2nd, and 
3rd Platoons 
1:36: \0 I st, 2nd, and 
3rd Platoons 
Arrive at the road 
Arrive at the road 
Retreat from the hostage site for re-enforcements 
Arrive at the hostage site and secure the area 
Move North along the road in column formati on at a max imum speed of 40 kph to pick 
up the hostages 
Arrive at the hostage site and reli eve the I st Platoon 
Pursue the retreating BMP2s 
Arrive at the hostage site and re li eve the 2nd Platoon 
Follow the I st Platoon to pi :wide support if necessary 
Set up ambush in a covered position North of the road 
Set up ambush in a covered position South of the road 
An'ive at the hostage site and pick up the hostages 
M ove South along the road in column formation at a maximum speed o f 40 kph 
OPFOR re-enforcements move into the ambush area 
Engage the OPFOR re-enforcements 
Move East along the road in column formation at a maximum speed of 40 kph after the 
battle is over 
Arri ve at the beach 
Regroup with the 3rd Platoon 
Move South along the road in column formation at a maximum speed of 40 kph 
Regroup with the 4th and 5th Platoons at the beach 
6. Measures of Effectiveness 
1ST's measures of effectiveness (MOEs) are based on information gleaned from DIS traffi c. This has a major advantage: 
work done in this area is independent of ModSAF code and implementation. Methods developed in thi s experiment can 
be used with any DIS compliant CGF system. 
6.1 USMC MOEs 
1ST created MOEs using section 3 (Measures and M eth odology) of Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAA V) 
Supplemental Analysis. Volume I. Final Report (dated M ay 2 , 1995), as a guide (thi s secti on of the paper was suppli ed 
to us by DRPM AAA V). While the measures outlined there are not suitable as wriuen , they gave us considerabl e insight 
into what to consider when defining MOEs. The paper identifies four general, hi gh level, MOEs: 
I. Win Quickly 
2. Win Decisively 
3. Dominate the baulespace 
4 . Minimize casualties 
Subsections break these qualit ies into fin er elements. 
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6.1.1 Win Quickly 
W in quickly is defined in the AAA Y Supplemental Analys is in terms of defeating OPFOR breakout (time at whi ch the 
las t OPFOR battali on escaped) and the task force arri ving at its objecti ve (estab li shing blocking pos itions). 
Because these are not suitab le for the Ra id and NEO scenari os, custom measures were designed to approx imate victory. 
In the Raid Scenario, the destruct ion o f a key entity (the SCUD) is used as an indicati on of victory (thi s is denoted as 
"enti ty based victory" or EBY). In the NEO Scenario , victory is deemed to have been achieved when the last entity 
damage takes place (thi s is deemed "damage based vic tory" or DBY). DBY would be difficult to recogni ze in a li ve 
scenario, but it is not a prob lem for a logged scenari o. 
EBY is well suited to the Raid Scenari o as the objec ti ve was the destruction of the vehicle with the SCUD. T his MOE is 
given considerable we ight in the Raid Scenari o. The situation is not as clear cut in the NEO Scenari o and so thi s M OE 
was not given as large a weight. 
6.1.2 Win Decisively 
The key idea described here is th at Blue fo rces shoul d neutra li ze the max imum possib le quantity of OPFOR forces . 
This is broken into fo ur elements: 
• OPFOR combat batt ali ons neutrali zed (defeated or trapped). 
• OPFOR combat battalions trapped. 
• OPFOR combat battali ons escaped. 
• Residual force ratio. 
Instead of battali ons, our relati vely small scenarios will deal with vehicles. Although it could be done (by examination 
of force positions and terrain) the noti on of trapped is beyond the scope of our work. Instead we treated "neutrali zed" as 
no-firepower, immobile, or destroyed . 
Escaped is also beyond the scope of thi s work, although it could be discerned from the DIS locati ons in combination 
with terrain information. 
The residual force rat io is the rati o of Blue/OPFOR combat power. W e have expressed combat power as the sum of the 
combat power of the vehicles. Each vehicle's contribution to combat power is a functi on of the vehicle type and its 
health (a completely healthy vehicle is worth more than one that lacks mobility or fi repower, a destroyed vehicle is 
worth nothing). 
6.1.3 Dominate the Battlespace 
Seven quantities are listed for thi s M OE. The measurements are speci fi ed to be taken when combat intensity is "at a 
reasonably static state." This is far too vague for a computer analysis, instead the scenarios used are simply all owed to 
run to completi on and the measures are applied then. The seven M OEs are: 
I. Loss-exchange rati o (battali ons), OPFORIBlue. 
2. OPFOR battalions lost. 
3. Blue battali ons lost. 
4 . Loss-exchange rati o (combat power; OPFORIBlue). 
5. Blue combat power lost. 
6. Loss-exchange rati o (OPFORIBlue) personnel. 
7 . OPFOR personnel losses. 
In all cases we use vehi cles rather than battali ons ("entities" is too broad as that would include personnel, which is 
covered separately in the MOEs; for the purposes of deri ving a composite MOE it is best if the MOE components are 
independent). 
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6.1.4 Minimize Casualties 
Five categories are identified : 
I . Blue casualties. 
2. Percentage of Blue force strength surviving. 
3. Surviving Blue force strength. 
4. Amphibiou assault personnel surviving. 
5. Amphibiou assault force surviving combat power. 
For our experiments we do not distinguish amphibious personal and power from overall personal and power (a lthough 
doing 0 would present no special problems). Most of the personal in the experiments are part of amph ibious uni ts and 
all the Blue force personnel in the Raid Scenario are part of amphibious units. On the scale of our scenarios the 
desti nati on is minor. 
6.2 ISTMOEs 
An examinat ion of the USMC MOEs shows that onl y a few key quantities need to be tracked to allow c.:o mputation of 
the MOEs. These bu il di ng blocks are then used to build key MOEs which are then normali zed (re-mapped to have a 
range from 0 to I ) and combined as a weighted average to produce a single MOE. 
For the purposes of the 1ST MOEs no di stincti on is made between "neutralized" and "defeated." Any veh icle that lacks 
firepower, mobility, or is destroyed is considered to be "neutralized." While thi s depresses some MOEs (treating a 
vehicle that "only" lacks firepower the same as a vehicle that is completely destroyed), the distincti ons are reflected in 
other MOEs. 
6.2.1 MOE Building Blocks 
This table shows key quantities measured for a scenario, but these are only the basis of building 1ST's MOEs, they are 
not used as MOEs directly. These quantities are given mnemonics to simpli fy their use in equati ons. 
Descril!.ti~~o~n ___ ~ ______ ....!:Blue Version 
Time until the key entity is destroyed EBY 
Time until last entity damage is done DBY 
Initial personnel count B_IPC 
Initial vehicle count B_IVC 
Initial force value B_IFY 
Final personnel count B_FPC 
Final vehicle count B_FYC 
(Neutralized vehicles are not counted.) 
Final force value 
OPfOR Version 
Not applicable 
Not applicable 
O_IPC 
O_lYC 
O_IFY 
O_FPC 
O_FYC 
A separate building block for" fo rces neutrali zed" is not necessary as the various combinations (for example, neutralized 
but not destroyed) are represented in other bui lding blocks (the force value distinguishes between all the gradations of 
damage). 
6.2.2 Key Ratios 
Based on the MOE building blocks, key ratios are computed which ti e directly to the USMC MOEs. Here arc the rati os 
used: 
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Descrip~ion Name Computation MOE reference 
OPFOR vehicles neutrali zed OVN (O_IVC-O _FYC)/O _rYC Win decisively 
Initial force ratio IFR B_IFY/O_IFV Win decisively 
Residual force ratio RFR B_FFY/O_FFY Win decisively 
Final Force Ratio FFR RFRlIFR Win decisively 
Loss-exchange rati o vehicles LXV (O_IVC-O_FYC)/(B_IVC-B_FYC) Dominate Bailie 
Loss-exchange ratio force LXF (0 _IFY -0 _FFY)/(B _IFY -B _FFV) Dominate BailIe 
Loss-exchange rati o personnel LXP (O_IPC-O_FPC)/(B_IPC-B]PC) Dominate BailIe 
Blue casualties CAS (B _I PC-B _FPC)/B _IPC Minimize Casualties 
Surviving Blue force strength SSTR B_FFYIB_IFY Minimize Casualties 
Only four of the denominators can be zero under the assumption that all scenarios begin with at least I vehi cle, which 
carries at least I person. Zero denominators may cause RFR, or any of the loss-exchange ratios (LXV, LXF, LXP) to be 
undefi ned . These special cases are handled as part of normali zati on. 
The USMC MOEs on ly refer to the residual force rat io (and not the initial or fin al force ratios). The FFR is introduced 
to allow us to normali ze a force ratio metri c. 
Not shown in thi s table is time to victory (EBV or DBV depending on the scenario) as that is not a ratio. The name 
"VIC" is used for the time to victory. In the Raid Scenario, VIC represents EBV, whereas in the NEO Scenario, VIC 
represents DBV. 
6.2.3 Normalized MOE Ratios 
To devise a single MOE, a weighted average of these elements is constructed . It is problematic to build such an 
average on quantities with different ranges and so the values should be normali zed in some way. A typical technique is 
to map the worst value observed (for a scenario using both variants) to 0 and the best val ue to I . This can lead to some 
poor mappings, however. It is possible that the time to victory between the variants will prove to be only a few seconds 
apart in the worst case and yet, with this normalization , this will be artificially magnified. In some sense the 
normalization should map "poor" values to 0 and "good" values to I . 
I;..!,;N~am~e~· _-=N.:.;o~nn~ali::::·~z:!!atI:::.·o:::;n~ ________ ............ _E=xplanation~ __ 
N_ VIC (MaxV-VIC)/(MaxV-MinV) MinV is the minimum feasible time for victory. It is 
(If experimental VIC exceeds MaxV, 0 is obtained by scenario examination. MaxV is the largest 
used.) "acceptable" value of VIC. 
OVN OVN ranges 0 (no OPFOR forces are lost) to 1 (all 
I - (I 1 ( I + LXV)) 
If LXV is undefi ned , I is used if no Blue 
vehicles were lost, 0 otherwise. 
I - 1 1 ( 1 + LXP) 
If LXP is undefined , 1 is used if no Blue 
personnel was lost, 0 otherwise. 
I - I 1 ( 1 + LXF) 
If LXF is undefined , 1 is used if no Blue 
force was lost, 0 otherwise. 
I - 1 1 (1 + FFR) 
If FFR is undefined , 1 is used if B_FFY is 
NOT 0, 0 otherwise. 
CAS 
B_FFYIB_IFY 
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OPFOR forces lost). 
When LXV is zero, yields zero. As LXV rises, so does 
the expression, but expression is asymptotic to 1. 
Mapping is good: 112 indicates a 1: I loss ratio, 2: 1 loss 
ratio maps to 2/3,5 : 1 maps to 5/6. 
Similar to LXV. 
Similar to LXV. 
Similar to LXV. 
o if all personnel lost, 1 indicates nobody was lost. 
o if all personnel lost, I indicates nobody was lost. 
6.2.3.1 Explanations of Special Case.~ 
Each normali zed loss exchange ra ti o (N_LXV, N_LXP, N_LXF) depends on an un-normali zed form (LXV , LXP, 
LXF). The un-normali zed forms are all rat ios that may be undclined if the OPFOR lost no ve hicles , personnel. or force. 
In thi s case, the normali zed form is based on the corresponding va lue for Blue. If Blue also lost nothing (indicated by 
O_IVC-O_FVC, O_IPC-O_FPC, or O_IFV-O_FFV being zero), the normali zed va lue used is I (success). If Blue did 
lose 'omething, a (fa ilure) is used. This takes the view th at should OPFOR lose nothing, Blue should lose nothi ng. 
N_RFR depends on FFR. But FFR depends. in turn , on RFR and IFR. However, RFR will be undefined (because of 
division by zero) if O_FFY is zero, whieh indicates that OPFOR has no force at the end of the experiment. In such a 
case, we make N_RFR depend on the conditi on of Blue. If B_FFV is also zero, zero will be used for N_RFR (we may 
have completely defeated OPFOR, but we have been completely annihilated). If B_FFY is not zero, N_RFR will be 
defined to be I. 
These conditions are not expected to ari se, butto insure the experiment does not break down they arc covered . 
The onl y other conditions that could yield zero denominators involve scenari os with either no vehicles, personnel, or 
force at the scenario start. All of our scenarios have vehides, personnel , and force for both sides . 
6.2.4 An Aggregate MOE 
These eight individual MOEs are combined using a scenario dependent weighted average : 
MOE = (w i * N_ VIC) + (w2 * N_OVN) + (w3 * N_RFR) + (w4 * N_LXV) + 
(w5 * N_LXF) + (w6 * N_LXP) + (w7 * N_CAS) + (w8 * N_SSTR) 
where the sum of wl ... w8 is 1.0. 
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7. Infrastructure Design and Implementation 
Thc two scenarios designed for th is experiment (sccti on 5) are intended to present thc VUT in ro les consistent with its 
expec ted use. Thcy werc created with the benefits and within the limitati ons of thc CGF tcsting environment , ModSAF. 
Two vari ants o f a ncw vchicle wcrc added to the testing environment to study the feasibility of using virtual simulati on 
for test, evaluati on, and compari son of ncw or proposed vehicles. 
7.1 ModSAF 
ModSAF is intended to be a modularl y designed DIS envi ronment for CGF development. It attempts to provide a 
working environment for exploring new CGF concepts and ex tending DIS [Courtemanche and Ceranowicz, 1995]. 
Work began with ModSAF version 1.4. When version 1.5.1 was released, new features to aid in scenari o development 
and the li kelihood of better technical support prompted a transition to the new version. The newer version provided a 
more modular architectural design (including somewhat reduced inter-module bindings), more vehicle tasks, and greater 
control measure fl ex ibility allowing faster scenario development (secti ons 8.2and 10.1). 
Both versions of ModSAF were obtained from the Tactical Warfare Simulati on and Training Information Analysis 
Center (TWSTIAC). 
7.2 ModSAF Modifications 
Major modifications to ModSAF were needed to support amphibious vehicles such as the AAA V. Along with a 
standard set of vehicle capabilities (e.g., routing, sighting and enemy vehicle engagement) the model needs other 
distinguishing functionality including the ability to : 
• travel on both land and water, 
• become partially submerged in water, 
• ri se out of the water and onto a plane as the vehicle accelerates in the water, and 
• modi fy its pitch in the water as the vehicle accelerates. 
7.2.1 Creation of New Vehicle Type 
No amphibious vehi cles exist in ModSAF 1.5 .1 or DIS 2.0 .3. The addition of this type required a ModSAF vehicle hull 
type capable of moving on both land and water and a definition for the amphibious domain (plus specific vehicle 
instances) in DIS protocol terms. 
7.2. 1.1 Definition of the Vehicle Domain 
DIS standards define vehicle domain (land , sea, ai r, or space) as a part of a vehicle's base characteri sti cs. No 
amphibious domain ex ists in ModSAF. Amphibious vchicles cannot be class ifi ed as either of the two obvious domain 
candidates: the AAA V does not belong strictl y on I::md nor should it be cast strictly as a water vehicle. Changing 
between the domains could have di sastrous interoperabi lity consequences. Assumpti ons have undoubtedly been made in 
development of other CGF systems that domain switching would invalidate. To avoid interoperability problems, the 
amphibious domain was created. It should be noted that with the addition of the amphibious domain , the IST-CGF-
AAA V version of ModSAF is no longer DIS 2.0 .3 compliant (section 10.10). 1ST will work with in the ongoing DIS 
Workshop process to add "Amphibious" to the DIS vehicle domain to ensure longterm compl iance with the DIS 
standard . 
7.2.1.2 Hull Type 
In ModSAF, entities are based on hulls; five standard hull s are avai lable: ground-tracked , ground-wheeled, infantry, 
fix ed-wing ai r, and rotary-wing air. A vehicle's hull handles its creation, dynamics , damage, and destruction. Although 
the AAA V could not use any o f the standard hull s (ground and water dynamics are both needed), the amphibious hull 
1ST created for the AAA V was based on the ground hull. The ground hull was chosen over the water hull as the MOEs 
are applied to a ground battle and the ModSAF ground dynamics are considerably more complex than the water 
dynamics. 
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T he ground vehicle hull was cop ied to create the first amphibious hull. Ground movemel1l routines for the new hull 
were copied from ex istin g ground dynamics softwarc. Amphibious vehic les were g ive n waleI' mobility with the change 
of a confi guration fil e that cont ro ls vchicle's tcrrain traversa l capabiliti cs. This simplc approach is nOI suffic icl1l becausc 
ground bascd movcmc l1l algorithms in ModSAF clamp vehi c lcs to the terrain top; walcr wou ld bc treatcd as a sol id and 
AAA Vs wou ld trave l on an icy plane instead o f pl owing through waler. T hi s is not reali sti c bchav ior, so a se t of water 
dynami cs was introd uced fo r the amphi bious hull (sec ti on 7.2.2). 
7.2.1.3 I"teroperability Problems 
M odSAF broad ly classifi es vehicles in lerms of the ir domain for vehicle interoperabili ty. These class ificati ons arc used 
to detc rmine what tasks a vehi c le can perform (e.g., a ground vehicle cannot pe rfo rm c lose air support ). Most tasks Ihat 
ground tracked vehicles and echelons of ground trac ked vehicles are allowed 10 perform were g iven to their amphibious 
counterparts. For vehi c le targeting, threat assess ment, and vehicle engagement , entries that are app licab le 10 ground 
tracked vehi cles were gi en 10 amphibious vehi cles. T he targel pri orities li st was created specificall y for the AAA V 
based o n the recommendation of 1ST's Military Subject M aller Expe rt (sec secti on 10. 1. 1.2). 
7.2.2 Water Dynamics 
No water vehi c les (and conseq uently no water dynamics) exi st in ModSAF. To creatc a realistic model, water dynamics 
fo r the AAA V need to allow thc model to partiall y submerge in water with depth be ing a fun cti on o f the veh ic le's specd. 
7.2.2.1 Submergence 
When an amphibious vehicle dri ves from land into water, the vehi cle gradually sinks as its tracks cont inue to touch 
ground under water. At some point, the vehicle's buoyancy supports the vehicle and the tracks no longer touch bOllom. 
M odSAF models the water surface but not the land on which the water sits. This fl aw is common to many, and probably 
most, CGF systems and is a functi on of the terra in representati ons in general use. The popular telTain representati ons are 
polygon based, and the terrain polygons have no thickness and conseq uently water has no depth (secti on 10.7.6). 
T o overcome this deficiency, a conft gurable beach inclination angle was added to the amphibious hull defi niti on (set to 
15 degrees for th is study) . When an amphibious vehicle crosses from a land polygon to a water polygon, the vehicle 
descends into the water polygon at thi s angle, until a maximum depth (conftgurable, set to two meters) is reached. 
Similarl y, when an amphibious vehicl e is in water and approaches land , it climbs back onto land using the same slope. 
The heuristi c applied is simple and has fl aws. It looks ahead along the cUlTent headin g a certain di stance (based on the 
incl inati on angle and the max imum depth) to see if the soil type wi ll change. This assumes that the path is going to be 
fairly stable within the transition distance of shore, which was true for the experimental scenar ios . The heuri sti c expect 
that once a telTain type change is encountered the AAA V will climb into or out of the water. This heuri sti c would be 
defeated should an amphi bious vehicl e drive along the waterline of a beach, where telTa in types change r peatedly. In 
such a case, the vehicle might, for example, allempt to climb onto land when it is heading to water. 
7.2.2.2 Speed Effects 
The heave and pitch of a AAA V in water are not constant. To model heave and pitch adj ustment, two confi gurable 
speed based tables were added to the amphibious hull : one for pitch and one for heave (sec ti on 10. 1. 1.3). A heave tablc 
is used to li ft the vehicle in the water from its initi al depth, and a pitch table is used as an absolu te pitch for the \'chicle 
ba ed on its current speed. An a lpha-beta filter [Cadzow, 1973] was used to smooth changes in both pitch and heave. 
The values o f alpha and beta are configurabl e (but must total one). In addition to smoothing, the alpha-beta filter adds a 
momentum effec t since the new pitch and heave depend on the ir previous va lues. 
Only the pitch and heave are adj usted for thi s implem~ntati on of water dynami cs. Among thc model limitati ons are the 
lack o f a wake, lack of waves, and fa ilure to adjust ro ll durin g turns. 
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7.3 Data Analysis 
The scenario analysis is based on DIS traffi c. The IST-CGF Data Logger was chosen as the DIS data co llec ti on too l. 
and an analysis tool was designed and constructed from the logger for thi s project. Although the utilities have their 
ori gins in the IST-CGF Testbed , they are DIS compliant too ls and can be used with any DIS compliant CGF system. 
For a description o f equipment used in thi s project, refer to secti on 10 .9. 
7.3.1 IST-CGF Data Logger 
The 1ST CGF Data Logger is an integral piece of 1ST's CGF Testbed . The tool was designed in-house, and so it s design 
and implementation are well understood by 1ST. It was readily ava ilable for thi s project at no cost and runs on 
inexpens ive and readily available equipment (PCs). 
The Logger stores DIS network traffi c as either binary or text fil es. The binary fil e is, in essence, a duplicate of network 
traffi c, while the tex t fil e is a readable, interpreted version of the same informati on. For our experiment the logger was 
used to store binary fil es. The logger was placed on a machine with a relati vely large hard di sk, since logged fil es o f 
multiple scenario runs require considerable space (80 runs o f a single scenario for this experiment exceeded 130 
megabytes). 
7.3.2 Analysis Tool 
The analysis tool was created specifi cally for thi s project. The tool is composed of two executables. The first condenses 
raw binary scenario files into a summary file which captures the significant scenario times and events. The second 
phase processes the summary file , based on a configuration fil e, and generates various statisti cs, including the aggregate 
MOE, (secti on 6). The configurati on fil e spec ifies, for example, the weights assoc iated with measures of effectiveness 
and vehicles that were not represented in the DIS traffic but should be reflected in the MOEs, (secti on 10.6). 
The analysis tool was bui lt off the base of 1ST's CGF Data Logger. This all owed for code reuse and rapid development. 
See section 10.5.1 for more information. 
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8. Results 
It must be re-emphas ized that the goa l of thi s experimem was to test the feasibility of usi ng virtual simulati ons for 
vehicle and weapon evaluati on. The AAA V result s arc use fu l to illustrate a stati stical approac h to anal ysis of the 
experimen tal results and, in th at regard , are a proper part of the experimenta l des ign, although the AAA V results, per se, 
shou ld not be take n seriously. 
8.1 AAA V Evaluation Results 
Although these results are secondary, they are import ant in that they show that 1ST did app ly it s recommendati ons to 
the ir logical complet ion. Scenarios were scripted , DIS traffi c was recorded, the resulting log was analyzed in term ' of 
the defined MOEs, and a variant was deemed to be a "winner. " 
8.1.1 Validation of Analysis Tool 
Because the MOEs are somewhat arbitrary, in spi te of efforts to make them reasonable and to base them on USMC 
MOEs, pl aus ibility checks of the MOEs are essen ti al. Also, the analysis tool is complex, and so it must be validated. 
By compari ng scenario outcomes wi th the analysis too l's results the whole process can be checked. 
Some relatively simple scenari os were scri pted and logged (i t would be imprac ti cal to va li date using full scale 
scenarios). The raw data computati ons generated by the analys is tool were checked by hand and the indi vidual 
normalized MOEs were examined in li ght of the scenario outcome. 
Based on the observed scenario outcome, the normali zed MOE numbers were roughly estimated (typicall y in form such 
as "very near one"). The plausibility checks uncovered some poor choices that had been made earl y on (for example, 
the vehic le count had originally included vehicles that were immobi le and had no firepower). 
To illustrate, consider one of the test scenarios used . Eight Blue M I Tanks were created and they bauled six OPFOR 
D2s. At the end of the run fo ur of the Blue forces were still healthy, three lost their firepower and mobility, and the 
other was destroyed . All but one of the OPFOR vehicles were destroyed. The vehicle that was not destroyed suffered 
mobi lity and firepower damage. Based on thi s outcome, the OPFOR Vehi c les Neutrali zed value should be very near 
one, the Loss Exchange Ratio for Vehicles (N_LXV) should be above 1/2 (more OPFOR forces were lost th an Blue) but 
not extremely close to I as half of the Blue forces were damaged. Simi lar checks were done for all the normali zed 
MOEs. 
8.1.2 Analysis Tool Configuration 
Some key dec isions for the analysis confi gurati on are covered here. Deta il s not covered here are descri bed e lsewhere 
(section 10.6) . 
8.1.2.1 MOE Weights 
Havi ng no basis to dec ide whi ch of the vari ous MOEs should carry more we ight, a simple arithmetic mean is u ed (all 
weights are 1.0). 
8. 1.2.2 Force Values 
Entities are given three" force values" used to compute a side's force . The " force" is the sum of the forces for the side's 
entities, and the configuration file spec ifies the force represented by each entity. The force is a fun cti on of the enti ty's 
type and it s health . Without more experti se, the ass ignments are somewhat arbitrary (in a full analysis, considerab le care 
in this area would be necessary). 
The force for an entity is denoted by three values: ex istence-force, mobility- force, and firepower-force . A hea lth y 
entity is given a force as the sum of these three . A destroyed entity has force zero. An healthy emilY has at least its 
existence- force ; it may a lso have its mobility or firepower force . 
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Entities were parti oned into 3 groups; high-forl:e (tanks, AAA Vs) , medium-force (infantry teams), and low-force 
(trucks). With a few exceptions, the force values used arc: 
High 
Medium 
Low 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
o 
The low-force entities are given no firepower forces as any firepower they might carry is incidental. 
8.1.3 Raw data 
This is the raw MOE measures as generated by 1ST's analysis tools. The vari ous quantities are computed as already 
described. All results are based on 80 runs (two scenarios, two variants, 80 runs per combinati on, total, 320 runs). 
8.1.3.1 Scenario-1 
MOE MOE 
N_V1C 0.7352 0.1275 N_V1C 0.7452 0.1196 
N_OVN 0.7722 0.1261 N_OVN 0.7639 0.1316 
N_RFR 0.7022 0.1476 N_RFR 0.7102 0.1473 
N_LXV 0.5658 0.0971 N_LXV 0.5593 0.0969 
N_LXF 0.4456 0.1322 N_LXF 0.4492 0.1175 
N_LXP 0.3883 0.1518 N_LXP 0.3945 0.1295 
N_CAS 0.3580 0.1599 N_CAS 0.3383 0.1346 
N_SSTR 0.6211 0.1499 N_SSTR 0.6348 0.1282 
W_MOE 0.5736 0.0805 W_MOE 0.5744 0.0795 
Variant- I Variant-2 
8.1.3.2 Scenario-2 
MOE 
N_VIC 0.5775 0.1329 N_VIC 0.5220 0.1274 
N_OYN 0.7052 0.0439 N_OYN 0.7396 0.0277 
N_RFR 0.8729 0.0471 N_RFR 0.9071 0.0309 
N_LXV 0.7691 0.1150 N_LXV 0.7699 0.1181 
N_LXF 0.7467 0.1675 N_LXF 0.7443 0.1639 
N_LXP 0.7261 0.2803 N_LXP 0.7117 0.2796 
N_CAS 0.0445 0.0610 N_CAS 0.0474 0.0550 
N_SSTR 0.9378 0.0588 N_SSTR 0.9354 0.0541 
W_MOE 0.6725 0.0743 W_MOE 0.6722 0.0704 
Variant- l Variant-2 
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8.1.4 Statistical Analysis 
The vehicle recommendati on made here is based on the results of the comros ite MOE generated by the analys is too l. In 
a larger analys is. with many scenarios. a method to combine the compos ite MOEs over the scenari o menu would be 
necessary. In thi s case an analys is is done 1'0 1' each scenari o. 
Each ce ll shows, for a given scenari o/vari ant pair. the mean, and the standard dev iat ion for the c mbination. The 
number of runs is all case is 80. 
Scenari o- I 
Scenari o-2 
AAAV-X 
11=0.5736 a=0.0805 
11=0.6725 a=0.0743 
AAAV-J 
11=0.5744 a=0.0795 
11=0.6722 a=0.0704 
The samples are treated as indepe ndent samples drawn from a normal di stri buti on. The objec t IS to estimate the 
diffe rence in the means for the vari ants for each scenari o. 
8.1.4.1 Statistical Allalysis 
Symbo lic representations in th is analys is use subscripts to denote scenari os and vari ants. For scenari o-s, vari ant-v, the 
mean, standard deviati on, and number of trials for an experiment are denoted I1sv> a s\,. and Ns\' respecti ve ly. 
The max imum likelihood estimate for the difference in means for the scenario-s MOE is 11" - 11 j . A pos iti ve value 
indicates an advantage for the AAA V-X, a negati ve value indicates an ad vantage for AAA V-J. This raw fi gure cannot 
be taken seriously in light of the vari ati on in sampling (as indicated by the standard deviati on). The difference in the 
mean is too small relati ve to the standard deviations to distingui sh the variants. 
A pooled sample variance for Ilsx - l1sj' denoted a/, is used for the overall deviati on: 
Because Nsx = Nsj = 80, 
( N " . - 1)0" ; .. + ( N ,) - I ) O" ~j 
N .fX + N .• ) - 2 
> > > 
as - = (a" - + asn/2 
Equati on I: Pooled Vari ance for the 1ST Scenari os 
(the combined variance is the mean of the sampled variances). 
Us ing thi s, a confidence interval for Ilax -l1aj is eas ily computed . Enough data is available for all of the experiment (N" 
+ Nsj - 2 > 30) to use a large-sample confidence interval: 
For a 95% confidence interval, Z,,{l "" 1.960. N" = Nsj = 80. Thus, our interval, to four signifi cant di gits, red uce to: 
(J.1 5X - J.1 5j ) ± (OJ099)0" 5 
Eq uati on 2: Confidence lnterval for the 1ST Scenarios 
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8.1.4.2 Analysis for Scenario-l 
From equations I and 2, the confidence interval for (Ill , -Ill) is: 
(0.5736 - 0.5744) ± (0.3099)(0.0800) '-= -D.OOO8 ± 0.0248 = (-D.0256,0.0240) 
Because thi s confidence interval inc ludes zero, no conclusion can be drawn as to which vari ant is superior bascd on thi s 
data. With addit ional informati on (increas ing N" and Nsj) the confidence interval can be red uced to the point where a 
conclusion can be reached (secti on 8. 1.7) . 
8.1.5 Hypothesis Testing 
A hypothes is test may also be used. Thcre is a duality of confidence intervals and hypothesis testin g, and e ither may be 
applied to the case at hand. Earli er computati ons, such as the poo led sample vari ances, are used here. 
The obvious hypothes is is that the variants have different MOE measures (thi s is what 1ST expected), but the likelihood 
of a type II elTor ( ~ ) if that is used as the null hypothesis is unclear. So, as is often done, we reverse roles use Ila, = Ilaj as 
the null hypothesis. This way we can know the likelihood of incorrectl y deciding that Ila, ~ Il"j when they are ac tuall y 
equal (this is a type 1 error and we can control its value, ex). 
Ho: Ilsx - Ilsj = 0 
H,,: Ilsx - Ilsj ~ 0 
Our sample sizes are large enough for approximate normality of our sample means to hold . Our test statistic , Z , is : 
~sx - ~ sj 
Zs = -r===:f,= 
) ) 
as -+-
Nsx N sj 
For both scenarios , the radical reduces to approximately 0.IS8 . 
We have a two sided alternative , and so IZI will have to exceed Z(W2) for Ho to be rejected . Seeking 9S% confidence , 
a=O.OS and Z(W2) == 1.960. 
For scenario 1, Z = 10.S736-0.S7441/((0.080)(0 . IS 8» == 0.063, not within the rejecti on region . For scenario 2, Z = 
10.672S-0.67221/((0.0723S)(0. IS8» == 0.026, a lso outside of the rejection region . 
Thus , in both cases, Ho cannot be rejected, so we cannot conclude 11" - Ilsj ~ O. This is consistent with the confidence 
interval result. 
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8.1.6 Additional Trials 
More tri als will increase Nsx and Nsj. and so will red uce the size of the confidence interva ls. Wit h eno ugh tri als , we 
'hould be able to d istingu ish he twee n the variants. if they are different. 1ST's results are far too close to trust this 
addit ional analys is; it is inc ludeu here for demonstrati on purposes onl y. 
For scenario- I , the means differ by (onl y) -O.OOOS. Assumin g we contin ue to use the same num ber o f tri als for each 
variant (call th is N,), for the confidence interval to exc lude zero: 
Za" eJ , J ~, < 0.0008 
or, for scenari o- I and a 95 % confidence interval: 
or 
1.4 14 (1.96)(0.08) r;:)' < 0.0008 
v Ns 
277.1 <.IN: 
which indicates that over 76,000 more runs are needed for each variant (for a total of over 150,000 more tria ls; thi s 
would take over II weeks of continuous logging). 
8.1.6.1 Analysisfor Scellano-2 
T he scenario-2 analysis precisely parallels that of scenari o-I . The sample variation, to 4 signifi cant digits, (from the 
combined variance, equation I) is 0.07238. The confidence interval (from equati on 2) is: 
(0.6725 - 0.6722 ) ± (0.3099)(0.07238) ~ -0.0003 ± 0.0224 = (-0.0227,0.0221) 
Once again, the interval contains zero and so it can not be asserted that the means are diffe rent. With such a small 
difference in means, there is little point in estimating the number of additi onal tri als needed . In the hypothesis test for 
scenario 2, Z = 10.6725-0.67221/((0.07235)(0. 15 8» '" 0.026, which, like scenario I is outside of the rejecti on reg ion. 
8.1.7 Variant Conclusions 
Based on these experiments, there appears to be little d iffe rence between the for Th e scella r ios, CCF SYSTem, and MOEs 
IIsed. This, at first blush , is a surpri sing result. This conclusion may say more about simplifications in the experiments 
than the varian ts themselves. 
Among the simplifi cati ons that may have lead to the negati ve conclusion are: 
• AAA V-X and AAA V-J are identical except that 1/3 o f the AAA Vol's carry Javelin ammo. Any d ifferences must 
come about fro m this one d iffe rence . 
• Both vari ants used the same tac tics (and , in fac t, the same scenarios). A more sophisticated test would use tac tics 
appropri ate to the avai lab le weapons. 
• Only two scenarios were tried. A richer scenari o mi x may uncover important differences even for these vari ants. 
• The underlying CGF system coupl ed with the novelty of the AAA V forced many compromises, some of whi ch may 
have hidden variant diffe rences . 
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However. it is 1I0t ulllikely the remits are correct. The additi on of Jave lin launchers to one third o f a unit 's AAAVs may 
not, in fac t, res ult in a signifi cant improvement (or degradati on) of combat cfTccti veness. There is some ev idence for 
this. In observ ing the scenarios, it was noticed that the minimum time between successive Javelin launches ( 12 seconds) 
due to the sensor acti vati on limited the AAAV-J' s parti cipati on in the battl es. T he AAAV-Xs whi ch constituted two 
thirds of the AAAV-J force fired many 25mm main gun rounds (to good effect) whi le the AAAV-Js were firin g their few 
Jave lins. Each AAA V-J fired at most two Javelins in each battle. W hen its two loaded Javelins were fired, each 
AAAV-J swi tched to its main gun (became a AAAV-X in effect) to mainta in an ac ti ve weapon instead of re load ing the 
Javelin launcher. Whil e the Javelin launcher is being reloaded ( I minute), the mai n gun is inoperati ve . It 's interesting to 
note that the M arine Jave lin teams were quite effective due in part to the number of Jave lins each team had avail ab le (6), 
the speed of re load, and the OPFOR 's inability to detect and attack the Javelin teams. 
T hese results prov ide ample grounds for spec ul atio n. Does the AAA V mounted Javelin ' s re lati vely slow rate of fire 
offset its le thality? If the Jave lin teams d id better because they were prepos itioned and ready to fire their Javelins, would 
AAAV-J s perform better in situati ons were they were prepositioned fo r ambushing the OPFOR? W ould an all AAAV-J 
force do we ll if some frac ti on (say a third ) of the AAA V-Js were authorized to use the Javelin and after they had fired 
their two Javelins they changed to the main gun and au thority to use Javelins shi fted to another group? 
Although entertai nin g, these specul ati ons shoul dn' t obscure the purpose of thi s experiment whi ch is to demonstrate the 
feasibility of using virtual simulati on for test and evaluation and not to evaluate the two variants. 
B.2 Experimental Problems 
Several fl aws are obvious when the methods applied are compared with the recommendati ons (secti on 3). These fl aws 
re fl ect the nature of the experiments and a reduced emphasis on attempting to actuall y reach conclusions regarding the 
AAA V vari ants. The experimental work did not require a greater emphasis in these areas to yie ld the techlliques sought. 
Highli ghts of fl aws in applying the 1ST recommendati ons include: 
• the scenari os were not customi zed for the AAA V vari ant be ing tested , 
• the scenario selection list was far too short, 
• the MOEs re fl ect best guesses (they are not in any way validated) , 
• the AAA V implementati on lacks details (such as armor modifications), and 
• vehicle and weapon data is not accurate (although as far as practical it does reflect supplied information). 
Other experimenters are likely to encounter problems of the sort 1ST encountered with M odSAF. All such systems are 
likely to be inadequate in some areas. To give a noti on of what to expect, and to clarify the nature of the experimental 
work, the key problems encountered are covered in detail in Appendi x 10.1. There is no doubt that another evaluati on 
woul d uncover more problems. Each of 1ST's two scenarios uncovered problems; new scenarios would uncover more. 
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9. Summary and Conclusion 
Techniques to use virtual simulat ions in the DIS vi rtual enviro nment to evaluate new or proposed weapon systems were 
developed . As part of the task, 1ST performed an experimental eva luati on usi ng the proposed techniques. The 
experimental evaluation examined two noti onal variants of a proposed Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (the 
USMC's AAA V). 
The evaluati on plan consists fo r fi ve components. First. the proposed weapon systems are added to an ex isting DIS 
compliant CGF system (ModSAF). Second , a seri es of scenari os are designed to exercise the weapon systems In a 
variety of contexts. Third , Measures Of Effecti ve ness (MOEs) are des igned to quantify the performance of the weapon 
systems. Fourth , an automated data coll ec ti on and analys is tool is implemented to allow an automated evaluati on of the 
entities based on DIS network traffic . Fifth, stati sti cal techniques are app li ed to determine the relati ve merits of the 
proposed vehicle . 
By actuall y attempting to apply the method many concrete issues had to be faced and some noti on of the real difficulti e ' 
in vo lved was gained. In fac t. the experimental result did 11 0 1 find a meaningful difference in the AAA V variants. This 
may mean that they are not in fac t signifi cantl y di ffe rent , but the results focus attention on simplifications in 1ST's 
implementati on of the techniq ues 1ST recommends. This is not to say that 1ST did not show due diligence, but rather it 
renects how much time and effort is necessary to do thi s task sufficientl y well with the tools available today. 
Even with the various problems encountered, thi s is a powerful approach. It is beli eved that many important insights 
into design issues can be made by using virtual simulati on based evaluati ons throughout the des ign and acquisiti on 
process without endangeri ng people, disturbing the environment, or mak.i ng large expenditures. 
In conclusion, thi s project has developed and demonstrated an approach and a set of tools for testing and evaluating 
weapon system designs in the DIS vi rtual environment. The problems encountered and the simplificati ons introduced 
into the analysis illustrate the diffic ulti es in the data co ll ecti on and analytic processes, onl y some of which are unique t 
the virtual environment. Because this project is among the first to apply the DIS virtual environment to test and 
evaluati on, it is understandab le that many problems would arise due simply to the immaturity of the systems and tools 
available. With further development of the tools, Virtual Test and Evaluation promises to be a useful add ition to the 
designer 's toolbox. 
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10. Appendices 
10.1 Source of Data 
ModSAF has never gone through a VV &A process, so the underlying data, and the ultimate modeling, must always be 
treated as suspect. However, ModSAF is a success ful , we ll known, and widely used, CGF system ; it is on thi s basis that 
it was selected for these experiments. 
Evo lution of ModSAF has produced more then half o f a million lines of code, documentati on, and models for hundreds 
of entitites (vehi cles and infantry teams) . The underl ying entity data was largely derived fro m SIMNET SAFOR code. It 
is probable that some elements of entity models refl ect best guesses by individual programmers or long forgotten 
conversati ons between programmers and SMEs (gun elevati on rates are probably in thi s catagory) . 
The AAA V model is built upon existing ModSAF models whose data sources are usuall y undocumented. However, 
much of the most important data (vehicle speed, hit & kill tables) is of known origins and is discussed here . 
Data for the AAA V model came from several sources. The model started with a ModSAF M2 Bradley fitted with a 
custom amphibious hull. Subsequent enhancements were made using data from: 
SOURCE 
DRPM 
A-SPEC 
JAVELIN 
PSD 
ModSAF 
1ST 
10.1.1 Data in ModSAF 
REFERENCE =~--
DRPM AAA V Document MODSAF AAA V INFO, 07128/95, unpubli shed 
SYSTEMS/SEGMENT SPECIFICATION (A-SPEC) FOR THE 
ADV ANCED AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT VEHICLE (AAA V) , DRAFT 
VERSION Il a, USMC 
JAVELIN WHITE PAPER, 26 Feb. 1993, U.S. Army Infantry School, Fort 
Benning, GA 31905 
TEST PLAN FOR THE PROPULSION SYSTEM DEMONSTRATOR 
AT THE AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLE TEST BRANCH, 17 April 1992, 
David Taylor Model Basin, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Bethesda, MD 
20084 
AAA V model is based on existing M2 Bradley ModSAF 1.5 .1 model 
1ST Subject Matter Expert 
Data Source Abbreviations 
ModSAF stores its data in roughly 600 RDR configuration files (pronounced reader Jiles). These are ASCII files of a 
collection of related ModSAF components. Almost all of the AAA V data is stored in or referenced from the fil e 
US_AAA V -params.rdr. This fil e wi ll be referred to as the "AAA V RDR fil e." The AAA V RDR fil e supplies default 
data for newly created AAA Vs. 
10.1.1.1 Hit/Kill Probabilities 
Hit and kill probabilities in ModSAF is a involved and vol umous topic (some hitlkill tables are in excess of 36 pages). 
Detail ed di scussions of how hit and kill probabilities are implemented in ModSAF are beyond the scope of this 
document. Fortunatel y, the ModSAF hit & kill probability data originated with AMSAA, and so it can be used with 
some confidence. 
With the exception of the Javelin missile , hit & kill probabilities for munitions and armor used in thi s project are the 
defaults that are bundled with ModSAF. The Javelin missile was added by 1ST using combination of fli ght 
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charac teri s ti cs data prov ided by DRPM and JA VELIN. Javc lin hit and kill probab iliti es were adjusted to be as c lose to 
100 percent hit and 100 percent ki ll as poss ible4 . 
10.1. 1.2 Target Priorities List 
Priori ti zed by both DRP if and 1ST, the AAA V Target Prioriti es List shows an order to whi ch a AAA V prioriti zes its 
targets. ModSAF docs not allow dynamic, automated , changes to thi s li st (sec tion 10.1 2.23). 
TARGET 
APC 
AT 
Dismounted 
AAA 
RWA 
AAAV 
FWA 
Command 
Art ill ery 
Supply 
DO NOT TARGET 
Tank 
Ships 
Missiles 
Other 
10.1.1.3 Water Dynamics Data 
DESCRIPTION 
Armored Personnel Carrier 
Ami-Tank Vehicles 
Dismounted Infalllry 
Armored Amphibious Assault 
Rotary Wing Aircraft 
Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehi c le 
Fixed Wing Aircraft 
Command Contro l and Communicati ons 
Artill ery Vehic le 
Supply Veh ic le 
Tanks and heav il y armored vehicles 
Ships 
Missiles 
Bridges, Dirig ibles 
Target Pr ior ities List 
Data deri ved from the PSD documentati on was used to drive the AAA V water dynamics model. Given a speed the 
desired Angle and Heave are interpolated from T ables I and 2. This data was used in both the ModSAF and Pega us 
AAA V implememations. 
0.0 5.9 10.0 12.6 12.9 16. 1 19.3 22.6 25.8 29.0 l 2) 33.8 37.1 40.3 
4.0 4.0 5.4 6.3 I I. I 12.2 12.8 10.2 11.0 10.5 10.3 9.4 8.5 7.3 
Wate r Dyna mics T rim Angle Data 
12.6 17·9 16.1 19.3 j2.6 25..J 29.0 32.2 33.8 37.1 40.3 
Heave m 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.2 
Water Dyna mics Heave Data 
4 All figures suppli ed indicated very hi gh P(h) and P(k) values. A ModSAF stand ard configuration fil e was used for the 
Javelin which is advertised as generating 100% P(h) and P(k) val ues. 
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10.1.1.4 AAA V Specificatiolls 
r SPECIFICATION VALUE SOURCE 
Armament I 
Main M242 Bushmaster A-SPEC 
Main maximum fire rate 200 rounds/m A-SPEC 
Main minimum range o meters ModSAF I 
Main maximum range 2500 meters DRPM 
Main velocity 1100 rnls ModSAF 
Main mass .185 kg ModSAF 
Main burst amount 6 rounds DRPM I 
Main rounds ready 300 rounds ModSAF 
Main rounds stowage (450 HE/ISO K) 600 rounds DRPM 
Secondary M240 machine gun A-SPEC I 
Secondary maxi mum fire rate 700 rounds/m ModSAF 
Secondary minimum range o meters ModSAF 
Secondary maximum range 400 meters ModSAF 
Secondary velocity 838 rnls ModSAF I 
Secondary burst amount 5 rounds DRPM 
Secondary mass .007 kg ModSAF 
Secondary rounds ready 500 rounds ModSAF I 
Secondary rounds stowage 1600 rounds DRPM 
Missile (variant two) Javelin A-SPEC 
Javelin maximum fire rate 15 seconds Javelin 
Javelin minimum range 500 meters Javelin 
I 
Javelin maximum range 2000 meters Javelin 
Javelin velocity 137.93 rnls Javelin 
Javelin mass 16.0 kg Javelin I 
Javelin rounds ready 2 rounds Javelin 
Javelin rounds stowage 12 rounds DRPM 
-Bounding box I 
Maximum height 3.2 meters A-SPEC 
Maximum length 9.14 meters A-SPEC 
Maximum width 3.66 meters A-SPEC 
File of vision I 
Commander/gunner 360 degrees A-SPEC 
I Driver 120 degrees A-SPEC 120 degrees A-SPEC 
.-
Acceleration 1.27 rnls2 A-SPEC 
Breaking deceleration rate 4.91 rnls2 A-SPEC 
Breaking stationary on grade up to 60% A-SPEC I 
Mobility-loose sand-min speed 3 1.68 Kph A-SPEC 
Pivot rotation speed maximum 7 RPM A-SPEC 
Range at average speed of 40 Kph 483 Km A-SPEC I 
Slope longitudinal move&stop grade 60% A-SPEC 
I 
Slope operation at azimuths up to grade 40% A-SPEC 
Speed reverse 24 Kph A-SPEC 
Speed sustained on level hard road 69 ~ph A-SPEC 
Water characteristics 
Surf zone enter/exit slope 15 degrees 1ST 
Pivot turn diameter 15 meters A-SPEC 
I 
Speed reverse 7.4 Kph A-SPEC 
I Speed sustained 46.3 Kph A-SPEC 
I 25 
Water to land reconfiguration 
Minimum speed 
T ime 
Miscellaneous 
Combat eq ui pped troop weight 
Field or fire range 
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7.4 Kph 
45 seconds 
2340 kg 
360 degrees 
A-SPEC 
A-SPEC 
A-SPEC 
A-SPEC 
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10.2 AAAV Manned Simulators 
Two systems were modified to provide a Man in the Loop (MlTL) capab ility to thi s project: Dial-A-Tankr~1 and 1ST's 
Pegasus . These systems all owed a human operator to drive a single AAA V in the DIS environment. 
10.2.1 Dial-A-Tank™ 
Dial-A-Tank ™ from MaK Technologies , Cambridge, MA, provides an easi ly reconfigurable simulator useful for DIS-
related testing and rapid prototypi ng. The toolkit provides easy manipulation of physical simulati on elements such as 
veh ic le components, weight di stributi on, fri cti on, rotati on, and translation of rigid bodies, etc. 
Dial-A-Tank HI (Version 0.8.1 Beta, the first public release) was eval uated earl y in this project. 1ST created a land 
vehicle from scratch similar in confi gurati on to the AAA V. From a ground hull type, components were added and given 
parameters reasonable for the AAA V , including: 
• tracks underneath the hull , 
• 
• 
• 
a drive train, 
engll1e, 
and a turret. 
To demonstrate the ability of CGF entities to interact and cooperate with manned AAA V simulators , the new vehicle to 
was used to lead a platoon of M odSAF AAA Vs into battle. A platoon of M odSAF AAA Vs was assigned afollow task 
and attached to a Dial-A-TankTM AAAV. 
There were a number of enhancements and bug fixes required to Dial-A-TankTM in order to make it useful to the AAA V 
project: 
• fix Dial-A-Tank ™ crashing when its vehicle collided with another DIS entity, 
• support water vehicles , 
• add specific weapons systems, and 
• add several fac ilities to the GU!: 
D nrurueO~~~t~s __ ~ __ ~ ______________________ ~ __ , 
Planing Hull with water dynamics model 
Water Jet Engine 
M242 Bushmaster Chain Gun & M 240 Machine Gun 
Transom Plate, Dynamics and articul ati on 
Bow Plate, Dynamics and articulation 
Re-traekable Tracks 
GUI Features 
Menu for transi ti ons: land , swimming & high speed water. 
Circular or digital gauge for machine gun position 
User feedback for all controls 
Gear ratio discrete levels ( I, 2, 3, N, R) 
Feedback on vehicle yaw, pitch & roll (overlay on terrain angle?) 
Deterministic meth od to steer vehicle 
Hooks for user defined joystick device 
Dial-A-TankTM Required AAAV Features 
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10.2.2 Pegasus 
The Pegasus. a derivative or 1ST' s CGF Testbed, is designed to all ow human con trol of vehicles withi n a simulation. 
Through the use of joysti cks. throll les, and pedals . a person can control one or severa l different land or air veh icles . The 
Pegasus simulator is also capable or connec ting with ModSAF, so that a human can playa part in scenari os being run in 
that environment. 
Initially. the Pegasus environment did not have support for amphib ious vehic les . However. there is support ror water 
and land vehicles within the testbed. Water vehicles were implemented in other CGF Testbed environments and then 
carried over to the Pegasu Testbed. but they are not active ly used withi n Pegasus. 
The land dynamics modules in Pegasus are thorough and reali stic. Vehicles in the simulator travcl just like they would 
in the real world . pitching up or down on embankments. sti cking on any obstac les hit. k.i cking up dust cloud ' on sandy 
soi ls. elC. Since the M2 already had a rull y defined and implcmented set of land dynamics. it was used as a basis r r the 
first amphibious vehic le. The AAA V was then given the abili ty to drive on water as ir it were land. using solely land 
dynamics. The vehic le wa given characteristics to distingui sh it rrom its parent M2: 
• an amphib ious environment was implemented. (as opposed to a land , air, or water environment). 
• water dynamics modules were modifi ed for use in amphibious water trave l. 
• alpha/beta filters were added to project smooth pitch and planc height adjustmcnts. 
• amphibious speed tables for each environment were added to the currentl y defined li st, 
• 25 ml11 main gun and 7mm secondary gun were added as the AAA V's weaponry. 
• the transitions that the vehicle goes through when approaching or leavi ng land were modeled. 
• correct values for acceleration/deceleration. roll and turn rates were added. 
Support is now in place for creating new amphibious vehicles within the Pegasus version or the CGF Testbed. 
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10.3 Operations Orders 
This secti on contains noti onal operations orders for the two scenari os. These orders guided the constructi on o f the 
experimental scenarios executed within ModSAF. 
10.3.1 AAA V Raid Operations Order 
OPERA TION O RDER _____ _ 
REF: MAP SHEET Cape San Martin Ed ition I-TEC Series V795 Sheet 1755 IV 
TIME ZONE - SAME 
TASK ORGANIZATION - ANNEX A 
I.Situati on 
a. Enemy Forces . 
Small uni ts of the Redland have managed to assemble a crude nuclear weapon. The Redland forces have 
procured a Iraq i built SCUD and are attempting to mate the nuclear weapon wi th the SCUD. Rebel forces 
ass isted by clandestine UN forces (Det, Seal Team I) have blown the one bridge along the coastal highway 
North of the SCUD missile position to prevent a linkup and assembly of the complete weapon system. The 
SCUD, the TEL and the SCUD security force of 10 men in 2 Trucks has been held up enroute north along 
Route I at a position in the vicinity of 394753. Two road blocks consisting of 2 BRDMs and 10 men each 
have been set up at 371797 to the North and at 393731 to the South of the SCUD position. 
b. Friend ly Forces. 
ARG (-) remains a fl oat. 44th MEU has designated Company A, (Rein .) III as the raid force. I st Platoon of 
Company B, 1st AA V Bn is attached to the Raid Force effective immediately. 
2.Mission . 
At L-hour, D-Day, Company A conducts a raid on the SCUD misil e site to destroy the SCUD missile and Launcher. 
Capture, di sarm, and evacuate all SCUD Missil e launch personnel who do not resist, if possible. 
3.Execution. 
Company A will depart ARG shipping via AM V to land over Beach Red at L-Hour. 
a. Concept of Operations. 
b. Tasks. 
( I ) Northern Security Element. The I st Platoon (in 3 AM Vs) will land over Red Beach and move to 
secure the Northern road block in the vic. of FQ3717987. 
(2) Assault E lement. The 2nd Platoon, Rein, (in 3 AM Vs) with the Co. Cmd. Element (in 1 AAA V) and 
the Co. XO with an Engr. Det. (in I AAA V) will land over Red Beach and move to secure the SCUD 
position in the vic. of FQ394753. The Engr. Det. will ensure that the SCUD is destroyed by hand placing 
demolition charges on the Warhead, Rocket and TEL of the SCUD. 
(3) Southern Securitv E lement. The 3rd Platoon, Rein , (in 3 AM Vs) will land over Red Beach and move 
to secure the Southern road block in the vic. of FQ39373 1. 
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(4) Beach Securitv Elemen!. The Weapons Platoon Cmdr. (in I AAAV ) wi ll land over Rcu Beach and 
estab li sh security at the rendevous point ncar the initial landing site on Red Beach in the vic. of 
FQ38S764 . Be pre pared to support by fire with the 60mm Mortar Sec!. either the Asssaul t or ort hern or 
Southern Se urity Elements. 
c. Coordinatin !! Instruc ti ons. 
Upon the destructi on of the SCUD mi ssile by demol ition charge the raid force will withdraw over Reel 
Beach with all captured personnel/eq uipment and return to the ARG. Sequence of withdrawal will be 
Assault Element, outhern Security Element, Beach Security Element , and Northern Securi ty Elemen!. At 
sea Rendezvous Point vic. FQ37076S. 
4. Admi nistration and Logist ics . SOP. 
S. Command and Signal. SOP. 
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LANDING DIAGRAM 
H-H our TBD 
WAVE I 
I 
I- I 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 
H- Hour X X X X* X X 
LEGEND: 
X .. .AAAVP 
LANDING CRAFT A D VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT TABLE 
CRAFT PERSONNEL 
AAAVP I- I Plat Cmdr, I st Plat, Co B 
(Tac #B-I-I ) 1st Sqd. I st Plat, Co B 
Corpsman 
1st MG Tm, 1st MG Sqd. Wpns Plat. Co B 
AAAVPI-2 Plat Sl!t, I st Plat, Co. B 
(Tac #B- I-2) 2d Sqd, I st P lat. Co B 
MS!IT, I st Plat, Co B 
Co~sman 
2d Javelin Tm, Wgns Co 
AAAVP I-3 Plat Gde, I st Plat, Co B 
(Tac #B- I-3) 3d Sqd, I st Plat, Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, 1st MG Sqd, Wpns Plat, Co B 
2d MG Tm, 1st MG Sqd, Wpns Plat, Co B 
AAAVP 1-4 Co Cmdr, Co B 
(Tac #B - I-O) 1st Sgt, Co B 
Corpsman 
NGF Spot Tm 
TACP 
RTO, Co B 
1st Javelin Tm, Wpns Co 
I st SMA W Tm, AT Sect, Wpns Plat , Co B 
AAAVP 1-5 Plat Cmd r, 2d Plat, Co B 
(Tac#B-I-4) 1st Sqd , 2d Plat, Co B 
Corpsman 
1st MG Tm, 2d MG Sqd , Wpns Plat, Co B 
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Beach RED- I 
1-7 1-8 1-9 1- 10 I- I I 1-12 
X X X X X X 
BOAT FORMATION 
SPACES 
I Column 
13 I- I 
I X 
3 1-2 
18 X 
1-3 
I X 
13 1-4 
I X* 
I 1-5 
2 X 
18 1-6 
X 
I 1-7 
13 X 
I 1-8 
3 X 
18 1-9 
X 
I 1- 10 
I X 
I I- I I 
4 X 
4 1- 12 
2 
2 
2 
17 
I 
13 
I 
3 
18 
LAND ING CRAFf A D VEH ICLE ASS IGNME T TABLE 
CRAFf PERSONNEL 
AAAVP 1-6 Plat S~t , 2d Plat , Co B 
(Tae #B- I-5) 2d Sqd , 2d Plat, Co B 
Ms!!r. 2d Plat. Co B 
Corpsman 
2d SMA W Tm, AT Sect , Wpns Plat, Co B 
AAAVP 1-7 Plat Gde, 2d Plat, Co B 
(Tae #B- I-6) 3d Sqd. 2d Plat. Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, ?d MG Sqd, Wpns Plat. Co B 
2d MG Tm, 2d MG Sqd , Wpns Pl at. Co B 
AAAVP 1-8 Plat Cmdr, 3d Plat, Co B 
(Tae #B-I -7) 1st Sqd , 3d Plat. Co B 
Corpsman 
1st MG Tm, 3d MG Sqd. Wpns Plat. Co B 
AAAVP 1-9 Plat S!!t, 3d Plat. Co B 
(Tae #B- I-8 ) 2d Sqd, 3d Plat , Co B 
Ms!!r, 3d Plat, Co B 
Corpsman 
3d Javelin Tm., Wpns Co 
AAAVP 1-1 0 Plat Gde, 3d Plat, Co B 
(Tae #B-I -9) 3d Sqd, 3d Plat, Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, 3d MG Sqd, Wpns Plat, Co B 
2d M G Tm. 3d MG Sqd, Wpns Plat, Co B 
AAAV P I- II Co XO, Co B 
(Tae #B-I- I 0 ) Co GyS!!t. Co B 
Arty FO, B Blry , 1111 
8 1 mm FO, 8 1 mm Mtr Plat. Wpns Co 
Wpns Plat S!!t, Wpns Plat , Co B 
MG Seet Ldr, Wpns Plat, Co B 
Javeli n Sqd Ldr, Wpns Co 
4th Javelin Tm, Wpns Co 
3d SMA W Tm, AT Sect, Wpns Plat. Co B 
En!!r Demo Tm Ldr 
En!!r Demo Tm 
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SPACES 
I 
13 
I 
2 
18 
13 
I 
3 
18 
I 
13 
I 
3 
18 
I 
13 
I 
I 
2 
18 
13 
I 
3 
18 
2 
2 
I 
3 
15 
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LANDING CRAFT AND VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT TABLE 
CRAFT PERSONNEL BOAT FORMATION 
SPACES 
AAAVP 1-12 Wpns Pial Cmdr, Wpns Pial. Co B I 
(Tac #B- I- II ) 60mm Monar Secl, Wpns Pial , Co B 10 
A T Sect Ldr, Wpns Plat, Co B I 
4th , 5th , 6lh SMA W Tms, AT Sect, Wpns Plat , Co B 6 
18 
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10.3.2 AAA V Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations Order 
OPERA TION ORDE R _____ _ 
REF: MAP YONGYON Peninsula, North Korean CTDB and Korea Mar Sheets 2722 II , 2822 Ill , 272 1 I, and 282 1 IV, 
Series L752 
TIME ZONE - SAME 
TASK ORGANIZATION - ANNEX A 
I . Si tuati on 
a. Enemy. 
( I .) Foll owing the assassinat ion of the exalted leader, Premier Dong. di ssident e lement s of the North Korean 
Peoples Army ( KPA) have se ized and arc holding as hostage a UN Nuclear Non-Proliferati on Treaty 
Agency Survey team composed of some 66 c ivili ans. The UN Survey Team was inspec ting a Nuc lear 
Power Plant at the W estern ti p of the YONGYON Peninsul a in North Korea . 
(2 .) In fo rmati on received fro m loyal NKPA agents within the di ss ident forces indicate that the rebel force in 
the YONGYON Peninsul a is based on an Air Defense Battali on permanently stat ioned in the area 
eq uipped with an unknown quantity of the ZSU-23-4 as well as the SA- IS systems organic to the battalion. 
The unit is augmented by an unknown mixed quanti ty of li ght armored vehicles BMP-2, BTR-60, and 
BRDM type vehicles as well as T-72 tanks seized from a NKPA Mech. Infantry Company whi ch was 
operating in the Changyon Peninsul a area on training maneuvers. 
b. Friendl y 
( 1. ) A UN Relief Force (TF 911 ) composed of a Joint USMC and ROK M arine Corps TF have moved, at the 
in vitati on of the Vice Premier of the North Korean Central Government, to the base of the YONGYON 
Peninsul a in the vic. of 684 197 to attempt a link up and evacuati on o f the Survey Team by land . I st Plat, 
Co B, 1st Tk Bn (Rein), 44the MEU has been detached to TF 9 11 . 
(2.) ARG (-) remains anoat. 44th MEU (SOC) has designated Company B, (Rein .) III as the NEO Force. I 
and 2nd Platoons of Company B, 1 st AA V Bn are attached to the NEO Force effecti ve immediate ly. 
2. Miss ion. 
At L-hour, D-Day, Company B conducts a NEO at the base of the YONGYON Peninsul a. Secures the hostage hold ing 
area. Engages and destroys all enemy air defense mi ssi les and ground vehi cles who act in a hostil e fas hi on. Evacuates 
all hostage personnel exped itiously fro m the objec ti ve area to ARG shipping as direc ted . 
3. Executi on. 
On Order, Company B will depart ARG sh ipping via AAAV in the vic inity of PAENGNYONG DO island to land over 
Beach Red (684 194). 
a. Concept of Operations. 
b. Tasks. 
(I.) Security Element (South). The I st Platoon (in 3 AAA Vs) will land , link up with I st Plat, Co B, 1st T k 
Sn holding a block.ing position on Rt. 80 II SE o f YONGYON CITY in the vicinity o f 685 197 and move 
to secure the road j unc ti on at 653230 and establi sh a blocking force at 660239. Be prepared to re inforce 
the Forward Command Element of the Evacuation Control Center, on order. 
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(2.) Forward Command Element. The Co. Cmd . Element (in I AAA V ) will move to the vicinity o f the UN 
Survey Team hostages in the ir 3 vehicle convoy along the road in the vicinit y of 643244 . 
(3.) Eyac uati on Control Center. The 2nd Platoon, Rein , (in 3 AAA Vs), and the M ortar Sqd (in I AAA V) will 
move to secure the UN Survey Team hostages in the ir 3 ve hicle convoy along the road in the vic inity of 
643244 . 
(4.) Security Element NorthThe 3rd Platoon, Rein , (in 3 AAA Vs) and the Co. XO, will land and move to 
estab lish a road block in the vicinity o f 603249 to covver the ECe. 
c. Coordinating Instructi ons . 
Upon securing the hostage holding area, the second wave of on-call AAA Vs will land over Beach 
Red, move to the hostage coll ection point designated by the e.O. of Co B, load the hostages and 
withdraw ove r Red Beach. Unless engaged , the remaining Co B forces will withdraw in reverse 
order o f platoons 3, 2 , I , over Red Beach and return to the ARG. Captured personnel and eq uipment 
wi ll be turned over to the TF 911 for delivery to the regular NKPA in YONGYON CITY for 
disposition . 
4 Administration and LOr! istics. SOP. 
5. Command and Signal. SOP. 
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LAND ING DIAGRAM 
H-Hour TBD 
WAVE I I- I 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 
H- Hour X X X X* X X 
WAVE2 2- 1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 
H- Hour X* X X X X X 
LEGEND: 
X ... AAAVP 
LA DlNG CRAFr AND VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT TABLE 
CRAFT PERSONNEL 
AAAVP I- I Pial Cmdr. I Sl Pial, Co B 
(Tac #B- I- I) I Sl Sqd, I Sl PIal, Co B 
Corpsman 
1st MG Tm, I Sl MG Sqd , Wpns Pl at. Co B 
AAAVP 1-2 PIal S!!l. I Sl Plat. Co. B 
(Tac #B- I-2) 2d Sqd, I Sl Pial, Co B 
Ms!!r, I Sl PIal, Co B 
Corpsman 
2d Javelin Tm, Wpns Co 
AAAVPI -3 PIal Gde, I Sl PIal, Co B 
(Tac #B- I-3) 3d Sqd , ISl PIal, Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, I Sl MG Sqd. Wpns Pial, Co B 
2d MG Tm, ISl MG Sqd, Wpns Pial, Co B 
AAAVPI -4 Co Cmdr, Co B 
(Tac #B- I-O) ISl S!!l. Co B 
Corpsman 
NGF Spot Tm 
TACP 
RTO,Co B 
ISl Javelin Tm, Wpns Co 
I Sl SMA W Tm, AT Sect. Wpns Pi al, Co B 
AAAVP 1-5 Pial Cmdr, 2d PIal, Co B 
(Tac #B- I-4) I Sl Sqd, 2d Pial , Co B 
Corpsman 
ISl MG Tm, 2d MG Sqd , Wpns PIal, Co B 
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CRAFr 
AAAYP 1-6 
(Tac #B-I-5 ) 
AAAYP 1-7 
(Tac #B-I-6) 
AAAYP 1-8 
(Tac #B-I-7 ) 
AAAYP 1-9 
(Tac #B-I-8) 
AAAYP 1-10 
(Tac #B- I-9) 
AAAYP 1-11 
(Tac #B-I-IO) 
AAAVP 1- 12 
(Tac#B-I- II ) 
PERSONNEL 
Pial Sgl, 2d Pial. Co B 
2d Sqd, 2d Pial, Co B 
Ms~r , 2d Pial. Co B 
Corpsman 
2d SMAW Tm, AT Secl , Wpns Pial. Co B 
Pial Gde, 2d Pial. Co B 
3d Sqd, 2d Pial. Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, 2d MG Sqd , Wpns Pial, Co B 
2d MG Tm, 2d MG Sqd , Wpns Pial. Co B 
Pial Cmdr, 3d Plat, Co B 
lSI Sqd, 3d Plat , Co B 
Corpsman 
lSI MG Tm. 3d MG Sqd, Wpns Pial, Co B 
Pial Sgl, 3d PIal, Co B 
2d Sqd , 3d Plat, Co B 
Msgr, 3d Pial, Co B 
Corpsman 
3d Javelin Tm. , Wpns Co 
PIal Gde, 3d Plat, Co B 
3d Sqd, 3d Pial, Co B 
MG Sqd Ldr, 3d MG Sqd, Wpns Plat, Co B 
2d MG Tm, 3d MG Sgd, Wflns Pial, Co B 
CoXO, Co B 
Co GySgt, Co B 
Arty FO, B Btry, IIII 
81mm FO, 81mm Mtr Plat, Wpns Co 
Wpns Plat Sgt, Wpns Plat, Co B 
MG Sect Ldr, Wpns Plat, Co B 
Jave lin Sqd Ldr, Wpns Co 
4th Javelin Tm, Wpns Co 
3d SMA W Tm, AT Sect, Wpns Plat, Co B 
Engr Demo Tm Ldr 
Engr Demo Tm 
Wpns Plat Cmdr, Wpns Plat, Co B 
60mm Mortar Sect, Wpns Plat, Co B 
A T Sect Ldr, Wpns Plat, Co B 
4th , 5th , 6th SMA W Tms, AT Sect, 
Wpns Plat, Co B 
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LANDING CRAB A D YEHICLE ASS IGNMENT TABLE 
CRAB PERSONNEL 
AAA YP 2- 1 Corpsman 
AAAYP 2-2 Corpsman 
AAAYP 2-3 Corpsman 
AAAYP 2-4 Corp man 
AAAYP 2-5 Corpsman 
AAAYP 2-6 Corpsman 
BOAT 
SPACES 
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2 
2 
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10.4 Scenario Blueprints 
These instructi ons were created so that scenari os used for thi s experiment (;Quid be reproduced. They arc detailed 
instructi ons th at would give an overvi ew to an inexperienced ModSAF user, but arc intended for th ose familiar with 
ModSAF. 1ST's intent is to enable someone other than the author to implement the scenari os from these instructi ons. 
10.4.1 Scenario One Battle llIueprints 
Creating AAA V 's (a ll vehi cles will be te leported to thei r correct pos itions after creati on) 
Platoon N - Choose AAA V Platoon, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to N 
Create the platoon anywhere 
Delete AM V 's N4 , N5 and N6. 
This is the platoon that travels to the North OPFOR Road Block 
Company S - Choose AAA VIDI Group Platoon, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to S 
Create the company on land 
Delete AAA V 's S 14, SIS and S 16 and DI 's S21, S22, S24, S25 and S26. 
This is the plaloon Ihal ambushes the South OPFOR 
Plaloon A - Choose AM V Platoon set competence 10 1.00 and call sign 10 A 
Creale the company on land 
Delete AAA V A 16 and DIs A21 , A22 , A23 , A24, A25, and A26. 
This is the platoon that attacks the SCUD 
Creating OPFOR (all vehi cles will be teleported to their correct positions after creati on) 
Platoon RN - Choose BMP2 Platoon , set competence to 1.00 and call sign to RN 
This is the North Road Block BMP2's 
Platoon RS - Choose BMP2 Platoon, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to RS 
This is the South Road Block 
SCUD - Choose URAL375F, set call sign to SCUD 
Platoon 0 I - Choose BMP2 Platoon, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to 0 I 
Delete BMP2 013 
These are the BMP2s at the SCUD site 
FREEZE THE SCENARIO !!! 
Set Fire Permission for all un its to Free. 
Placement of Points 
N'!ffie UTMx UTMy 
Point AI 39244 75124 
Point A2 39222 75188 
Point A3/AS 39190 75005 
Point A4 39118 75185 
Point A6 39385 75285 
Placement of Lines 
Na!De UfMlC UTMX UTMx ThMy Choose Use Roads 
Line 19 384 18 76680 37279 79220 Yes 
Line 21 3847 1 76462 38897 73803 Yes 
Line 22 38878 73995 38934 73988 No 
Line 24 38878 73883 38879 73895 No 
Line 25 37 184 79256 37275 79296 No 
Line 30 39278 73146 39309 73062 Yes 
Line 31 3925 1 73078 390 12 72895 No 
Line 32 37049 79695 37139 79704 No 
39 
Line 33 37075 79580 37 153 79611 No 
Line 35 39 199 75318 39346 75 166 No 
Line 36 39322 753 13 39383 75222 No 
Placemen t of Areas 
Name UTivtx UTMy UTMx UTMy UTMx UTMy UTMx UTMy UTMx UTMy 
Area I 37 174 79276 37304 7933 1 37279 79645 36934 79644 
Area 2 38878 73987 38932 73978 3892 1 73748 38735 73756 
Area 3 36046 79702 37 14 1 797 11 36986 80595 36830 80529 
Area 4 37076 79570 37 160 79604 37336 79266 37209 79 199 
Area 5 39269 73146 39303 73054 38968 72532 39026 73 142 
Area 6 39203 75322 39353 75759 39453 75229 39404 75408 
Area 7 393 16 75312 39380 75217 39305 75 11 2 39 152 75195 39 197 7532 1 
Contro l Measures 
Name UTMx UTMy UTMx UTMy 
CM 17 39176 75 174 39243 75128 
CM21 37276 79129 37336 79168 
CM26 37 193 79238 37322 79298 
Note: Creating control measures: The contro l measure on the same line of a given task is the enabling control 
measure for that task. Choo e L05 Disabled fo r all control measures. 
Placement of Vehicles (AAA V's) 
Vehicle UTMx UTMy, Direction 
Platoon N - N] 37657 78545 facing 590 1 Mils 
Platoon N - N2 374 15 78985 fac ing 605 I Mils 
Platoon N - N3 37596 78768 fac ing 2848 Mils 
Platoon A - A I 39 141 7514] facing 183 1 Mils 
Platoon A - A2 39 195 751 37 facing 596 Mils 
Platoon A - A3 39 111 75043 facing 2026 Mils 
Platoon A - A4 39 131 75074 facing 6237 Mils 
Platoon A - AS 39046 75084 fac ing 2000 Mils 
Company 5 - 511 38887 73993 fac ing 3327 Mil s 
Company 5 - 512 38903 7399 1 fac ing 139 1 Mils 
Company 5 - 513 38922 73990 facing 34 15 Mils 
Company 5 - 523 38870 73990 facing 2400 Mils 
Placement of Vehicles (OPFOR) 
Vehicle UTMx UTMy Direction 
Pl atoon RN - RN II 37096 79699 fac ing 790 Mil s 
Platoon RN - RN 12 37066 79697 faci ng 6357 Mils 
Platoon RN - RN 13 37123 79702 facing 6280 Mils 
Platoon R5 - R5 I I 39303 73101 facing 4563 Mils 
Platoon R5 - R5 12 39283 73076 fac ing 4374 Mils 
Platoon R5 - R513 39295 73126 facing 4000 Mils 
Platoon R5 - R523 39275 73076 facing 4000 Mils 
SCUD 39400 75300 facing West 
Platoon 01 - 011 39400 75260 facing West 
Platoon 0] - 012 39400 75340 facing West 
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AAAVTAS KS 
North - Task I 
N Move at 15 kph alone Line 19 
Column Formation 
North - Task 2 
N Hasty Occupy Pos it ion Control Measure: cm 26, unit N, First Vehicle 
Battle Line : Line 25 
Engagement Area: Area I 
Attack - Task I 
A Subordinate Tasking 
A I Move at 40 kph to Pt A I 
A2 Move at 40 kph to Point A2 
A3 Move at40 kph to Point A3/A5 
A4 Move at 40 kph to Point A4 
A5 Move at 40 kph to Point A3/ A5 
Attack - Task 2 
A Hasty Occupy Position 
Battle Line: Line 35 
Engagement Area: Area 6 
Attack - Task 3 
A Halt 
Attack - Task 4 
A Move to Point A6 
South - Task I 
S Subordinate Tasking 
S I Hasty Occupy Position 
Battle Line : Line 22 
Engagement Area: Area 2 
S2 Subordinate Tasking 
S23 Hasty Occupy Position 
OPFOR TASKS 
Battle Line : Line 24 
Engagement Area : Area 2 
RN - Task I 
RN Hasty Occupy Position 
Battle Line : Line 32 
Engagement Area: Area 3 
RN - Task 2 
Control Measure: cm 17 , unit A I, First Vehicle 
Durati on 0:02 
Duration 2:00 
RN Hasty Occupy Position Contro l Measure : em 21 , unit RN2I , First Vehicle 
Battle Line : Line 33 
Engagement Area: Area 4 
South - Task I 
RS Hasty Occupy Position 
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Battle Line : Li ne 30 
Engagement Area: Area 5 
South - Task 2 
RS Move at 70 kph along line 3 1 
South - Task 3 
RS Halt 
South - Task 4 
RS Road March at 70 kph along line 2 1 
SCUD - Task I 
SCUD Halt 
0 1 - Task 1 
0 1 Halt 
0 1 - Task 2 
o I Hasty Occupy Position 
Battl e Line : Line 35 
Engagement Area : Area 7 
I 
I 
I 
Control Measure: em 21, unit RN2 1, First Vehicle 
Continue I 
Durati on 0:08 I 
I 
I 
Control Measure: em 17 , unit A, First Vehicle I 
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10.4.2 Scenario Two Experiment I31ueprints 
Crcating AAA V's (a ll vchi cles will be tcleported to thcir correc t pos iti ons aft cr crcati on) 
Platoon B2 - Choose AAA V Platoon, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to B2 
Crcate the platoon anywhere 
Delete AAAVs B25 and B26. 
From the Rul es of Engagement window for platoon B2 under the APC 
RangefPri orities move Other above the Do Not Target line. 
Thi s is the platoon that is posit ioned North of the road 
Team 12 - Choose US - javeli n - tcam, sct competence to 1.00 and call sign to 12 
Creatc the team anywhere 
Deletc Dl 122. 
From the Rules of Engagement window for tcam 12 under the APC RangcfPri ori ties 
move Other and AAA above the Do Not Target line. 
This is the javelin team for the B2 platoon 
Platoon B3 - Choose AAA V Platoon se t competence to 1.00 and call sign to B3 
Creatc the company anywhere 
Delete AAA Vs B34, B35 and B36. 
From the Rules of Engagement window for platoon B3 under the APC 
RangefPri orities move Other above the Do Not Target li ne. 
This is the platoon that is positioned South of the road 
Team 13 - Choose US - javelin - team, set competence to 1.00 and call sign to 13 
Create the team anywhere 
Delete Dl 132. 
From the Rules of Engagement window for team 13 under the APC Range/Pri orities 
move Other and AAA above the Do Not Target line. 
T hi s is the javelin team for the B3 platoon 
Creating OPFOR (al l vehicles will be teleported to their correct positions after creati on) 
Company R - Choose BMP2 - reinforced company, set competence to 1.00 and 
call sign to R 
Create the company anywhere 
From the Show As window choose Platoon Icons and delete platoons R2 and R3. 
From the Show As window choose Vehicle Icons. 
From the Rules of Engagement window for company R under the APC 
RangefPri orities move Other above the Do Not Target line. 
Thi s is the OPFOR reinforcements 
Set Fire Permission for all units to Free 
FREEZE THE SCENARIO !!! 
Placement of Lines 
Warne UTMx UTMy UTM x UTMy 
Line 1 57600 25145 60699 25290 Yes 
Line 2 57600 25180 58602 25387 No 
(cont.) 60078 25217 60699 25325 
Line 3 57600 25110 58602 253 17 No 
(cont.) 60078 251 47 60699 25255 
Line 4 60598 25590 60449 25565 No 
Line 5 60600 25565 60428 25540 No 
Line 6 60597 25537 60453 25485 No 
Line 7 60603 25512 60480 2543 1 No 
Line 8 60507 255 29 60442 255 12 No 
43 
Line 9 60623 2509 1 60432 25088 No 
Line 10 60686 25025 60-186 25006 0 
Line II 6077 1 24959 60536 24946 No 
Line 12 60555 25050 60456 25046 No 
Placement of Control Measures 
Name _UTMx UTMy_ UTMx UTMy 
CM I 58789 25624 58804 25003 
CM2 58834 25623 58852 25006 
CM 3 605 14 25586 605 19 25566 
Creating control measures: The control measure on the same line of a given (ask is the enab li ng cOnlrol 
measure for that task. Choose LOS Di 'abled for all control measures. 
Placement o f Vehi cles (AAA V's) 
Vehicle Name 
B2 1 
B22 
B23 
B24 
B31 
B32 
B33 
J2 1 
13 1 
Placement of Vehicles (OPFOR) 
""-'''''''-,--.-.-
AAAV TASKS 
B2 - Task I 
B2 Halt 
B2 - Task 2 
Vehicle Name 
R66 
ROO 
ROI 
Rll 
RI2 
RI3 
R41 
R42 
R43 
B2 Subordinate Tasking 
B2 1 Move at 12 kph along Line 6 
B22 Move at 12 kph along Line 7 
B23 Move at 12 kph along Line 5 
B24 Move at 12 kph along Line 4 
12 - Task I 
12 Halt 
UTMx UTMy Direction 
60604 2554 1 fac ing 4382 Mils 
606 11 25515 facing 423 1 Mils 
60608 25565 fac ing 4526 Mils 
60605 25590 fac ing 4485 Mils 
607 13 25023 fac ing 4585 Mils 
60653 25086 fac ing 4730 Mils 
60803 24959 facing 4665 Mils 
605 11 2553 1 fac ing 4360 Mils 
60561 25051 fac ing 4655 Mils 
UTMx UTMy Direction 
5805 I 25241 facin g 1083 M ils 
58096 25250 facing 111 3 Mils 
58 150 25260 fac ing 1350 Mil s 
58258 25404 facing 12 12 Mils 
58267 25326 facing 1224 Mils 
58335 25351 facing 11 88 Mils 
58331 2521 8 facing 1326 Mi ls 
58296 25252 facing 12 19 Mils 
584 10 25272 facin g 1239 Mils 
Control Measure: CM 2, unit R4, Fi rst Vehicle 
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12 - Task 2 
12 Move along Line 8 
B3 - Task I 
B3 Halt 
B3 - Task 2 
B3 Subordinate Tasking 
B3 1 Move at 16 kph along Line 10 
B32 Move at 16 kph along Line 9 
B33 Move at 16 kph along Line I I 
J3 - Task I 
J3 Halt 
13 - Task 2 
13 Move along Line 8 
OPFOR TASKS 
R - Task I 
R Subordinate Tasking 
R66 Road March at 13 kph along Line I 
ROO Road March at 13 kph along Line I 
RO I Road March at 13 kph along Line I 
R I Overwatch Movement along Line 2 
R I Overwatch Movement along Line 3 
R - Task 2 
R Subordinate Tasking 
R66 Halt 
Control Measure: CM I , unit R4 , First Vehicle 
Control Measure: CM 2, unit R4, First Vehicle 
Control Measure: CM I, unit R4 , First Vehicle 
Control Measure: CM 3, unit B24 , First Vehicle 
ROO Road March at maximum speed along Line I 
ROI Road March at max imum speed along Line I 
RI Halt 
RI Halt 
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10.5 Analysis Tool Description 
After scenari o data has been coll ected (v ia Logger), it needs to bc analyzed. A tool was spec ifi call y crcatcd ror thi s 
projcct to automate the process or comput ing MOEs (secti on 6.2) ror multi ple run sccnarios. The tool is in the fo rm of 
two executables: crea tslII ll.exe and procslIlIl. exe. 
Creatsum5 condenses a binary fi le containing logged scenari o DlS traffi c into a summary fi le of significant secnario 
events and times. Procsum6 uses a configurat ion fi le (proCSIIIIl. C!g) al ong with the summary fil c (output of creatsum) to 
compute the results (as mea ured by 1ST's MOEs). Result s arc in a human-rcadab lc tex t fil e. Each timc changes arc 
made to the configurati on fi le, procsum must be run on the summary file to rcnect the changes and create a new result 
file. 
There is no configuration fi le for creatsum. All key events arc summari zed as pan of the output of creatsum , so new 
MOEs and other configuration options can be implemented by changing procsum wi thout re-gcnerating summary fi les. 
Somc of the scenari os werc too complex (too many entiti es. too many tasks) to run on the avai lab le eq uipmcnt without 
caus ing systcm degradation (gasping). 1ST worked around thi s problcm by scaling-down thc scenarios . This was donc 
by removing entiti es and tasks wh ich had no direct impact7 on the scenario play-oul. The analysis tool is informcd of 
entities missi ng from the scenarios through its confi gurati on fil e; thc tool then accounts for those cmitie. in the MOE 
stati sti cs. This techniq ue al 0 allowed the experiment to account for entities that would not normall y be simulated , such 
as the driver of a AAA V. 
Configurati on information supplied for MOE analysis al so allows a degree of plausibility checking (for the logged runs 
and the analysis). For example, the max imum and minimum time for a scenario victory is compared with the mea ured 
time to insure consistency (and to compute an MOE. 
10.5.1 Evaluation of Analysi Tool 
The procedure used to verify and validate the analys is tool involved the building of a small test scenario, in which the 
expected final results could be easily calculated on paper and checked against the results that the tool provided. 
The test scenario was built for ModSAF using the hunter-O II 0 terrain database. It consisted of two platoons of M I 
vehicles placed directly in front of and faci ng two platoons of T72M vehicles. 
The blueprint for the scenario is: 
I.) Create two platoons of M I vehicles and two pl atoons of T72M vehicles and place them at these UTM 
coord i nates: 
X 
49609 
49855 
y 
83289 
83323 
Tn's (facing North) 
X 
49611 
49858 
y 
83025 
83009 
Tn's (facing North) 
These positions were chosen to ensure a good line of sight between the vehicles. 
5 CreatslIlIl <jilellame>.BIN. creates the summary file <jilellalll e>.SUM, which is then ready to bc analyzed by procsum 
tool 
6 ProCSlIlIl <jilellame>.SUM. creates a tex t file called <jilenallle>. RES which contains the results of the analysis tool. 
7 Such as infantry that ride on a AAA V but do not di smount during the scenario. 
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2.) Set the fire permission to free on all four platoons. None o f the vehi cles have assigned tasks they simply 
reac t to the opposing force 's presence. 
FROM TO DISTANCE (m ) 
B I2 823 81 
RI 3 R22 132 
B14 Rll 174 
B2 l R2 l 222 
B13 B22 4 12 
B22 R23 387 
Approximate distances between platoons. 
The proCSL/IIl .cjg fil e was set up for use with the M I and T72M vehi cles (see secti on 8. 1.2). For the analysis of thi s 
scenari o, vehicles were given one point for ex isting, two poi nts fo r hav ing mobility, and fo ur points for having 
firepower. At the beginning of the scenari o, since every vehicle has all of these charac teristics , all vehicles have an 
initi al force value of seven. For the purposes of th is test each vehi cle was given c red it for hav ing one person per vehic le. 
If the vehi c le survived. the person survived. The weight values used to combine elements into a single M OE were all set 
to 1.0 to a ll ow each MOE to have an equal bearing on the combined MOE. 
For this verifi cation experiment, the same scenari o was run twice. At the beginning of each trial of the scenari o, the two 
platoons of M I ' s provided a to tal Initi al Force Count of fifty-s ix (e ight vehicles times seven force points per vehi cle) for 
the blue force, while the six D2M's gave the red team an Initi al Force Count of fOrly- two. The initi al personnel count 
was set to one person per vehicle for thi s scenario, giv ing blue a count o f e ight and red a count of six. 
~ ~ k3 [ 
BI3 ~ §" BI2 B23 .-§ ~ B22 BLUE 
BI4 BII B24 B2 1 
't] RED ~ Rll 
~ ~ R2 1 ~ gr RI2 RI3 
R22 R23 
Initial Relative Position of Vehicles 
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The first run took 97. 15 seconds. At the end . the blue forces had six totall y hea lthy (had firepower, mob il it y, and 
existence) M I's, one that lost both firepower and mobility, and one that was destroyed. which resu lted in a final fo rce 
value o f forty- three and a final vehi c le coun! o f six , whil e a ll seven o f the e ight perso nnel that began the baili e survived . 
All but one o f the red vehi cles were destroyed. the vehi c le th at surv ived su ffered no damage , leaving the red team with a 
fin al force value of seven, a fin a l vehi cle count of one and a fin al personne l count o f one. 
The form ul a that were used to calcul ate the rest of the stati stics are outlined in the Measllres (!{ EjJecril'ell ess section o f 
th is doe ument. T o verify the accuracy of the ana lys is tool, the MOE formulas were used to calc ulate daw by hand and 
then the res ults were compared to the output of the anal ysis tool. The resultant calcul ati ons o f both methods were the 
Raw values: 
Time to BLUE victory VIC 92.0740 
OPFOR vehicles neutra li zed OVN 0.8333 
Initi al force rati o IFR 1.3333 
Residual force ratio RFR 6. 1429 
Final force rat io FFR 4.607 1 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles LXV 2.5000 
Loss exchange ratio force LXF 2.6923 
Loss exchange ratio person nel LXP 5.0000 
Blue casualties CAS 0.1250 
Surviving BLUE force strength SSTR 0.7679 
NonnaJized values: 
Time to BLUE victory N_VIC 0.6963 
OPFOR vehicles neutrali zed N_OVN 0.8333 
Residual force ra tio N_RFR 0.8217 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles '_LXR 0.7143 
Loss exchange ratio force N_LXF 0.7292 
Loss exchange rat io personnel N_LXP 0.8333 
Blue easualties N_CAS 0.1250 
Surviving BLUE force strength N_SSTR 0.7679 
Weighted MOE W_MOE 0.6901 
Results of firs t run 
same, veri fy ing th at the tool was providing accurate answers. 
The second run lasted 129.45 seconds. The blue forces ended the second run with six tota ll y healthy M I ' so One more 
10 t firepower, and one wa destroyed. This gave blue a final fo rce val ue of fony-five , a final vehicle count of six and a 
final per onnel count of seven. The red forces had one vehicle that survived without damage. The other fi ve veh icle 
were destr0yed. This left the red forces with a fin al force value of seven, a fi nal veh ic le count of one and a fin al 
personnel co unt of one. 
The resultant data was again generated by hand and compared to the output of the analys is too l. The resul ts from these 
two methods provided the same val ues, once again verifying the accuracy of the too l. The results of the calc ul ati ons for 
the second run foll ow: 
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Raw values: 
Time to BLUE victory VIC 116.2953 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized OVN 8.3333 
Initi al force rati o IFR 1.3333 
Residual force ratio RFR 6.4286 
Final force ratio FFR 4.82 14 
Loss exchange ratio veh icles LXV 2.5000 
Loss exchange rati o force LXF 3. 18 I 8 
Loss exchange ratio personnel LXP 5.0000 
Blue casualti es CAS 0. 1250 
Surviving BLUE force strength SSTR 0.8036 
t Normalized values: 
Time to BLUE victory N_VIC 0.5400 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized N_OVN 8.3333 
Res idual force ratio N_RFR 0.8282 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles N_LXV 0.7 143 
Loss exchange rati o force N_LXF 0.7609 
Loss exchange ratio personnel N_LXP 0.8333 
Blue casualties N_CAS 0.1250 
Surviving BLUE force strength N_SSTR 0.8036 
Weighted MOE W_MOE 0.6798 
Results of second run 
The mean and the standard devia ti on are both calculated for the total number of tri als for a scenario. The table below 
gives that information for the eight normali zed values and for the weighted Measures of Effecti veness. These values 
were also checked by hand for validity, giving results identi cal to those that the tool provided. 
The mean and standard deviati on for the two runs of the scenario: 
Normalized 
Value 
N_VIC: 
N_OVN: 
N_RFR: 
N_LXV : 
N_LXF: 
N_LXP: 
N_CAS : 
N_SSTR: 
W_MOE: 
Mean 
0.6182, 
0.8333 , 
0.8249, 
0.7143 , 
0.7450, 
0.8333, 
0. 1250, 
0.7857, 
0.6850, 
Normalized Values 
8.5.2 Further Evaluation using m ultiple configurations 
Std . Dev. 
0.1105 
0.0001 
0.0047 
0.0000 
0.0224 
0.0001 
0.0000 
0.0253 
0.0073 
The initial evaluation process ensured that the tool was providing accurate initial and final results for the raw and 
normali zed values shown in the previous section. Once this was done , the procsul1l.c!g fil e was modi fied to provide a 
more in-depth analysis of the tool. 
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" In vulnerab le" entities were added to both forces. Two M I vehic les were added to the blue and three T72 M ve hi cles 
were added to the red . This a ll ows vehicles that are not ac tua ll y a physica l part of the simul ati on to be acco unted for and 
to have an impac t on the results. even though they arc not act ua ll y seen during th e executi on o f a scenari o. 
Three infantry personnel were added to one M I and one was added a T72M . The ahility to add personne l to spec ilic 
indi vidual vehi cles, all ows more nex ibility and re::lii sm when crea tin g scenarios, all owing the resulting simulation data to 
be represented more acc urately. 
One hundred twenty seconds were added to the "time to victory" times . representing the time for vehi cles to reach initi al 
scenari o position. This allows onl y the battl e sequences of a scenario to be the most close ly examined by the too l. This 
all ows the time used for trave l from the beginning of a scenari o up to the actual point where battl e beg ins to be placed in 
the configurati on fil e as an ac tua l constant amount. This amount is added to the time it took to complete the batt le 
pha es of a scenario, thus result ing in the total time to complete the entire scenari o. 
T wo tri a ls from the initi a l eva luation process were used aga in comparing results of the initi a l anclmodified co nfi gurati on 
fil es. These modilicati on produced the foll owing changes from the initi al evaluat io n process. 
Execution time = 217.15 seconds. 
Initial and Final Vehicle, Personnel and 
Force values 
BLUE FORCES 
Initial personnel count 
Initial vehicle count 
In itial force value 
Fi nal personnel count 
Final vehicle count 
Final force value 
Raw values: 
Time to BLUE victory 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized 
Initial force ratio 
F inal fo rce rati o 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles 
Loss exchange ratio force 
Loss exchange ratio personnel 
Blue casualties 
Surviving BLUE force strength 
Normalized values: 
Time to BLUE victory 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized 
Residual force rati o 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles 
Loss exchange rati o force 
Loss exchange ratio personnel 
Blue casualties 
Surviving BLUE fo rce strength 
Weighted MOE 
Results for the first trial: 
B_IPC 
B_IVC 
B_IFV 
B]PC 
B_FVC 
B_FFV 
VIC 
OVN 
RFR 
FFR 
LXV 
LXF 
LXP 
CAS 
SSTR 
N_VIC 
N_OVN 
N_RFR 
N_LXV 
N_LXF 
N_LXP 
N_CAS 
N_SSTR 
W_MOE 
13 
]0 
9 1 
12 
8 
78 
212.0740 
0 .5556 
2 .7857 
2. 1429 
2.5000 
3.2308 
6.0000 
0.0769 
0 .8571 
0 .3448 
0.5556 
0 .68 18 
0.7143 
0.7636 
0 .8571 
0 .0769 
0 .8571 
0 .6064 
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OPPOSING FORCES 
Initial personnel count 
Initi al veh icle count 
Initi al force val ue 
Final personnel count 
Final vehi cle count 
Final force value 
O_IPC 10 
O_IVC 9 
O_IFY 70 
O]PC 4 
O]VC 4 
O]FV 28 
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Results for the second trial: 
Execution time = 288.35 seconds. 
Initi3I and Final Vehicle, Personnel 
and Force values 
BLUE FORCES OPPOSING 
FORCES 
In itial personnel count B_IPC 13 Ini tial personnel count O_lPC 10 
Initial vehicle count B_IVC 10 Initial vehicle count o_lve 9 
Initial force value B_IFY 9 1 Initi al fo rce value O_IFY 70 
Final personnel count B_FPC 12 Final personnel count O] PC 4 
Final vehic le count B_FVC 8 Final vehicle count O_FYC 4 
Final fo rce value B_FFV 80 Final force value O_FFY 28 
Raw values: 
Time to BLUE victory VIC 236.2953 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized OVN 1.3000 
Residual force ratio RFR 2.857 1 
Final force rati o FFR 2. 1978 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles LXV 2.5000 
Loss exchange ratio force LXF 3.8182 
Loss exchange ratio personnel LXP 6.0000 
Blue casualties CAS 0.0769 
Surviving BLUE force strength SSTR 0.879 1 
Nonnalized alues: 
Time to BLUE victory N_VIC 0.2498 
OPFOR vehicles neutralized N_OVN 0.5556 
Residual force ratio N_RFR 0.6873 
Loss exchange ratio vehicles N_LXV 0.7143 
Loss exchange ratio force N_LXF 0.7925 
Loss exchange ratio personnel N_LXP 0.8571 
Blue casualties N_CAS 0.0769 
Surviving BLUE force strength N_SSTR 0.8791 
Weighted MOE W_MOE 0.6016 
The data shows that the addition of the invulnerable entiti es raised the in iti al vehicle count for the Blue fo rces from eight 
to ten and for the Red forces from six to nine. The initial personnel count for Blue was raised from eight to ten with the 
add it ion of the invulnerable enti ties and then up to thirteen with the addition of the in fa ntry personnel. The initial 
personnel count for red increased from six to nine with the addition of the three invulnerables and then up to ten when 
the in fantry were added. The offset val ue of one hundred twenty raised the scenario run time from 97.15 seconds to 
2 17. 15 seconds. These values are carried throughout the analys is as if the added entiti es were actuall y a physical part of 
the simulation. This was verified by checking the numbers for the final data as well. 
The results for the second tri al ref1 ect the same changes as those for the fi rst tri al, prov iding further validation of the 
process. 
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The mean and standard deviati on for the two runs of the scenario: 
Normalized 
Value Mean 
IN_VIC: 0.2973 , 
IN_OVN: 0.5556, 
IN_RFR: 0.6846, 
N_LXV: 0.7 143 , 
N_LXF: 0.7780, 
N_LXP: 0.857 I, 
N_CAS: 0.0769, 
N_SSTR: 0.868 1, 
W_MOE: 0.60 14, 
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Std.Dev. 
0.0672 
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10.6 Config File 
This sec ti on descri bes the con figuration fil e that encode the information required by the analytic tools. 
10.6.1 Entity Definition: 
All entiti es in the s imulati on, whether ac tuall y represented in the DIS stream or not, must be defi ned for the analys is. 
Each de finiti on line defines one entity, and contains fifteen parts. Each part is separated by a space. For example: 
E entityjype B V 1 1 E1 2 1 2 0 1 24 4. 
The capital letter 'E ' , denotes an entit definiti on. 
DEFINITION OF EACH PART NOTES 
I. The entity ID string, wh ich can be anything the user Unique, ASCII identifier string. 
desires to use to describe the entity, "SCUD" for At most 9 charac ters long. 
example. 
2. The entity force descriptor character, either B for the 
Blue forces or R for the Red . 
3. The entity form character, P for personnel, V otherwise . 
4. The ent ity kind . Parts four through ten are used 
to match thi s entity to DIS 
entity information. Values are 
hexadecimal. 
5. The entity domain. 
6. The entity country. 
7. The entity catee:ory. 
8. The entity sub-catee:ory. 
9. The entity specific. 
10. The entity extra. 
11. A user selected value given to an entity for existence. The sum of parts 11 through 13 
No firepower or mobility are required to keep this value. yield the force value for this 
It is lost only if the entity is destroyed. entity when healthy. If an enti ty 
is destroyed, its force value is 
zero. 
12. A user defined mobi lity-force value. The value is lost if 
the entity becomes immobile. 
13. A user defined firepower-force. The value is lost if the 
entity loses its firepower. 
14. The number of people permanently "on board" the entity 
(such as a driver or gunner). This personnel8 is not part 
of infantry teams that the vehicle might carry. For our 
experiment, each vehicle was given three crew members. 
Troops are attached by including them as "tied to" 
entities (described later) . 
8 Personnel (driver, gunner, etc.) are used in the casualty counts but are deemed to have "no force ." 
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Changes to the geometry in additi on to polygon reducti on inc lude: 
• the ex i tin g PSD turre t was mode led fro m the Bradley Fightin g Vehic le, 
• an "ope n" po rti on o f the dec k, aft o f th e transom, was c losed, 
• the aft vert ica l edges on both sides o f the AAA V hull (adjacent to water jets on the land 
model ) were ex tended approx imate ly 20 inches to be flu sh wi th deck , 
• and re trac tab le trac ks were added to th e mode l fo r the wa te r version. For the land vers ion" 
the bow was fo lded into the stowed positi on, the wate r jets we re ro tated LI p approx imate ly 90 
degree , and th e trac ks were mode led from an ex is tin g Brad ley mode l. 
Model Based on PSD Data 
AAA V wi th M 2 Turret and Javelin AAA V W ater Configuration 
10.7.2.2 DIS Compatibility 
The graphic model hierarchy was organi zed to accommodate future articul ati on and appearance requ irements fo r disp lay 
in DIS exerc ises. The WRM Enti ty Flight Specificati on; (prepared for the SAIC W ar Breaker project) was used as a 
guide for the placement of DIS compatible e lements withi n the Flight format hierarchy. Text strin gs were strateg icall y 
placed in comment fi e lds in the hi erarchy that e ither re late to an E ntity State articul ati on or appearance fi e ld . Currently, 
the turret and main gun respond to articulation and a land/water mode switch is driven by the appearance fi e ld . T hough 
the most recent DIS standards (version 2.0.3) were used as a reference, the text strings used may require updating as the 
DIS standards continue to evolve. 
The AAA V is the first amphibious vehi cle used in DIS . Consequentl y the amphi bious class is not defined in the 
standard and must be added before the AAA V can truly be said to be full y DIS compli ant. 
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J 0.7.2.3 Camouflage Pattern 
Camouflage textures were created using patterns from USMC Standardized Camouflage Pattern Painting document ;; in 
an effort to create a realistic appearance. First, the patterns were scanned in as black and white line art. Next, the 
patterns were converted to solid patches o f color instead of outlines using Photoshop H I (almost any graphic editor with a 
"fill" capability wou ld have worked). In MultiGen , several tex ture projection methods were explored in e fforts to use a 
single texture and texture mapping for the entire model. Eventually, five separate tex tures were flat projected onto top, 
front , back, ri ght, and le ft polygon groups to portray a realistic camoufl age paint scheme . 
MultiGen all ows the user to swi tch from texture edi ting to model view and back to quickly view the effects of texture 
ed iting on the polygon model. T hi s feature was helpful in matching the tex tures across edges of polygon groups. 
AAA V MultiGen Flight Specifics: 
M ode l File Size: 
Faces 
Vertices 
Levels of Detail: 
203,720 bytes 
770 
3227 
Single 
Texture maps: 10 (+ 10 attribute fi les) (378,574 bytes of textures) 
Visual models of the AAA V were created by 1ST's Visual Systems Lab. 
10.7.3 24km by 24km Ft. Hunter-Liggett Terrain Database 
The images shown below are examples of Visual terrain and ModSAF terrain from the study. The ModSAF Plan View 
Display shows the area around the "Race Track" in the Hunter-Liggett terrain database. A row of six AAA Vs have just 
driven out of the water. A road runs along the coast and up a steep bluff. Tree canopies cover large parts of the scene. 
Although ModSAF provides a full three dimensional simul ation, the Plan View Display (PVD) is in two dimensions. 
The only altitude cue in the PVD is from contour lines. The 3D Stealth view shows a three dimensional image of the 
same geographical area. 
Aesthetics aside, the terrain in all simulations and Stealth displays are generated from the same source data and 
correlated. Interactions between vehicles and weapons participating in the same exercise on terrain databases that are 
out of correlation by even a few meters in any direction are greatly disrupted . Vehicles floating in the air and driving 
under roads are common problems in distributed simul ations using un-correlated terrain . To avoid these problems, 1ST 
used a single data source to compile a 24,000 by 24,000 meter region of the Hunter-Liggett database for both ModSAF 
and the MaX Stealth. This database provides excellent correlation. 
2D M odSAF View 3D Stealth View 
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To support AAA V resear 'h, ISTNSL created a re lative ly small (i n ex tents) SIMN ET "S I 000" terrai n datahase o f FI. 
Hunter-Ligge tt , CA. The terrain data was obtained by creat ing an S 1000 "Sub-Assembl y" (an inset area) o f the 
SIMNET "S I 000" I OOkm by 100km FI. Hunter-Liggett te rrain database. This terrain database is known to S I 000 as 
"hunterlgt3xp" (for hunter-li ggett "expanded" -- where expanded re fers to the fact th at the ori ginal database was SOkm 
by 50km, whereas the expanded vers ion was increased to 100km by 100 km ). 
The UTM ori gin and extents of thi s inset sub-assembly arc: 
T 3,987,000.0 m 
24km 
1 
f-- 24 km ---4 
3,963,000.0 m 
629.000.0 m 653.000.0 m 
UTM Zone 10 
N0I1hern Hemisphere 
The NAD27-based geodetic coordinate for the southwest corner of thi s reg ion is: 
"35:48: l6 .02344 :N , 12 1 :34:20.28 12S:W" (deg:min :sec: latitude hemisphere, deg:mi n:see : longitude hemisphere). 
NAD27 refers to a horizontal datum: North American Datum 1927 (Western U.S .). 
This Slooo database was converted into MiiK Stealth input compatible format (i.e., MultiGen Flight Rev. 14 . l b) and 
M odSAF input compatible format (i.e., CTB ). An in-house, 1ST-developed, conversion application was used to convert 
from S I 000 to MultiGen Flight Rev. 14.1 b. The Loral CTB compil er ( "s I kctdb") was used to convert S 1000 to CTB . 
There were problems with the hori zontal datum offsets 10. The MiiK Stealth and ModSAF databases described in thi 
document are both ba ed upon the NAD27 horizontal datum. If ei ther or both of these telTain databases are u ed in 
conjuncti on with other terrai n databases that are based on different hori zontal datums and those hori zontal datum shifts 
are not accounted for, there will be interoperability problems. Also , any coordinates reported fro m ModSAF and MiiK 
Stealth terrain databases should have the NAD27 hori zontal datum assoc iated with them (e .g. , a given (latitude, 
longitude) or UTM (easting, northing) coordinate represents different points on the surface of the earth depending on the 
horizontal datum used). 
10 A "datum offset" refers to a translati on and mapping fun cti on for a particul ar map or ten'ain database. It defines the 
lower le fl hand corner and projecti on. WGS 84 is used for most current terrai n database development. NAD27 is what 
SIMNET uses and any databa_e derived fTom a SIMNET database uses. 
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10.7.4 Korean Terrain Database 
The Korean Database was acquired rrom SAlC, Waltham, MA. This database ofrers a very large water and land area 
suitable for USMC simulation exercises . It is 280 km by 135 km. Even in the ModSAF Compact Terrain dataBase 
(CTB ) format, it is 16,373,692 bytes, more than 20 times as large as the 24 K by 24 K Hunter-Liggett database. 1ST 
speculates that at least part of the ModSAF performance problems are the result of having to work with such a large 
database . 
Other problems include gaps in road networks, unrealist ic shorelines (ror example, see Figure 5 below) and the lack or a 
corresponding MaK Stealth database. 
Korean Terrain Database 
10.7.5 Pegasus Terrain Database 
Pegasus was built upon the 1ST CGF Testbed and conseq uently uses the same S 1000 source Hunter-Liggett database as 
the SIMNET Stealth. Unrortunately, the Hunter-Liggett databases supplied with both the MaK Stealth and ModSAF are 
slightly difrerent versions. Coastline features do not correlate and frequently there are problems with road networks, 
treelines, and canopies. Exercises with the Pegasus are limited to specific areas of the Hunter-Liggett terrain that seem 
correlated. 
10.7.6 Future Terrain Database Work 
The domain or the AAA V includes the sea, the surf zone and around the shore line. Traditionally, terrain development 
has excluded this area focusing on land, sea, and air. To date, little work has been done to combine these areas. Listed 
here are a series of problems and possible enhancements to the AAA V domain : 
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Database Textures 
The Hunter Liggett database used in thi s stud y does not use tex tures, c reating cye cue prohlems. T his can be 
a ll eviated by e ither edi tin g th e c :s ting database and add in g tex tu res or compilin g a new database . 
ModSAF Datum Offset 
ModSAF properly handles datahases based upon the NAD27 hori zo nt al datum . Usc of ModSAF with 
si mulati ons usi ng datum o ffse ts other then NAD27 will have inte roperabilit y prob lems. There a rc hundreds 
o f datum o ffse ts of wh ich seve ral wi ll required for future work. ModSAF wi ll req uire enhancemen ts t 
handle these addi tional datum o ffsets. 
Logical Placement Of Roads 
Roads need to be contin uous and placed log ica ll y in the te rra in . The Hunter-Liggett terra in used in thi s 
stu dy has roads th at drop into a deep fi ss ure and back out the other s ide. Vehicles cann ot trave l o n thi s 
stre tch o f road. 
Visual Korean Database 
A isual Korean database was not ava il able fo r thi s stud y. Conseq uen tl y a Stea lth co ul d not be used to 
view or docume nt three dimensional views of the Korean scen::trios. Any visual da tabases c reated for Korea 
sho uld be compiled from the same source data as the M odSAF vers ion of the database to avo id corre la ti on 
prob lems. 
Surf Zone Terrain 
Under-water Terrain needs to be added by c reating two Z values. One Z value is for the surface o f the 
water and the second Z value is fo r the terrai n under the water. Havi ng te rrain under the water all ows 
reali sti c modeling of the AAA V driving out of the water, AAA V interac ti on with sand bars and coral ree fs 
placement o f mines on the sea boltom, and , eventually, th e natural formati on of surf zone waves. 
SeaS tate Model 
The surf zone is limited to a simple glass polygon. A multi-fidelity SeaState model needs to be deve loped 
to a llow reali stic inte raction with a moving SeaS tate model. A dynamic SeaState will have a large impact 
on AAA V variant studies I I as we ll as USMC trai nin g. 
AAA V Bubble Trail Model 
A bubble tra il produced by the AAA V water jet is lower in dens ity then normal sea water. A second AAA V 
in this bubble stream will lose power, slow down , and drop off of plane. Consequentl y the staggered 
columns are desired over standard column formations . Formation changes req uiring a vehicl e to cro 
another vehicl es bubble tra il is an a rea for future study. 
AAA V Wake Model 
The AAA V at 58,000 pound and 28' creates a huge wake th at is a prob lem fo r boats of thi s size and shoul d 
have an impac t on the AAA V ' s dy namic model. For exampl e, vee and inverted vee fo rma ti ons shoul d 
generally be avo ided. SeaS tate conditi ons and wind speed will also have an impact on wh ich fo rmation is 
best fo r the AAA V and ETA.50 A AAA V W ake model will require implementati on in both the CGF and 
visual model systems. 
II A vehicle in M odSAF 1.5 . 1 is still 100% visible to the enemy even when it is 80% submerged in water. This wi ll 
affect both line of sight and object recogniti on as well as out-the-window Stealth views. 
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10.8 ModSAF Vehicles and Units 
I This section li sts the entities (infantry, vehicles , and units) that are avail able in ModSAF 1.5 . 
I 
US Vehicles 
Avenger Vehicle US_Avenger 
HUMMV Vehicle US_HUMMV 
NLOS Vehicle US_NLOS 
I GBS-FAAD Vehicle US_GBSFAAD MI Vehicle US_MI 
MIAI Vehicle US_M IAI 
I MIA2 Vehicle US_MIA2 AVLB Vehicle US_AVLB GRIZZLY Vehicle US_GRIZZLY 
M2 Vehicle US_M2 
I M3 Vehicle US_M3 M3A3 Vehicle US_M3A3 
LOSAT Vehicle US_LOSAT 
I M2-Stinger Vehicle US_M2_Stinger MI02 Vehicle US_MI02 MI06AI Vehicle US_MI06AI 
MI064 Vehicle US_MI064 
I MI09 Vehicle US_MI09 MI09AI Vehicle US_MI09AI 
MI09A3 Vehicle US_MI09A3 
I M I09A5 Vehicle US_MI09A5 MI09A6 Vehicle US_MI09A6 AAAV Vehicle US_AAAV 
I 
MI13-AMBULANCE Vehicle US_M I I 33mbulance 
M 113-ENGINEER Vehicle US_M 11 3_engineer 
Ml13-0BSERVER Vehicle US_MI1 3A2 
MI98 Vehicle US_MI98 
I M270 Vehicle US_M270 M270-GAT2 Vehicle US_M270_GAT2 
M270-M26 Vehicle US_M270_M26 
I 
M270-M77 Vehicle US_M270_M77 
M577AI Vehicle US_M5T!AI 
M88AI Vehicle US_M88AI 
M977 Vehicle US_M9T! 
I M978 Vehicle US_M978 M979 Vehicle US_M979 
M981 Vehicle US_M98 I 
I M992 Vehicle US_M992 M978IM979 FARP Unit- US_M978_M979]ARP XM8 Vehicle US_XM8 
M35A2-FDC Vehicle US_M35A2]DC 
I German Vehicles 
JAGUARI Vehicle Germany_JAGUAR I 
I JAGUAR-OBS Vehicle Germany _J aguar _ Obs LEOIA5 Vehic le Germany __ LEO I A5 LE02 Vehicle Germany __ LE02 
LUCHS Vehicle Germany _LUCHS 
I MARDER-IA3 Vehicle Germany_MARDER 
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I 
GERMAN-M I 13-SKORPION Vehicle Germany_M 11 3_Skorpion I 
GERMAN-M 11 3-AMBULANCE Vehicle Germany_M 11 3_ambulance 
GERMAN-M I 13-0BSERVER Vehi cle Germany_M I 13_observer I 
USSR Vehicles 
BM21 Vehicle USSR_ BM2 1 I BMP I Vehicle USSR_BMPI BMP2 Vehic le USSR_BMP2 
BRDM 2 Veh icle USSR_ BRDM2 
I BTR60PU Vehicle USSR_B TR60PU BTR80 Vehic le USSR_BTR80 
SA9 Vehicle USSR_SA_9 
SAIS Vehic le USSR_SA_ IS I T72M Vehicle USSR_T72M 
T80 Vehicle USSR_T80 
URAL37SC Vehicle USSR_ URAL37SC I URAL37SF Vehicle USSR_URAL37SF ZILI 3 1-FDC Vehicle USSR_ZIL 13 1_FDC 
ZSU23-4M Vehicle USSR_ZSU23_ 4M 
IV I3 Vehi cle USSR_IVI3 I IV I4 Vehi cle USSR_IVI4 
IV IS Vehicle USSR_ IVIS 
IV I6 Vehicle USSR_ IVI 6 I 2B I I Vehicle USSR_2B II 2S12 Vehicle USSR_2SI2 
2S1 Vehicle USSR_2S1 
2S6 Vehicle USS R_2S6 
2S19 Vehicle USSR_2S19 
USSR Batteries 
BM21 Battery Unit- USSR_BM21_Battery 
2B I I Battery Unit- USSR_2B II _Battery 
2S12 Battery Unit- USSR_2S 12_Battery 
2S I Battery Unit- USSR_2S I_Battery 
2S 19 Battery Unit- USSR_2S 19 _Battery 
US Sections 
LOSA T Secti on Unit- US_LOSAT _Secti on 
German Sec tions 
LUCHS Section Unit- German_Luchs_Secti on 
USSR Sec ti ons 
B RDM2 Secti on Unit- USSR_BRDM2_Secti on I I BRDM21l BTR80 Secti on Unit- USSR_I BRDM2_ 1 BTR80_ Secti on 
US Platoons 
AAA V Platoon Un it- US_AAA V ]Iatoon 
A venger Platoon Un it- US_Avenger_ Platoon 
MI Platoon Unit- US_M 1]latoon 
M I A2 Platoon Unit- US_M I A2_Platoon I M2 Platoon Unit- US_M2_Platoon 
LOS A T Platoon Un it- US_LOSAT _S]latoon 
M2-Stinger Platoon Unit- US_M 2_Stinger _Platoon I M 3 Platoon Uni t- US_M3_Platoon 
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M3A3 Platoon 
M3-Scout Platoon 
M I 06A I Platoon 
M I 09 Platoon 
M I 09A I Platoon 
M 109A3 Platoon 
M 109AS Platoon 
M 109A6 Platoon 
XMS Platoon 
M I 064 Platoon 
US Batteries 
M 109 Battery 
M I 09A I Battery 
M 109A3 Battery 
M 109AS Battery 
M I 09A6 Battery 
M I 02 Battery 
M 19S Battery 
Gennan Platoons 
JAGUARI Platoon 
LEO I AS Platoon 
LE02 Platoon 
MARDER Platoon 
German Mixes 
3 LEO I ASII MARDER Platoon 
3 LE0211 MARDER Platoon 
1 LE02/3 MARDER Platoon 
USSR Platoons 
BMPI Platoon 
BMP2 Platoon 
BTRSO Platoon 
SA9 Platoon 
SA IS Platoon 
T72M Platoon 
TSO Platoon 
ZSU23-4M Platoon 
2S6 Platoon 
USSR Mixes 
2 BMPIII BRDM2 Platoon 
2 BMP2/1 BRDM2 Platoon 
I T SO/3 BTRSO Platoon 
2 TSOII BRDM2 Platoon 
2B I I Platoon 
2S1 Platoon 
2S 12 Platoon 
2S 19 Platoon 
BM21 Platoon 
US Companies 
MI Company 
Unit-
Unit -
Unit-
Un it-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Uni t-
Uni t-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit 
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
US_M3A3_Platoon 
US_M3_Scout_Platoon 
US_M 106A I_Platoon 
US_M I 09 _Platoon 
US_MI09A I] latoon 
US_M 109A3]latoon 
US_M 109A5_Platoon 
US_M 109A6]latoon 
US_XMS_Platoon 
US_M 1064_Platoon 
US_M I 09 _Battery 
US_M I 09A I_Battery 
US_M 109A3_Battery 
US_M 109A5_Battery 
US_M 109A6_Battery 
US_M 102_Battery 
US_M 19S_Battery 
German_J aguar I_Platoon 
German_Leo 1 AS _Platoon 
German_Le02_Platoon 
Gennan_Marder I A3 _Platoon 
German_3Leo 1 AS _I Marder 1 A3 _Platoon 
German_3Le02_1 Marder I A3_Platoon 
German_3Le02_1 Marder I A3 _Platoon 
USSR_BMP 1 ]Iatoon 
USSR_BMP2]latoon 
USSR_BTRSO]latoon 
USSR_SA9 ]Iatoon 
USSR_SA_IS_Platoon 
USSR_ T72M_Platoon 
USSR_ TSO]latoon 
USSR_ZSU23_ 4M_Platoon 
USSR_2S6]latoon 
USSR_2BMP I_ I BRDM2]latoon 
USSR_2BMP2_1 BRDM2]latoon 
USSR_I T SO_3BTRSO]latoon 
USSR_2TSO_l BRDM2_Platoon 
USSR_2B II ]Iatoon 
USSR_2S I_Platoon 
USSR_2S 12_PI:ltoon 
USSR_2S 19_Platoon 
USSR_BM21]latoon 
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M I A2 Company Unit-
M2 Company Unit-
LOSAT-Reinforced M2 Company Unit-
M2-Reinforced Company Unit-
AAA V Company Unit -
US Mixes 
Blue Mech Heavy Company 
Blue Tank Heavy C mpany 
Armored Cavalry Troop 
US Ballalions 
M I Ballalion 
USSR Companies 
BMPI Company 
BMP2 Company 
BMP2-Reinforced Company 
T72M Company 
T80 Company 
Dismounted Infantry 
US-DI Group6-Mg 
US DIGroup Platoon 
M2IDIGroup Platoon 
AAA VIDIGroup Platoon 
US-Stinger-Team 
US-Dragon-Team 
US-Javel in-Team 
FRG-DI Group2-Milan 
FRG-DI Group6-Mg 
FRG-DI-Rifle 
MARDERIDI Platoon 
Unit -
Un it-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
LifeForm 
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
LifeForm 
LifeForm 
LifeForm 
Unit-
MARDERlDIGroup Platoon Unit-
FWA 
MARDERlDIJLEO Platoon Unit-
MARDERIDI GroupfLEO Platoon Unit-
USSR-DI Group6-Mg 
USSR-SA 16-Team 
USSR-DI Group3-AGS 17 
USSR-DI Group2-LFK5 
USSR-DI-Rifle 
BMPIIDI Platoon 
BMPIIDI Group Platoon 
BMP2IDI Platoon 
BMP2IDI Group Platoon 
BTR80IDI Platoon 
BTR80IDI Group Platoon 
USUAV 
A IO 
LifeForm 
Uni t 
LifeForm 
LifeForm 
LifeForm 
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit-
Unit -
Vehicle 
Vehicle 
US_M I A2_Company 
US _M 2_ Compan y 
US_LOSAT _Rcinforced_M2_Company 
US_M2_Rein f\l rCed_Company 
US_AAA V _Company 
US_2M2_1 M I_Company 
US_2M I_I M2_Company 
US_ArmoredCavalry_Company 
USSR_BMP I_Company 
USSR_BMP2_Company 
USSR_BMP2_Reinforced_Company 
USSR_ T72M_Company 
USSR_ TSO_Company 
US_DIGroup6_Mg 
US_DIG roup_Platoon 
US_M2_DIGroup_Platoon 
US_AAA V _DIGroup_Platoon 
US_Stinger_ Team 
US_Dragon_ Team 
US_Javelin_Team 
Gennany_DIGroup2_Milan 
Germany_DIGroup6_Mg 
Germany_DI_Rifle 
Gemlan_MARD ERA3 _D CPlatoon 
German_MARDERA3_DIGroup_Platoon 
German_MARD ERA3 _D I_LEO _Platoon 
German_MARDERA3_DIGroup_LEO]latoon 
USSR_DIGroup6_Mg 
US R_SA_ 16_Team 
USSR_DIGroup3_Ags 17 
USSR_DIGroup2_LfIO 
USSR_DCRifle 
USSR_BMP I_DCPlatoon 
USSR_BMP I_DIGroup_Platoon 
USSR_BMP2_DI]latoon 
USSR_BMP2_DIGroup_Platoon 
USS R_B TR80 _D CPlatoon 
USSR_BTR80_DIGroup_Platoon 
US_FW A_RECON 
US_A JO 
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I FI4D Vehicle USJI4D 
FI6D Vehicle US_FI6D 
I USSR UAV Vehicle USSR_FW A_RECON MIG 27 Flogger Vehicle USSR_MIG27 
MIG 29 Fulcrum Vehicle USSR_MIG29 
I Su2S Frogfoot Vehicle USSR_Su2S 
AIO Flight-of-3 Unit- US_A IOJlight_oC3 
I AIO Flight-of-4 
Unit- US_A I OJlight_oC 4 
FI6D Flight-of-2 Unit- US_FI6D_Flight_oC2 
FI6D Flight-of-3 Unit- US_FI6D_Flight_oC3 
FI6D Flight-of A Unit- US_FI6DJlight_oC 4 
I Su2S Flight-of-2 Unit- USSR_Su2S_Flight_oC2 
Su2S Flight-of-3 Unit- USSR_S u2S_Flight_oC3 
I Su2S Flight-of A Uni t- USSR_Su2S_Flight_oC 4 RWA 
RAH-66 Vehicle US_RAH66 
I RAH-66 Flight-of-2 Unit- US_RAH66_Flight_oC2 RAH-66 Flighl-of- Unit- US_RAH66_Flighl_oC3 
RAH-66 Flight-of-S Uni l- US_RAH66_Flight_oCS 
I AH-64 Vehicle US_AH64 AH-64 Flighl-of-2 Unil- US_AH64_FlighcoC2 
AH-64 Flighl-of-3 Unit- US_AH64_Flight_oC3 
I AH-64 Flight-of-S Unit- US_AH64]lighcoCS 
AH-64D Vehicle US_AH64D 
I AH-64D Flight-of-2 Unit- US_AH64DJlight_oC2 AH-64D Flight-of-3 Unit- US_AH64DJlight_oC3 
AH-64D Flight-of-S Unit- US_AH64DJlight_oCS 
I RAH-66 Longbow Vehicle US_RAH66_LONGBOW RAH-66 Longbow Flight-of-2 Unit- US_RAH66_LONGBOW]light_oC2 
RAH-66 Longbow Flight-of-3 Unit- US_RAH66_LONGBOW _Flight_oC3 
I RAH-66 Longbow Flight-of-S Unit- US_RAH66_LONGBOW _Flight_oCS 
OH-SSD Vehicle US_OHSSD 
I OH-SSD Flight-of-2 Unit- US_ OHSSD _Flight_oC2 OH-SSD Flighl-of-3 Uni t- US_ OHSSD _Flighl_oC3 OH-SSD Flight-of-S Unit- US_OHSSDJlight_oCS 
I OH-SSD/AH-64 Pair Unit- US_AH64_0HSSD]air AH -641D I Team Unit- US_AH64_DLPair 
AH-64IHUMMV Team Unit- US_AH64_HUMMV _Pair 
I MiS Vehicle USSR_MiS MiS Flight-of-2 Unit- USSR_MiS_Flight_oC2 
MiS Flight-of-S Unit- USSR_MiS_Flight_oCS 
I MiS Flight-of-6 Unit- USSR_MiS_Flight_oC6 
Mi24 Vehicle USSR_Mi24 
I Mi24 Flight-of-2 Unit- USSR_Mi24_Flight_oC2 Mi24 Flight-of-3 Unit- USSR_Mi24_Flight_oC3 
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I 
Mi24 Flight-of-S Unit- USSR 
-
Mi24 
-
Fli ght 
-
ol'-S I 
Mi28 Vehicle USSR 
-
Mi28 
Mi28 Flight-of-2 Uni t- USSR 
-
Mi28 
-
Flight 
-
01'-2 I 
Mi28 Flight-of-3 Unit - USSR 
-
Mi n 
-
Flight 
-
01'-3 
Mi28 Flight-of-S Unit- USSR 
-
Mi 28 J light_ ol'-S 
KaSO Vehic le USSR KaSO 
I 
-
KaSO Flight-of-2 Unit- US SR 
-
KaSO 
-
Fli ght 
-
01'-2 
KaSO Flighl-of-3 Un it- USSR 
-
KaSO 
-
Fli ght 
-
01'-3 
KaSO Flight-of-S Unit- USSR 
-
KaSO 
-
Flight 
-
ol'-S I 
Mise 
Line Pair Board Strueture- LIN E 
-
PAIR 
-
BOARD I 
AVLB Bridge Strueture- A VLB _Bridge 
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10.9 Project Mechanics 
While these spec ifics may be inapplicable to future efforts , detailing them offers an opportunity to understand , through a 
case study, some of the work required to prepare and execute an evaluation ex periment. Stri<.:t ly speaking, some work is 
unnecessary (such as Stealth support ) but simplifies development. 
10.9.1 Overview 
To support the statistical nature of the variant comparisons, multiple scenari o runs are necessary. Each run yields a 
random sample for each MOE. If a large difference between the variants is expec ted , a small sample space might be 
acceptable, but increasing the sample size narrows the sample vari ance and allows discrimination between closer results . 
Once the scenarios were developed and early versions sc ripted, the number of runs (for each scenario-vari ant pair) was 
selected to be as large as it appeared could be run automatically and consecutively without failure (time and system 
resources being key limiting fac tors). Ultimately, each scenario-variant pair was run eighty times l 2; thi s was done in 
four sessions, one sess ion for each pair. 
The experimental sample was generated by over twenty-four hours of scenari o run time in a controlled, isolated 
environment. The software , hardware , and network configuration had to support changes to the simulation software and 
freq uent software uploads and data downloads. As much as 400 megabytes of data needed to be off-loaded from the 
experiment network onto the main network for analysis and documentation. 
10.9.2 Hardware Configuration 
An isolated Ethernet LAN connecting a single Silicon Graphics Indy workstation and a single Dell 486 PC was used to 
generate and collect the experiment data. 
10.9.2.1 SCI Indy 
The output of the UNIX command hinv shows the SGI hardware configuration. 
1 174 MHz IP22 Processor 
FPU: MIPS R4010 Floating Point Chip Revision: 0 . 0 
CPU: MIPS R4400 Processor Chip Revision: 6.0 
Data cache size : 16 Kbytes 
Instruction cache size: 1 6 Kbytes 
Secondary unifi ed instruction /data cache size: 1 Mbyte 
Main memory size : 160 Mbytes 
Vino video: unit 0 , revision 0 
Integral I SDN: Basic Rate Interface unit 0 , revision 1.0 
Integral Ethernet: ecO, versio n 1 
Integral SCSI controller 0 : Version WD33C93B, revision D 
Disk drive: unit 1 on SCS I c ontroller 0 
Graphics board: Indy 8-bit 
12 There were hundreds of experimental runs not used for the final data collection . Several early 80-run sessions were 
discarded as init ial analysis uncovered mistakes in the scenario layouts or vehicle modeling. 
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10.9.2.2 De1l486 
The Microsoft Diagnostics utili ty program msd shows the PC configuration: 
BIOS Version : Phoenix 80486 ROM BIOS PLUS Version 1.10 A07 
Bus Type: ISA /AT/ Classic Bus 
Cascaded IRQ2: Yes 
Computer: Dell / Phoenix, 486DX 
DMA Controller: Yes 
Math Coprocessor: Internal 
Memory: 640K, 7456K Ext, 4480K EMS, 2824K XMS 
OS Version: MS-DOS Version 6 . 00 
Video: VGA, Phoenix 
The PC had one hundred fifty megaby tes of free disk space at the s tan of each data co ll ec ti on sess ion. 
10.9.3 Network Configuration 
Cabling consisted of a single Ethernet su·and directly connecting the two machines . 
10.9.3.1 SCI Indy 
• Allied Telesis CenlreCOM 10 base 2 transceiver installed. 
• Network mask set to OxfffmOOO (for proper network broadcasting) . 
10.9.3.2 Dell486 
• Etherlink III card install ed. 
• 3c509 packet driver insta lled at interrupt Ox66 (3e509 Ox66). 
• Rcv_tsr. exe (an IST-CGF developed protected mode application interface to a packet dr iver) insta lled at interrupt 
Ox62 with 35 internal buffers (rev_tsr.exe Ox62 35). 
10.9.4 Operating Systems 
The SGI Indy ran under IRIX 5.2. The Dell ran with Microsoft DOS version 6.0. 
10.9.5 Application Software 
In brief, the SGI's were running the experimental scenarios under an enhanced version of ModSAF while the Dell PC's 
ran 1ST's logger to capture the DIS traffic in binary form. 
10.9.5.1 SCI Indy 
1ST used a modified version of M odSAF version 1.5. 1 for the experimental scenario envi ronment, with the major 
modificati on being the add ition and support of the veh icle under test. The ModSAF command line opti ons for the 
experiment were: 
-network -dis -versioll 3 -terrain hunter-O I 10 -Il oassoe -disport 6994 -podisabled 
-soLi reefile seen l _varl 
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The fil e scenl_var! is a script of ModSAF terminal interface commands of the form 
sleep 24000 
persistent "delete-a ll" 
persistent /oad Seen!Varl . ! 
sleep 20000 
persistent "release-all" 
sleep 450000 
persistent "delete-all" 
The -terra in hunter-OJ J 0 opti on was used for scenari o- I since the first scenario takes place on the Hunter-Liggett 
database . The second scenario takes place on Korean terrain , the k240-0 I 0 I database was used (- terrain k240-0! 0 /). 
Each of the four scenari o-vari ant combinati ons had its own script fi le (e.g. , the scenario- I , vari ant- I , scenari o fil e was 
SeenJVarl .l ). 
10.9.5.2 Dell486 
The 1ST CGF Testbed Data Logger was used 10 collect experimental data. A binary log file of DIS traffi c was captured 
with the log file for each variant o f each scenario. An accompany ing software utility, the 1ST CGF Testbed ' s Log 
Playback, was used to replay the logged files to verify their integri ty. The four log files were used as input to the 
anal ys is tool creatsul11.exe ("create summary"). Creatsum's output was in the form of "summary" fil es whi ch captured 
the key times and events in the DIS logs. Finally, these (four) summary files were used as input to procsul1l.exe 
("process summary") to produce the MOE results (see section 10.5). The two parts of the analysis tool (creatsum and 
procsum) both run on PCs (although the Dell was not used , it was a suitable to run the 100Is). 
10.9.6 Problems 
Various configuration problems arose during the experiment. 
10.9.6.1 Stray DIS Traffic 
To avoid stray DIS traffic and prevent others from remotely logging in to the SGI Indy during the experiment's data 
collection phase the Dell 486 and the SGI used an isolated network . 
10.9.6.2 Integrity of Logged Data 
Logged data must be checked. While automatic logging saves time (for people) the results must be viewed with 
suspicion. Gross errors (such as a corrupt log file) may be caught by the analysis tool (e.g., the tools indicate the 
number of runs in the log file , which should match the number recorded). Also, various plausibility checks were 
built into the tools (the "v ictory" MOE range is speci fied in procsum's configurati on fil e; values out of range are 
fl agged). 
Not all problems can be trapped by tools (all errors cannot be anti cipated). An obvious and valuable test is to play 
back samples of the logged file s and verify, on a DIS compliant display, that the battles occurred as expected. The 
initi al attempt to do thi s failed because the log file was monitored by the same machine that generated it. The 
machine rejected traffic from its own network address, and so the logged traffic was not visible to the ModSAF 
stati on. The logged scenario was later monitored using another machine running ModSAF and scenarios played as 
expected . 
10.9.7 Network Broadcast Mask 
The network traffic contains source and destination addresses at every network layer (for these experiments, the 
traffic runs on a UDPlIPlEthernet stack). Playback of logged traffic replicates the whole traffi c fl ow, including the 
destinations. W ith an unmodified network configuration, the SGI Indy used sends broadcast messages point-to-
point 10 a router for retransmission. This makes the log files non-portable (they are bound 10 a particul ar router) ; 
even within 1ST's net thi s had undesirable ramifications. To fix thi s problem and increase log fil e portabi lity, the 
network mask was modified on the SGI from OxffffffDO to OxffffDOOO (allowing c1ass-B broadcasting). 
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10.9.8 Operator Intervention 
To avoid operator interve ntion during eXJ1er imental runs (for 10Jding, beginning, and ending scenJri os) , a source ri le 
was created. The sourceli le entry to load and run one tr ia l was repli cated wit hin the sourccfi le for each run desired 
(e ighty times, in thi s case). This supported back to back simul ati on runs lasting more than eight hours. 
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10.10 Feasibility for STOW exercises. 
The deve lopment of a AAA V model in ModSAF will a ll ow thi s virtual entity to participate in any DIS based simulation. 
Currently in planning and under development within DoD is the Syntheti c Theater of War or STOW exercise planned 
for late 1997 . 
The development of the tools, infras tructure and prm.:esses in preparation for STOW '97 is the focus of a major thrust in 
a cooperative program initiated jointly by DoD and ARPA. 
This exercise is designed to allow the introduction of li ve , virtual and constructi ve participants from all of the uniformed 
services to participate in a series of the large scale coord inated exercises. 
The purpose of these exercises is to allow a seamless synthetic information environment to ex ist interacting across three 
domains: 
Training exerc ises and military operations; 
Advanced concepts and req uirements generation, and ; 
Research, development, and acqui si tion. 
The principal product of thi s STOW be the fin er definition of Force XXI , that force structure that will be used as a 
baseline for the 2 1 st century . STOW '97 will allow the force to : 
Identi fy, experiment, anal yze, and resolve problems; 
Prototype future material and organizations; 
Rehearse for operational missions, and: 
Conduct multi-echelon training up to the joint task force level. 
STOW Milestones call for: 
STOW-E refinement and capability transition - FY 95 
Division level capability - FY 96 
Corps level capability - FY-97 
Joint Task Force level capability FY-98 
Force XXI seamless synthetic environment - FY -00 
The STOW development plan calls for a series of ever increasingly involved exercises culminating in late (Nov-Dec) 
1997 in the STOW '97 exercise. This milestone 3.0 exercise is designed to provide an environment which will allow the 
interplay of those virtual , li ve , and constructive DIS compl iant players in a realistic Joint Exercise set in the Western 
United States or a yet-to-be-designated foreign country. 
Th development of a DIS complaint Surf Zone is required to allow the participation of those entities who can survive in 
thi s most rigorous of modeled environments . At the present time this Surf Zone does not exist in a form that will all ow 
the true representati on and interaction of a modeled entity such as the AAA V. 
1ST has played a leading role in the development of an interest group to further the discussion amongst those virtual , 
li ve, or constructive partic ipants to evolve a suitable terrain data base which will allow the simulation of the amphibious 
environment as it truly exists in STOW '97. 
Efforts to focus attention on the lack of a Surf Zone environment have lead to the organi zation of a committee (the Surf 
Zone Posse) composed of the interested members of the modeling and simulation community. The posse members 
compose an interest group within the Land/Sea DIS Standards Working Group in volved in the DIS Workshops 
sponsored by STRICOM and DMSO and hosted by 1ST every six months in Orlando, Florida. 
The focus on the requirement to develop an adequate representation of the Surf Zone is equall y shared by the Joint Mine 
Countermine Program (lCOS ) and the Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicles (AAA V) Programs. Both of these 
programs share a desire to full y participate in the STOW '97 exercise. 
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The deve lopment of an adequate Surf Zone environment is mandatory for the continued rarti cirati on 
amphibious veh icles or other en tities in the dis tri buted interacti ve simul ati on domain of STOW '97. 
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10.11 Support for Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) 
The development of a AAA Y model in ModS AF provides only one of many Marinc Corps combat asscts. To modcl a 
noti onal MEU for the purposes of training or anal ysis would require adding those additional USMC vchiclcs, systcms, 
or ordnance items currentl y miss ing from ModSAF. 
Additionall y, those shi ps, vehic les, and cra ft prov ided by the Navy or othcr services in support of the M EU operating in 
a joint, combined arms environment would need to be modeled. 
The fo llowing Marine Corps Plat forms, Combat Systems, Behaviors and Missions, and Command Forces are currentl y 
under development. T he status of those vehicles and entities currentl y undcr development and those missing or planncd 
for deve lopment are as shown below. 
Ground Combat E lements 
P latfor ms 
Tracked Vehicles 
I. AAAY 
2. AAYP-7 
3. AA YM-7 (Mine Clr.) 
4. AAYC-7 
5. AAYR-7 
6. MIA I 
7. MI 98 (l 55mm How) 
8. AYLB 
9. ACE 
10. D-7G- Tractor, Med 
II. M-88 Tank Retriever 
Wheeled Vehicles 
I. M I 043/1 044 HMMWV 
2. M I 045/46 TOW 
3. LAV-25 
4. LA V -AT (TOW) 
5. LAV-Mortar (8 1 mm) 
6. LAV-C2 (C&C) 
7. LAY-Logistics 
8. LAY-Recovery 
9. MCLIC-Trlr, wlLine Chg. (2a) 
10. M-49A2C-Trk, Tank, Fuel (2a) 
I I. M-936-Trk, Wrecker,S Ton (2a) 
12. MA8-Power Unit, 12 II2T (2a) 
13. MK- 17-Trlr, Powered-20T (2a) 
14. M- I 035-Trk, Ambulance 
15. M-997-Trk, Ambulance 
16. M998-Trk, HMMWVwlTOW (2a) 
17. M998-Trk, CargolTroop 
18. M923-Trk Cargo , 5T 
19. M 105A2-Trlr, I 1/2T 
20. M I 49A2-Trlr, Water, I 1I2T (2a) 
2 1. MC 4000 - Truck Forklift (2a) 
22. M 1030- Motorcycle 
23 . Firefinder-Rdr Set, ANITPQ-36 
Status 
( I) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
(UNK) 
(3, 4) 
(3,4) 
(3,4) 
(3,4) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
(3, 4) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
(3, 4) 
(3,4) 
(2a) 
(2a) 
Visual Models 
(1,3 , 4) 
(3 , 4) 
(3 , 4) 
(3 , 4) 
(3,4) 
(3 , 4) 
(3 , 4) 
(3,4) 
(3, 4) 
UNK 
UNK 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(UNK) 
(UNK) 
20 Oct '95 
(3 , 4) 
(3, 4 ) 
(3, 4) 
(3,4) 
(3, 4) 
(3, 4) 
(3,4) 
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Scheduled 
Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
TBD 
TBD 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
20 Oct '95 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
UNK 
I 
I 
Combat Systems Status Visual Models Scheduled 
I I. TOWs (2) (5) OCl '95 2. Dragon (2) (5) OCl '95 
3. MGs (2) (5) OCl '95 
I 4. Mortars (2) (5) OCl '95 5. SMAW (2) (5) OCl '95 
6. JAVELIN ( I) ( I, AAAY Only) OCl '95 
I 7. MRC 145 
(2) (5) Feb '97 
8. MRC 130 (2) (5) Feb '97 
A viation Combat Elements 
I Behaviors, Missions Status Visual Models Scheduled 
Fixed Wing Aircraft 
I I. F/A-1 8 (2) (3 , 4) 20 OCl '95 2. AY-8B (2) (5) 20 OCl '95 3. Avenger (2) (5) Feb '97( 10) 
4. MY-22 (2) (3 , 4) 20 Oct '95 
I 5. UAY (10) (3,4) Dec '96 ( 10) 
Rotary Wing Aircraft 
I I. CH-46E (2) (3,4) 20 Oct '95 2. AH-IW (2) (3,4) 20 Oct '95 3. CH-53DIE (2) (3, 4) 20 Oct '95 
4. UH-IN (2) (3 , 4) 20 Oct '95 
I 5. KC-130 (2) (3,4) 20 Oct '95 
Air Defense Artillery 
I 1. I-HAWK (2) (5) 20 Oct '95 2. Stinger (Man Portable) (2a) (5) OCl '96 (10) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Individual Combatants 
(lC) 
I. Coord Movement 
(Cvr & Conceal) (2) (5) 20 Oct '95 
2. Obstac le A vo ida nce (2) (5) 20 Oct '95 
(Sq uad) 
I. Rifle Squad (2) (3, 4, 6) 20 Oct '95 
2. Heavy MG Sqd, 50cal.l40mm (2) (3,4 , 6) 20 Oct '95 
3. Mortar Sqd , 60mm (2) (3 , 4 , 6) 20 Oct '95 
4. Mortar Sqd, 8 1 mm (2) (3,4 , 6) 20 Oct '95 
(Team) 
I. Machine Gun (2a) (3, 4) 20 Oct '95 
(Indi vidual Combatant) 
I. Fire Team Leader (2a) (3 , 4) 20 Oct '95 
2. IC Command (2a) (5) 20 Oct '95 
I. USMC Fire T m. (2) (3 , 4) 20 Oct '95 
I I. USM C Squad (2) (3, 4, 6) 20 Oct '95 
Command Forces Status Visual Models Scheduled 
I. USMC Platoon (2a) (3,4, 7 (lCs onl y)) Aug '96 
2. USMC Company (2a) (3,4, 8 (lCs onl y)) Mar '97 
3. LAY Company (2a) (5)(Yehicles Only) Jul '96 
4. MEF Fwd (2a) (5)(Yehicles Onl y) Mar '97 
The following Navy Platforms, Combat Systems, Behaviors and Missions, and Command Forces are current ly under 
development. The status of those vehicles and entities currentl y under development and those missing or planned for 
development are as shown below. 
Naval Ships and Craft 
Navy Ships Status Visual Models Scheduled 
I. LHA ( II ) (3, 4) Jan '96 
2. LSD ? ( I I ) (3 , 4) Jan '96 
3. LPD ? ( II ) (3 , 4) Jan '96 
4. LST ? (1 I ) (3, 4) Jan '96 
5. LCC ? ( II ) (3 , 4) Jan '96 
Navy Small Craft Status Visual Models Scheduled 
I. LCAC ( I I ) (3 , 4) Jan '96 
2. LCU (II ) (3 , 4) Jan '96 
3. LCM ( II ) (3, 4) Jan '96 
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Explanation of Notes: 
Note I : Under development at UCF 1ST 
Note 2: Under developmen t at Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surve ill ance Center 
Research, Development , Test, and Evaluati on Division, San Diego, Californ ia 92 152-500 I 
(NOSC NRaD, San Diego - Marine Corps Synthetic Forces (MCSF) Projec t) (POC: Doug 
Hardy, Code (6 19) 553-634 1) 
Note 2a: Under planned deve lopment at Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveill ance 
Development , Test, and Evaluati on Division, San Diego, 
500 1 (NOSC NRaD, San Diego - Marine Corps Syntheti c 
Project) (POC: Doug Hardy, Code (6 19) 553-634 1) 
Note 3: Visual model ava il ab le in Flight Format. 
Note4 : Visual model avail able from Government Source. 
Note 5: No kn own vi sual model available. 
Note 6 : Squad Entities: Movement to Contact ; Deliberate Attack; EmbarklDebark; 
Suppressive Fire; Cover and Concealment. 
Note 7 : Platoon; AA V Platoon; Fixed Wing Squadron; HMLA Squadron. 
Note 8: Company, LA V Company: 
Note 9: MEF Forward ; HMM & HMH Squadron: Movement to Contact, Deliberate 
Consolidation; Defense; Amphibious Ops. 
Note 10: U. S. Army Development (ModSAF) 
Note II : U. S. Navy Development (NA VSF) 
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Center Research, 
Cali fornia 92 152-
Forces (MCSF) 
Attack; 
10.12 Detailed Experimental Problems 
O ther experimenters arc Iikcly to encounter problems o f the sort 1ST encountered with ModSAF. All such systems arc 
li kely to be inadequate in some areas. To give a noti on o f what to ex pect, and to c larify the nature o f the experi me ntal 
work, the key problems encountered arc here. 
10.12.1 Amphibious Hulls 
As de li vered, ModSAF supports ground -vehicle hull s, but thi s is in suffi cient for the AAA V. A mutati on from a ground 
hull to a (new) water hull type is inappropri ate. For example, the ModSAF configurati on fil es spec ify the hull type for a 
vehi cle; if this changes dynam ically the configurati on fil e informati on becomes decepti ve. Further, by introduci ng a new 
hull type the AAA V development team was forced to address all hull issues , avoiding inadvertent "defau lts" based on 
ex isting code. 
This problem has larger ramifi cati ons as the DIS protoco l lacks a support for amphibious vehi c les . Eve ntua ll y the 0 1 
protoco l must support amphib ious vehi cles in ge neral , and the AAA V in parti cul ar. The former issue would have 
helped in these experiments, the laller woul d be inappropri ate as the AAA V is still too immature. 
For thi s experiment rST added an amphi bious hull type to ModSAF and a AAA V to the DIS protoco l (effecti vely 
produc ing a DIS 2.0.3 vari ant). 
10.12.2 Sea V chicles 
Ships and correspondin g behav iors are not modeled in M odSAF. This limited the scenarios but not in an import ant way. 
For example, it was thought that AAA V ship-egress would fi gure in the experiments and had the capability been 
avail able efforts in thi s direc tion would have been undertaken . However, it was dec ided that such issues added needless 
compli cations (such as scenario size). More reali stic scenarios may require support in thi s area. 
10.12.3 Variable Platoons 
The vehicle count in platoons supported by ModSAF is tied to the vehicle type (for example, Tn platoons un iformly 
consist o f three vehicles) . AAA V platoons, for ISTs experiments, needed to be of vari able size. An attempt to work 
around thi s problem was made by scripting individual vehicles but thi s was ineffecti ve (fonnati on movement broke 
down). 
To avoid the problem, amphi bious-hull vehicles were made to consist of six vehicles (the maximum required). Small er 
platoons were generated by deleting excess vehic les after platoon creation. 
10.12.4 Entity Counts 
The upper limit for the number of entiti es that can be simulated on a ModSAF Station depends on vari ous simul ation 
factors. For example, the size of the execution matri x 13, which is unaccounted for in ModSAF's maximum entity 
benchmark, appears to have a dramati c impact on the max imum vehicle count. This dilemma placed constraints on 
scenari o des ign; as scenarios became more complicated (manifested as larger executi on matri ces) the number of vehi cles 
that could be used droppe.d . 
10.12.5 Water Depth 
This is a symptom of problems with the underl ying terrain databases . People have been satis fi ed with a simple 
classificatio n of water a "fordable" or "un ford able." True water vehicles were confined to unfordab le water, land 
vehi c les avoided water that was not ford able and did lilli e (if anything) spec ial while in fordable water (beha ior is the 
same whether the fordable water is a centimeter deep or a meter deep). 
13 ModSAF tasks are assigned to entiti es (including uni ts) via an "executi on matri x." T hi s is a sequencialli st of enti ty's 
tasks and task transition spec ifi cati ons. 
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The AAA V must make the trans iti on from land to water, and the depth of the water is manifested in the visual mode l 
(the vehicle is higher out of the water in shallow water) and the behavior (should the tracks be stowed?). 
1ST avoided crossing rivers in our work (although river crossings had originall y been envi sioned); the IST AAA V mode l 
handles fordabl e ri vers just as land vehicles handle them. 
During water ingress and egress, the water depth used is based on the distance from shore , effecti ve ly having the AAA V 
enter or exit the water at a confi gurabl e angle (set to IS degrees for thi . work). The vehicle submersion is smoothed by 
an alpha-beta filter to avoid sudden shifts generated by non-uniform time increments. The submersion angle, as well as 
the alpha and beta values for the filter , are stored in reader files and are therefore configurable. Waves are not modeled . 
10.12.6 Performance 
ModSAF monitors its own performance and announces overl oad ing as "gasping." When the system is past the gasp ing 
threshold, behaviors break down: 
• Vehicles on a detour from a road act as if they were lost and wander off their assigned path . 
• A unit on a road march using a road with switch-backs may have its own vehi cles co llide. 
• Vehicles attempt to drive through an unde fin ed (no-go soil type) area instead of go ing around it. 
Gasping was a problem from the beginning of scenario development. Because it would have been impractical to make 
the software optimizati ons necessary to solve the problems, 1ST used techniques to keep scenarios small enough to avoid 
the problem in our system configurati ons. 
10.12.7 AAA V Visibility 
Because the sea is not accurately modeled in ModSAF and DIS , AAA V visibility does not drop when it is partially 
submerged . As a work around, the scenario's defending vehicles (red forces) were positioned so that they could not sight 
the AAA V 's ingress. 
10.12.8 Control Measure Flexibility 
ModSAF 1.4 requires the observed vehicle used to trigger a control measure and the observing vehicle to be in the same 
unit. ModSAF 1.5. 1 removes this restriction . The need for this capability influenced the porting of the AAA V 
implementation to version 1.5.1. 
10.12.9 Sound Modeling 
No sound modeling exists in ModSAF but the experimental scenarios required control measure tri ggers on the sound o f 
approaching vehicles and weapons fire . To mimic thi s capability, a line of sight requirement (between an observing 
vehicle and an observed vehicle) was relaxed for a specialized ModSAF task transition mechani sm. 
10.12.10 Radio Messages as Control Measures 
Task transition based on inter-vehicle communication is a reali stic, and necessary, feature missing from ModSAF. One 
vehicle should be able to indicate to another that an assigned task has been accompli shed (e.g., "SCUD killed, mission 
accomplished"). M odSAF does support the natural mechanism for inter-vehicle communication by radio, but does not 
support task transition on messages. Without knowledge of task completion for task transition, timers and transition 
lines were used to trigger transitions although this technique is, at best, imprecise. 
10.12.11 Indefinite Holds 
An observed unit crossing a control measure before the observing unit is in position causes an indefinite hold on the 
current task of the observing unit. This problem was avoided through scenario adjustments (A three-dimensional control 
measure may be useful for such problems; e.g., if a helicopter is to pick up dismounted troops, its passing into a volume 
of space could trigger the troops to move to the helicopter ' s landing pos ition.) 
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10.12.12 Vehicle Specific Control Measures 
T he executi o n matri x for uni ts all ows onl y one contro l measure for task frame transi tions. However, a vehic le or subun it 
may need its own contro l measure for subordinate taskin g. To avo id the problem, units were constructed from 
indi vidua l vehicles o r subun its. This prevented the usc of ModSAF un it behav iors for those units. 
10.12.13 Infantry Mounting Restrictions 
An infamry team that mou nts a vehi cle must be c reated in tandem with the vehi c le to be mounted. T he infantry team is 
then restric ted to moumin g on ly its partner vehi c le (ModSAF docs no t all ow the substituti on of one Perso nnel Carri er 
for another). Should a carrier be destroyed during a balli e. its in fa ntry is e ffecti ve ly stranded . A fi x fo r thi s prob lem was 
designed , but not implememed (the MOEs are not overl y sens iti ve to the problem). 
10.12.14 Multiple Fire Teams on a Single Vehicle 
M odSAF ve hi cles onl y transport indi vidua l fire teams: that restricti on had to be rel axed fo r the AAA V (it can carry 
several fi re teams at once, and they may be of di ffe rem types). 
A lthough a fu ll des ign was undertaken to address the myri ad issues in vo lved in multi ple mounts (inc ludi ng: dis moun t 
order. a ll owing fireteams to moum any availab le vehi cle should the de fault vehicle be damaged, a ll owing th e selecti on 
of di smount formati on) a mi nimal implementati on suitab le for our scenarios was used . 
The implementati on supports a single d ismount formati on; personnel are stri ctl y assoc iated with a single vehicle, and the 
fireteams mount and di smoum in a las t-in fi rs t-out order. It also supports the mounting of a vehi cle on ano ther vehi cle, 
for example, mounting a AAA Von an LHAI~ . 
10.12.15 Mounted Infantry Threat Reactions 
The reacti on of a in fantry fi ghting vehicle to a threat whi ch requires the vehicle to re treat to a safe place , d ism unt 
troops to attack the threat, and remount, is not available. Such situations were avoided in the test scenari os a lthough this 
is an importam behavior whi ch 1ST would have liked to inc lude. 
10.12.16 Individual Combatant Types 
Although M odSAF supports a Javelin combatam team, consisting o f a Javelin gunner and rifleman (two DIS entities) 
thi was unsuitable for 1ST's p urposes. For example, being two DIS emiti es compli cates vehi cle mounting (ModSAF 
represents the two entities as separate icons, each would have to be instructed to mount the target vehi c le). IST 
developed a new team (represented as a single DIS entity) that is equipped with a Javelin. 
10.12.17 Mounted Infantry Creation 
All mountable vehic les a re predefin ed to have the ir in fa ntry mounted or di smounted at creation. No fl ex ibili ty is in 
place to allow some vehic le instances to be created with infantry mounted and some instances to be created d ismoumed . 
A ll instances were created with infamry di smoumed and the task editor was used to mount as necessary. 
10.12.18 Mounted Infantry Immortality 
M odSAF does no t kill m unted infantry when the vehi cle they are on experiences a catas trophic k.ill: they simpl y are 
no t all owed to di smount. This would lead to underestimates of the casualti es in the MOEs. A des ign for a fi x has been 
created, but no t implem.:nted; instead the analys is tool is used to make needed adj ustments. The ana lys is tool i 
informed which infantry is mounted on whi ch vehicle (through a confi gurati on fil e) , and the mounted infantry is treated 
as healthy or dead according to the health of the vehicle to whi ch it is ti ed (see section 10.6.4). 
I ~ M odSAF does not model an LHA, but the princ iple holds. 
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10.12.19 Dead Infantry Speed 
Dead infantry's velocity was not always zero (in some cases infantry would race off the map after death). The prohlem 
was only manifested during logger playback. The problem came about because onl y the x and y components of the 
infantry velocity were cleared on death and the (apparently undefined z) was used to ge nerate x and y vectors during 
playback. Clearing the z veloci ty vector cured the prob lem. 
10.12.20 Close Air Support 
No reaction is available to call for close air support. To exp lai n the lack of air support in the scenarios, 1ST assumed 
weather conditions precluded helicopter support. 
10.12.21 Javelin Targeting 
The AAAV-J should allow two Jave lins in flight simultaneously. The experiment ori ginally supported thi s but the 
ModSAF targeting mechanism only tracks one threat at a time. On those occas ions that a AAA V fires a second Javelin 
while one is in fli ght, the second always uses the same target as the first. Because o f the deadly nature of the Javelin 
(very high probability o f hit and kill ) it is unlikely that two Jave lins would be fired at the same target in a real battle . 
Without a better targeting mechanism unrealistic behavior is inev itable: e ither one Javelin is fired at a time or two 
Javelins will occas ionally be fi red at the same target. 
In additi on, each AAAV Javelin carrier is only all ocated two Javelins. Without new or improved behaviors the AAA Vs 
become vulnerable for about one minute during Javelin reload (simulating the tun'et turn and hand loading through a 
personnel hatch). Given better behaviors the reload could be done when appropriate (under cover) rather than as soon as 
ammo is expended. For the experiment, only one Javelin per vehicle was allowed in the air at a time. 
10.12.22 Precomputed Missile Misses 
ModSAF uses a precomputed hit model for most missiles (1ST used this for the Javelin attached to the AAA V-J). There 
appears to be a problem with ModSAF's handling of delivery accuracy data. Using a delivery accuracy table that 
provides a hit probablity of 100% for all sized vehicles within 2000 meters l5, the Javelins occas ionally missed . 
10.12.23 Smart Target Priorities 
A Javelin equipped AAA V should not seek tanks to kill but it should defend itself if cornered . However, as ModSAF 
stands, tanks are targets (on the priority list) or not (off the priority list). In a future enhancement the tanks should 
become a priority only when necessary . 
Beyond the simple question of whether a tank is a target, there is the additional complexity of binding appropriate 
weapons to targets . For example, if a tank is a target, that does not mean that it should be attacked with a machine gun if 
there is no main gun ammo. In essence , the target li st should be weapon dependent. 
The dynamic selecti on of tanks as targets by the AAA V -J might be viewed as a reacti on (as ModSAF defines reacti ons), 
but it is more complicated. A ModSAF reaction will allow a change in fire pem1issions from hold to free , but the 
AAA V may have fire permissions set to free to attack other veh icle classes (a SCUD carrier in one of our scenarios), but 
it still should not fire on a tank except for special circumstances. To avoid this problem in the 1ST scenari os, 
ammunition supplies were manipulated . 
Although tanks were on the priority li sts for both AAA V variants l6 , no Javelin ammo was supplied for 2/3 of the 
AAA V -Js or any of the AAA V -Xs. In fact, the AAA V -X was modeled as a AAA V -J without ammo rather than creating 
another AAA V type within ModSAF. 
15 ModSAF includes a utility to compute P(h) from delivery accuracy data. 
16 In scenario-I, the AAA Vs in the East battle did not have tanks on their priority li st. This, for reasons poorl y 
understood , elimi nated a delay in opening fire on the target trucks . 
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This approach prevented AAA Vs that are not intended to carry Jave lins from exhibiting behavior that should onl y be 
seen if a Javelin on board . During scenario play-out with AAAV-J . the AAAVs may have fired their main gun at tanks, 
but thi s would be uniforml y ineffectual. This is a weak. but inexpensive approach until better ModSAF targeting is 
avai lable. 
10.12.24 Target Priority Granularity 
ModSAF's target contro l does not all ow for the se lecti on of a specific vehic le (" the truck with the SCUD") . In one 
AAA V scenari o a particular vehicle represen ts the key target: its destructi on is the primary mission. As a work around 
1ST adj usted the ModSAF threat analysis parameters to make the vehicle fype the top priority. T hi s requi res a priori 
knowledge of the vehicle type calTying the real target (a SCUD). and that conditi on is sati s fi ed for our experiments. 
10.12.25 Nominal Entities 
In some cases ModSAF developers have made compromises by modeling one entity by simply mappi ng it to another 
(e .g .• the underl ying Jave lin model is a TOW mi ss il e model). The names used (" Javel in" ) can give fa lse confidence in 
results. Until ModSAF undergoes VV &A. it is up to the system's user to validate the entiti es as fa r as necessary or 
prudent. 
10.12.26 Armor Modeling 
Armor modeling is represented by P(k) (probability of kill ) values assoc iated with the vari ous vehi cle c lasses. Had 1ST 
wanted to fully model amlor charac teri stic changes between the variants. a better model would have been necessary. A 
plan for a more sophi sticated model. and in parti cul ar a model to handle multipl e-hit damage (which may be an 
important fac tor for ceramic armor). was started but abandoned. The variants use the same (ModSAF standard ) armor 
model with the same characteristics. 
10.12.27 PO Database 
Using 1ST's equipment and confi guration. multi-station ModSAF runs experienced packet losses under PO database 17 
bursts. Such losses jeopardi ze experimental results and were avoided by performing the experiments on a "Poeket 
Simulator" (a single station). whi ch eliminated the need for PO network traffic . To accompli sh thi s. the number of 
entities had to be minimized. but the analysis tool compensates for this. 
10.12.28 Shut Down 
During scenario shut-down. DIS traffi c appears to be suspended. then. after a considerable delay (sometimes over a 
minute). more DIS traffi c is transmitted . The size of these delays makes this traffi c non-DIS-compli ant (entity state 
informati on for a vehicle must be generated at leas t once every five seconds). 
1ST's analysis tool uses inter-traffi c gaps to recogni ze scenario breaks and so thi s caused some problems. Adjustments 
to the analys is tool (to wit. ignoring "short" scenari os) compensated for the problem. 
10.12.29 Hasty Occupy & Attack by Fire 
While executing either Hasty Occupy Posi ti on or Attack by Fire. entiti es try to close up ranks when a veh icle i 
destroyed along the occupied battle line. This stops fire until the ranks close. causing some vehicles to expose their side 
armor while the ranks c lose (and is generally unreali stic). The problem is rooted in the Pre-Hasty Occupy Position task ; 
Attack by Fire suffers because it relies on the Pre-Hasty Occupy Position task. 1ST worked around this problem by 
mimicking these tasks with combinati ons of ha lt and move . For example. commanding the vehi cles to halt after 
reaching their battle pos itions. 
17 M odSAF uses version-dependent. non-standardi zed. "Persistent Object" database network traffi c (possibly too free-
wheeling to be properly call ed a "protocol") to keep its stati ons synchroni zed . 
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In add ition, if a group o f vehicles (such as a platoon) moves into a Hasty Occupy Position and one of the vehicles cannot 
get to its place on the bailie line because of mobility damage, the Hasty Occupy pos ition will never end . The mob ile 
vehicles in the group are deadl ocked as they cannot go to another task until the current task fini shes. 
10.12.30 Force Confrontation 
Opposing forces often begin a baili e with heavy fi ring, foll owed by a period wi th a lone surviving vehi cle ac ti vely 
fi ghting on one side and one or more (apparentl y) id le vehi cles on the opposing side. Eventuall y, the isolated vehicle is 
kill ed , but not before it had time to inflict damage. Allempts at sell ing the fire pri oriti es to onl y those vehicles in the 
immediate oppos ing fo rce was parti all y successful in avoidin g this problem, but the underl ying target acqui sition and 
selecti on algorithm needs improvement. 
10.12.31 Fire Permission 
Fire permiss ion cannot be changed fro m task to task, although it is automaticall y changed during reacti ons. Pos itions 
and routes had to be care full y selected to avo id key LOS and so avoid unintended fi ring. 
10.12.32 Command Line Options 
ModSAF crashes when the source fil e option is spec ified in conj uncti on with the nogui l8 option. T he source fil e option 
was essenti al to automate 1ST's experiments. 1ST had no choice but to run the system with a GUI in spite o f the 
perfo rmance costs. 
10.12.33 Scenario Editing 
There is no way to insert new tasks into the execution matrix other than at the end of the matrix. This resulted in terrific 
overhead for scenari o generati on. Seemingly small changes, requiring insertion of a new task, required a complete re-
build o f the scenari o. 
Old scenarios could not be loaded into new AAA V versions of ModSAF when a change in the AAA V PO Data.base 
definiti on was introduced. 
ModSAF saves scenari o file s in a binary format. A text file scenari o capability would have greatly simplified scenari o 
development and faci litated version transitions. A compiler is avail able for PO database conversions, but never tried ; 
this would have onl y re lieved a fraction of the scenario development work. 
10.12.34 Fratricide 
Immobil e entities are used as shields by their mobi le allies. In the process of firin g from behind these shields, the 
immobile entiti es are sometimes destroyed . Scenari os were scripted to mjnimjze the chances of thi s happening. 
10.12.35 Road Marches 
Vehicles tasked with two consecutive road marches along the same road sometimes stray fTom the road when starting the 
second road march. To avoid the problem the distances that vehicles needed to travel to reach their objective were 
shortened. Vehicles were placed on the road at the beginning of the shortened segment and given specific locati ons to 
move to. Using th is technique the vehicles were kept on the road during the entire move. 
10.12.36 Environmental Effects 
The environmental effects set in the environment ed itor do not appear to impact vehicle behavior. The ModSAF 
documentati on is somewhat vague on this issue, but it appears environmental effects have not been integrated . 1ST had 
no choice but to run scenarios with no sighting degradati on. 
18 This option di sables M odSAFs Graphical User Interface freeing up machine resources. With "nogui" it is possible to 
support more complex scenarios. 
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JO.12.37 Following Vehicles 
When saved, scenarios d not acc urately record vehicl e fo ll owing tasks . The tasks werc implemented uSing less 
erric ient techniques in setu p. 
10.12.38 Interface Problems 
The command "print veh ic les ," at the ModSAF wi ndow, wi ll li st some vehi cles as mi ssi les . Beyond some confusion this 
had no signi ficant impact on the project. 
10.12.39 GUI Problems 
After load ing a saved scenario, the vehicle pictures o ften were huge. Altering the vehicle piclUre size from the PVD 
contro ls has no affec t. It is diffic ult to make changes to the scenari o when the vehi cles arc cove ring the surroundin g 
terrain. After resuming the scenari o the vehi cles shrink to their normal size. 
10.12.40 Dead End Roads 
The Korean database (k240-0 I 0 I ) has di sconnected roads (road segments th at apparent ly should be co nnected but are 
not). The roads simply d isappear for a short di stance, usuall y ncar the place where c ities or towns should be. It is 
difficult to ass ign vehicles to move along these roads. 
10.12.41 Weak Damage Reporting 
It is d iffic ult to tell the status (health) of a vehicle without inspecti on of the PVD's vehicle piclUres. Vehi cle pic tures for 
in fa ntry are very difficult to read. This problem retards scenario experiments used to support scenario deve lopmen t. 
10.12.42 Misrepresentation of Damage 
A dead infantry team shows fire and smoke on a stealth view. This refl ects ModSAF infanu'y being based on tanks . 
10.12.43 Bubble Trail 
No bubble trail (a mixture of air and water generated by the AAA Vs je t propulsion) is modeled . A bubble trai l, becau e 
of its lower density then water, should slow AAA Vs encountering it and so penali ze some formation . This was not an 
important issue as the AAA V formations used would avoid the bubble tra il even if it was present and , more importantl y, 
the analysis was based on land battles. 
10.12.44 Wake Visibility 
The AAA V water jet produces a large "rooster tail " wave th at is vis ible for miles . The bounding vo lume should be 
adjusted dynamically to a new size when used for object recognition. In add ition, the visual model should support a 
rooster tail. 
10.12.45 Sourcefile Primitives 
There are no provisions for controlled looping in the sourcefiles. Entries to load, run , and stop a scenario were repeated 
as many times as necessary . For example, if the scenari o was to run 80 times back to back, then 80 cop ie of the 
commands needed to load , run , and stop the scenari o were placed in the sourcefi le. 
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11. Glossary 
Application Level The layer o f the Open Systems Interconnecti on (OS I) re ference model (ISO 7498) th at provides the 
means fo r the simulati on exercise to access and usc the nctwork's communication resources . 
Benchmark (v) T he ac ti vi ty of comparing the results of a model or simu lati on with an accepted representation of the 
process being modeled. (n) The accepted representati on of the modeled process. 
Broadcast An addressing mode in which a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is sent to all Distr ibuted Interactive Simulati on 
(DIS) nodes on a network. 
Compliant A simulati on/simulator is DIS compli ant if it can send and receive PDUs in accordance with IEEE standard 
1278 and 1278 (Working Drafts). A spec ific state ment must be made regard ing the qualifications of each PDU. 
Computer G enerated Forces (CGF) Simulati on of fr iendly, enemy and neutral entities on the virtual battl e fi eld in 
which the ind ividual platforms are operated by computer simul ati on of the crew and command hierarchy. 
Condition The values assumed at a given instant by the vari ab les in a system, model or simulati on. 
Control M easure A ModSAF feature o f the execution matrix used to trigger the advancement from one task frame to 
the nex t. 
Data Representation of fac ts, concepts or instructi ons in a formali zed manner suitable for communication, interpretation 
or process ing by humans or automatic means. 
Da ta base A coll ection of data, organi zed accord ing to a scheme to serve one or more applications. 
Da ta Logger A device that accepts Protocol Data Units (PDUs) from the network and stores them for later rep lay in the 
same time sequence as the PDUs were originall y received. See also: Protocol Data Unit (PDU). 
Data Verification , Valida tion, and Certification The process of verifying the internal consistency and correctness of 
data, validating that it represents real world entities appropriate fo r its intended purpose or an expected range of 
purposes, and certifying it as having a specified level of quality or as being appropriate for a specified use, type of 
use, or range of uses. The process has two perspec ti ves: producer and user process. 
Deterministic Pertaining to a process , model or variable whose outcome, result or value does not depend on chance. 
DIS Entity A protocol entity that conforms to current IEEE standards. See also: simulation entity. 
Distributive Interacti ' Simulation (DIS) A time and space coherent synthetic representation of world environments 
designed for linki ng the interacti ve, free play ac ti vities o f people in operational exercises. The synthetic 
environment is created through real-time exchange of IEEE 1278 compliant protocol data uni ts between di stributed, 
computationall y autonomous simulation applicati ons in the form of simulati ons, simulators and instrumented 
equipment interconnected through standard computer communicati ve services. The computati onal simulation 
entities may be present in one locati on or may be dis tributed geographically. 
Domain Defined area of activi ty for a vehicle type. DIS 2.0.3 defines a ground , water, air, and space as allowable 
domains. 
Environment ( I) The texture or detail of the domain (i.e. telTain relief, weather, day, night, terrain cultural features 
(such as cities), sea states, etc.); (2) The external objects, cond itions and processes that influence the behavior of a 
system. 
Exercise A simulation session with a common objecti ve. 
Execution Matrix This is sequenti al list of entity's tasks and task transition spec ifications 
Fordable Shallow or erossable, in reference to water. 
Gasping A performance level in ModSAF were the amount o f key tasks to be performed drops below 90% completion. 
Gasping is the result of an overloaded ModSAF simulati on. 
Granularity The degree to which close result values can be discriminated. 
Heterogeneous Network A network of Distributed Interactive Simulati on (DIS) objects with partiall y consistent 
behaviors and/or parti all y correlated databases. Examples of heterogeneous networks are networks of simulators of 
varyi ng fidelity, networks of simulators and actual equipment operating on instrumented ranges and mixed of 
simulators and aggregated (uni t level) simulati ons. 
Heuristic Pertaining to experimental, especially trial-and-error, methods of problem-solving. Note: The resulting 
solution may not be the most desi rable solution to the problem. 
Hull The frame or body of a vehicle. ModSAF supports ground-tracked, ground-wheeled, fixed-wi ng, rotary-wing, and 
infantry. 
Interoperability (I) The ability of a set of simulati on entiti es to interact wi th an acceptable degree of fidelity. The 
acceptability of a model is determined by the user for the specific purpose of the exercise, test or analysis. (2) The 
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abilit y of a set of Distributed Interactive Simulation applica ti ons to interact through the exchange of Protoco l Data 
Units. 
Model ( I) An approx imation , representati on , or idealizat ion of se lec ted aspects o f the st ructure, behav ior, operati on or 
other characteri stics I' a real -world process, concept or system. Note: Mode ls may have oth er models as 
components. (2) To erve as a model as in ( I). (3) To deve lop or use a model as in ( I ). (4) A mathemati cal or 
o therwise logica l repre ·entat ion o f a system or a system ' s behav ior over time. 
Model Validation The pr cess o f determining the degree to which the requirements, des ign or implement ation o f a 
model are a reali zati on of selec ted aspec ts o f the system being modeled. Contrast with: Model verificati on. 
Model Verification The proces o f de termining the degree of s imilarity betwecn the rea li zati on steps o f a model ; for 
example, between the requireme nts and the design or betwee n the design and its implementati on. Contrast with: 
model validati on. 
Network Latency Periods o f inac tivity due to network traffic lag. 
Non-Deterministic Random in nature, not predic table. See Determini sti c. 
Plan View Di play (PVD) A symboli c represe ntati on of a Distributed Interacti ve S imul ati on (DI S) exercise in wh ich 
the observer' s eyepoint is above the exerci sc. 
PO (Persistent Object) Database ModSAF uses version depe ndent , non-standard ized, "Persistent Object" database 
ne twork traffic to keep its station synchroni zed. 
Protocol A set o f rules and formats (semantic and syntactic) that define the communication behav ior o f simulation 
app licati ons. 
Protocol Data Unit (PDU) A structured message which transfers essenti al data of specific type from one Distributed 
Interactive Simulati on (DIS) entity to another and allows them to partic ipate in a common exercise . 
Prototype A preliminary type , form or instance of a sys tem that serves as a model for later stages or for the fi nal, 
complete version of the system. 
Random Pertaining to a proces or vari able whose outcome or value depends on chance or on a process that simulates 
chance, often with the implication that all poss ible outcomes or values have an equal probability of OCC UITence; for 
example, the outcome of flipping a coin or executing a computer-programmed random number generator. 
Reader Files ASCII confi guration fil es a ll having a " .rd r'· extension used in ModSAF. 
Real Time In modeling and s imulation , simulated time with the property that a given period of ac tual time represents 
the same period of time in the system being modeled; for example, in a simulation of a radar system, running the 
simulation for one econd may result in the model advancing time by one second ; that is, simulated ti me advances at 
the same rate as actual time. 
Scenario ( I ) Description of an exercise (init ial conditions). It is part of the session databa e which confi gures the units 
and platforms and places them in specific locations with specifi c missions. (2) An initi al set of condi tions and time 
line of significant events imposed on trainees or systems to achieve exercise objectives. 
SIMNET (Simulator Network) An Advanced Research Proj ects Agency (ARPA) project, the goal of which has been 
to develop the technology to build a large scale network of interactive combat simulators. 
Simulated Battlefield See DIS. 
Simulation ( I ) A model that behaves or operates like a given system when provided a set o f controlled inputs. (2) The 
process of developi ng or usi ng a model as in ( I ). (3) An implementati on of a special kind o f model that represents 
at least some key intern al e lements of a system and describe how those elements interac t over time. M ost combat 
simulations are implementcd as computcr programs. 
Simulation Entity An elemen t of the synthetic environment that is created and contro ll ed by a simulation applicati on 
(e.g., tan ks, submarines, carriers, fighter aircraft , miss iles , bridges) . It is possible that a si mulation applicati on may 
be controlling more than one simulation entity. 
Simulation Environment ( I) Consists of the operati onal environment surrounding the simulation entiti es including 
terrai n, atmospheric, bathospheric and cultural information which is adequate ly correlated for the type of exercise to 
be performed. (2) A ll the conditi ons, circ umstances and inOuences surrounding and affec ting simul ation en tities 
including those stated in ( I). 
Simulator (I) A device, computer program or system that performs simulation. (2) For u·aining, a device which 
duplicates the essent ial features of a task situation and provides for direct practi ce. (3) For Distributed Interacti ve 
Simulation (DIS), a physical model or simulati on of a weapons system, set of weapon systems, or piece of 
eq uipment which represents some major aspects o f the equipment 's operati on. 
Sourcefile Text fil e used to give automate giving commands to M odSAF. These can load , run, and stop a M odSAF 
scenarios. This is is given as an option on the ModSAF command line. 
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Stealth A comronent that provides the capabilities for visuall y ohse rving a Distributed Interacti ve Simulation (DIS) 
exerc ise without partic ipating in the DIS exercise interacti on. 
Task Behavior performed by an individual vehic le or unit on the balliefieid. 
Traffic The movement o f digital information along the routes o f the transportati on system of a computer network . 
Unfo rdable A body o f water not crossab\e by wading 
Validation The formal process of determining the degree to whi ch a model or si mulation is an accurate representati on 
of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the modcl or simulation . 
Variable A quantity or data item whose value can change. 
Verification ( I) The formal process o f dete rmining that a model implementati on acc urately represents the developer 's 
conceptual description and spec ifications. (2) The fo rmal process of determinin g whether a simul ati on model 
performs as intended. 
Virtual Simulation Form o f si mulation in which entiti es ex ist in e ffect or in essence , although not in ac tual form, so that 
sensing of or by other entities must be via the DIS protocol data un it stream. When participati on in a DIS exercise 
requires significant compromise of vehicle dynamics, the vehicle is then operating in the virtual mode. 
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12. Acronyms and Terms 
AAAV 
AMSAA 
ARG 
AT 
B_FFV 
B]PC 
B_FVC 
B_IFV 
B_IPC 
B_lYC 
BDS-D 
BMP-2 
CAS 
CGF 
CTB 
CTDB 
DBV 
DIS 
DMZ 
DRPM 
EBV 
FFR 
I1ITSEC 
IFR 
1ST 
LHA 
LOS 
LXF 
LXP 
LXV 
M2 
MEU 
ModSAF 
MOE 
NEO 
NFS 
O]FV 
O]PC 
O_FVC 
O_IFV 
O_IPC 
O_lYC 
OPFOR 
OPORD 
OTW 
OVN 
P(h) 
P(k) 
PO 
PSD 
RFR 
SAFOR 
Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle 
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Ac ti vity 
Amphi ious Read iness Group 
Anti Tank 
Blue Final Force Value 
Blue Final Personnel Count 
Blue Final Vehicle Count 
Blue Initial Force Value 
Blue initial personnel count 
Blue Initial Vehicle Coun t 
Battl efield Distributed Simulation Developmental 
Soviet In fantry Fighting Vehicle 
Blue casualties 
Computer Generated Forces 
Compact Terrai n data Base 
Compact Terrain Data Base 
Damage based victory 
Distributed Interactive Simulation 
De-Militarized Zone 
Direct Reporting Projec t Manager 
Entity based victory 
Final force ratio 
Interserviee Industry Training Systems and Education Conference 
Initial force ratio 
Institute for Simulation & Training 
Amphibious Assault Ship 
Line Of Sight 
Loss-exchange ratio fo rce 
Loss-exchange rati o personnel 
Loss-exchange ratio vehicles 
Bradley Fighting Vehicle 
Marine Expeditiary Unit 
Modular Semi-Automated Forces 
Measure of Effecti veness 
Non-combatant Evacuation Operation 
Network Fi le System 
OPFOR Final Forces Vehicle 
OPFOR Final Personnel Count 
OPFOR Final Vehicle Count 
OPFOR Initial Forces Vehicle 
OPFOR Initial Personnel Count 
OPFOR Initial Vehicle Count 
Opposing Forces 
Operational Order 
Out the Window 
OPFOR vehicles neutrali zed 
Probability of hit 
Probability of ki ll 
Persistent Object 
Propulsion Systems Demonstrator 
Residual force ratio 
Semi-Automated Force 
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Science Applications International Corporations 
Soviet , single-stage, short-range balli sti c mi ssile 
Simulator ne twork 
Subject M atte r Expert 
Surviving Blue fo rce strength 
Synthetic Theate r Of W ar 
Soviet tank 
Terrain Data Base 
Tactical W arfare Simulation and Technology Informati on Analysis Center 
Victory time 
Vehicle Under Test 
Executive Officer 
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